Unprecedented Registration Boosts Enrollment to 948!

21 Returned Veterans in College Total of 417 have been affected by the wall-dofs registered. The elementary ment hits a new high with 244 stuebers are returning veterans, 21 hav-appear in next week’s CRITERION.)

Sterling Leads in Drive; Metcalf, McConaughhey in Struggle for Cup

Ansel Bristol Reveals Progress of Meteor; Yearbook to Feature Modernistic Design

Unprecedented Registration Boosts Enrollment to 948!

21 Returned Veterans in College Total of 417

Both College and Academy Dormitories Crowded:

17 College Women in Upper Floor of Mu Beta Kappa

A grand total of 408 students, including 417 of college level, have registered to date--an enrollment unprecedented in the history of Las Sierra College. Increasing in numbers are returning veterans, 21 being registered as of Thursday. (A special feature on this group will appear in next week’s Criterion.)

The preparatory school enrollment hits a new high with 244 students registered. The elementary school boasts a total of 216.

Dormitories as well as classrooms have been affected by the wall-ofs registered, including 117 of college level, have registered to date--an enrollment unprecedented in the history of Las Sierra College. Increasing in numbers are returning veterans, 21 being registered as of Thursday. (A special feature on this group will appear in next week’s Criterion.)

The preparatory school enrollment hits a new high with 244 students registered. The elementary school boasts a total of 216.

Dormitories as well as classrooms have been affected by the wall-
**Credo**

Without a purpose, any project is predestined to failure. The school journal is by no means the least of factors in an educational establishment, but without guiding precepts, it will, rather than create of itself an influencing force, go the way of trivia—dead into an insipid, colorless product of mere necessity.

It is the sincere desire of the staff of your "College Criterion" not only to reflect the opinion of the students of La Sierra College, but insofar as is within our power, actually to mold that opinion. We would, then, set before you our credo. A creed by which you may ensure our success during this school year. And should you find us failing short of these precepts, by all means let us be informed! It is only through your reactions that we may feel the pulse of our own progress.

*Our Credo*

To present all the news with the highest degree of journalistic finesse of which we are capable. To present features of constructively entertaining value. To be unbiased and unprejudiced— to refrain from featuring one department or activity excessively. To serve as a newspaper—not as a publicity sheet. To be unbiased and bigoted caviling. And least important— To be consistent in our representation of a college that is founded upon Christian precepts. This shall be our creed.

Speaking of Phenomena . . .

We recall something buried amidst the mass of Teneswaps which we perused a semester or so ago that started something like this: "Forward, forward, let us range . . . and forget the rest of it. But for our purposes it is enough. For that literary fragment has materialized into actual statistics at La Sierra College.

In leafing through our files, which unfortunately go back only as far as 1933, we find that in that year the enrollment of L.S.C. reached the astounding total of 364—including Academy students! Now refer to the registration story on page one. "Contrast" is hardly the word for it. Enrollment has more than doubled— mushrooming to 948 for 1945—last year's "World Parade" editor and all-round man. Other staff members are Effie Peets and Marlene Uhlich (we'll introduce them later); and . . . (just wait and see!)

Fine group, don't you think?

**Columbus Day—1945**

This day belongs to the stubborn vision of a gallant sailor who unfurled His faith against the time's derision—And found a world. Adventurer of the valiant heart, Stand by us as we push into seas Unknown and perilous to chart—Majestic paths to peace—Hold us steadfast while we embark, Help our bold voyage to prove its worth; Until a new dawn drives the dark From all the earth.

—Joseph Aulander, "This Week," October 7, 1945.
LARGEST ENROLLMENT IN L.S.C. HISTORY

Continued from page one.

LARGEST ENROLLMENT IN L.S.C. HISTORY

Academy Has Record Enrollment

Principal Parker Welcomes Prep Students

The new school year has begun and our Prep students are well on their way to the Academy. It is in the midst of this exciting time that we are preparing for the Academy's 10th Sabbath Offering.

One Year Ago

Richard Guthrie was in a Japanese prison camp in Manila, trying to study. He was one of the few Prep students who had been held captive. His time there was difficult, but he was determined to study and learn. Guthrie continued his education even as a prisoner, and he was eventually released.

Students Raise $56 In 13th Sabbath Offering

By a reporter

"Hello, friends! We're glad to have you here this year. But this isn't the time to worry about grades or studies. This is the time to relax and have fun!"

Students were excited to celebrate the 13th Sabbath Offering, and it was a huge success. The offering totaled exactly $56, which was a great result for the Prep students.

Welcome to New Preparatory School Teachers

The student body wishes to welcome all the teachers of La Sierra Academy. Although we are very glad to see last year's teachers back with us, we especially welcome the new teachers. We now introduce them to you.

Attention! All future secretaries and those interested in business.

We now have our own commercial teaching in the Academy. It is Miss Dorothy Voller, who was graduated from Pacific Union College in 1945. Miss Voller is in working with the Voice of Prophecy and also at the White Memorial Hospital.

Although Dean Edward B. Matheson came to La Sierra from a Japanese prison camp in Manila, trying to study. He was one of the few Prep students who had been held captive. His time there was difficult, but he was determined to study and learn. Guthrie continued his education even as a prisoner, and he was eventually released.
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The student body wishes to welcome all the teachers of La Sierra Academy. Although we are very glad to see last year's teachers back with us, we especially welcome the new teachers. We now introduce them to you.

Attention! All future secretaries and those interested in business.

We now have our own commercial teaching in the Academy. It is Miss Dorothy Voller, who was graduated from Pacific Union College in 1945. Miss Voller is in working with the Voice of Prophecy and also at the White Memorial Hospital.

Although Dean Edward B. Matheson came to La Sierra from a Japanese prison camp in Manila, trying to study. He was one of the few Prep students who had been held captive. His time there was difficult, but he was determined to study and learn. Guthrie continued his education even as a prisoner, and he was eventually released.
Over the Top With This Triumvirate

In a flurry of last-minute deadlines, Mr. Loster Coleman managed by some miracle of celerity to produce the above photographs for this week's Criterion. They are your campaign leaders for 1945.

Largest Enrollment

Continued from page 3

Wise, Dorothy
Woodfolk, Nina
Walter, George
Wodlsey, Syble
Woog, Peggy
Wright, Blanche
Wood, Dorothy
Wood, Floyd
Wood, Zoda
Wyman, Frank
Yates, Marjie
Young, Mildred
Youngberg, Rhoda
Zapr, Beatrice
Ziegler, Richard
Eklawo

Mu Beta Kappa Elects Thompson President

At a special meeting of Mu Beta Kappa, dormitory men's club, held on Tuesday, Oct. 2, Ralph Thompson, premedical student, was elected president for the fall semester. Other officers elected were Calvin Sterling, junior home economics major, and Manson Metcalf, ministerial student from Lomax Academy. After the installation, the club held a voting session to elect new officers for 1945.

Nice Quiet Interview With Campaign Leaders

By Ella Adams

When the chief says a story, it is too much maneuvering around, Calvin Sterling, junior ministerial student, Dorothy McConaghy, junior home economics major, and Manson Metcalf, ministerial student from Lomax Academy, finally settled down to a nice quiet interview. Before Manson could get completely settled, Dorothy started in on him.

"Manson Metcalf, don't you dare speak to me!"

"And why not? The men do all the work."

"Oh, the men do all the work, do they? That just gets my Irish up. I guess it's he who has all the money and the ladies that do all the hard work."

Calvin separated them long enough to say, "Come on, we'll never win the campaign with this kind of talk and arguing. I suggest that we get together and develop a plan for our side and do the job up brown."

Said Manson, "Yes, we'll do the job up brown all right, but it will have to be done by a man's army."

But Dorothy declares that "One of the main reasons we have to keep the cup is so we can get a new trophy next year. Finally Calvin got in what he was wanted to say. "It is your duty to keep the cup. Every student is inspired to get in every sub he can, whether he is by intensive letter-writing, personal visits, or any other method."

Rasmussen Speaks on "The Two Times of Trouble"

President R. B. Rasmussen delivered a summary of the "Two Times of Trouble" as the Sabbath sermon on October 6 at the College church. Graphically portraying the events surrounding the Apocalypse, "The Lord's Prayer." Elder Heuweit and Elder Special illustrated the factors of thought by a duet, "Be Still and Know."

The Music choral organization under the direction of Prof. Harold Abel sang "Dear Lord and Father" and continued the prayer service with "The Lord's Prayer." Elder Heuweit and Elder Special illustrated the factors of thought by a duet, "Be Still and Know."

General Conference Approves Plans For New La Sierra Church Building

According to President Rasmussen, the General Conference committee has approved construction of a new church building for the La Sierra community. Recognized as a desperately needed project for both College and community, plans for the new church building, having been in a nebulous state for well over a year, the approval of local, state, and last week the General Conference committees, however, makes completion of the project certain, and architects are now working on details of design.

The building, costing approximately $130,000 and seating 1800-1500 members, will be located between the College store and the Zuma Lava Food factory. Between the church and the factory will be generously proportioned parking lots.

The College church has been contributing $1000 per month to the project, conference appropriations will cover the remaining cost. Construction is to begin as soon as material and labor are available.

A.B.S. Election

Continued from page one

of the grand piano.

"ingredients" of a cake.

"I talked to Mrs. Van Ausdle about the ingredients. She said she would be willing to share them with me.

The coming eight months of La Sierra's school year are chock-full of exciting activities and informational events, but . . . .

HOW CAN YOU KNOW . . .

what is going on unless you receive the College paper?

YOUR SUBSCRIPTION EXPIRES OCTOBER 26

To renew, simply mail $1.00 either to the Criterion office or to someone you know at La Sierra College, Arlington, California.
Francis Line, Noted Explorer-Photographer, To Present Film, 'Sheep, Stars, Solitude'  
Francis B. Line, world traveler and photographer, will present his all-color film, 'Sheep, Stars, Solitude,' in Holme Memorial Auditorium, Saturday evening, Oct. 27. One hour and fifteen minutes in length, showings are scheduled for 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.

In competition with 20 of the nation's outstanding film lecturers, the Line program has received top rating for the second consecutive year.

Mr. Line, the first white man to accompany the Indian sheep herders, filmed the annual trek of the animals as they left central Arizona grazing lands for northern platinum hundreds of miles away. At one time when they were caught in a desert rain storm, Mr. Line filmed the lightning strikes that cracked over the backs of the flock.

Line, familiarly called the "Napoleon of the Lecture World," is a graduate of the University of Michigan, a member of Phi Beta Kappa, and of the Los Angeles Adventurers' club. He is devoting his entire life to a study and portrayal of Western America.

Welcome Home!

Listed below are some of the blue stars that you used to see on the service flag in the chapel. Welcome home, former students; and to former students of other colleges: welcome to what we hope will come to be home to you, L.C.C.

Names are listed in the order in which they were registered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Other Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jackie Johnston</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omar McKim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olda Bare</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melvin Clark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas Colton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Pursley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Anderson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald Jacobson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth Perry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Scottsdale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emeline Schmidt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malvin Clark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilma C. E. Stull</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olda Storm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marion Grecian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Ledington</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackie Johnson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FRIDAY, OCT. 26

College Erects Cottages

Four walls and a roof—a family, then the place is known as "home." Four faculty members and their families will have a chance to experiment with this and for the first time the students of other colleges will be accommodated in four cottages rising on the lot just south of Calkins hall. These two-bedroom, modern homes have been designed by Prof. A. L. Toews and are being built under the supervision of Mr. D. C. Rueder. They should be ready for "the night before Christmas" activities, according to R. F. Arnels, business manager.

Veteran Cottages

Designed to meet the needs of handicapped by lack of materials, can meet them. Authorization has already been granted.

Registration Totals 421

Four more students have enrolled since the Criterion went to press last week bringing the fall registration to date of 421. New registrants are: Martha Lorence, Jackie Johnston, Mrs. Ethel Hanman and Eldon Boyd. Two names omitted in last week's listing are those of Mildred Becke and Mildred Breckenridge of La Sierra College.

THINGS TO COME

Friday, Oct. 19
10:15 a.m. Second Choral Service
4:00 p.m. Church Club
7:30 and 9:30 p.m. Film, 'Sheep, Stars, Solitude'

Sabbath, Oct. 20
8:45 a.m. First Choral Service
11:00 a.m. Sunday School
11:30 a.m. Second Choral Service
2:00 p.m. Literature and Language
4:00 p.m. Organ Recital by R. H. Hanman in 7:30 p.m. Club night, Calkins hall open

Monday, Oct. 29
Closing of Current campaign

La Sierra's Returned Veterans Have ' Been Around'

Interviews Reveal Numerous Exciting Adventures

By Roger Coon

Many of La Sierra's 410 service men and women have been discharged from the armed forces since V-J Day last August, and already two dozen of them have enrolled for the fall semester. Many who are due to be discharged soon will also be joining the student body from time to time, and to each the student body will extend a hearty welcome. They have successfully completed one task, and are here to successfully complete another—their education.

In order that you as students may become better acquainted with these veterans, our newest and fastest growing group, I would like to introduce you to several of them. Additional interviews will appear later.

Sgt. Bill Ledington of the 82nd Airborne division arrived on the campus just last week to resume his education which was interrupted in March, 1942. He has seen action in both the European and Mediterranean theaters of war, participating in the invasion of Sicily and Normandy. He was in two glider crashes in Normandy and Holland, but sustained no injury other time. He was in the northern bank of the famous Battle of the Bulge, and while in Germany he witnessed the surrender of the entire 11th German Army to his outfit. Crossing the Elbe midway between Hamburg and Berlin, he was in Ludwigshoff when V-J Day was proclaimed, and participated in the freeing of the prisoners in a Nazi concentration camp they. Having spent three years and six months in the Army, he is glad to exchange his O.D.'s for civies and to be back at his studies. Good luck, Bill.

George Pursley is another ex-service man who saw duty outside the continental United States. He was concentrating in February, 1943, and was one of the first to be taken to the pre-war draft. He was stationed on Christmas Island for a while and then moved to Schofield Barracks in Hawaii. While on Christmas Island he became acquainted with four other Adventist boys, one of whom was Dean Gunz, a former student of this college. Gunz is a bulldozer. Roy. The fishing in the tropical waters was better than George had ever anticipated, that if one didn't mind the sharks. He and his buddies landed an eight-foot, two-inch shark and were permitted to use the fish as men of another tropical fish. He had the privilege of living in the island which was attended by the late President Roosevelt. Generals MacArthur and Richard Nixon, admirals Nimitz and Halsey, and other high ranking officers...

TURN TO PAGE 4, COL. 11

Volume 17, Number 1, so fresh the ink practically dries, is distributed to students as campaign opens. College Band on platform.

Hannum Gives Vespers At White Memorial

Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Hannum presented their vesper program of music and poetry at Paulson hall Friday evening, Oct. 12. The program was under the leadership of Mr. Robert Affeldt, was given over to the masters of the organ.

Mr. Hannum gave J. S. Bach representation by playing the latter's "Prelude and Fugue in E minor" and several other works by Beethoven, Mendelssohn, and other composers were represented on the program.

Between the numbers, Mrs. Ethel Hannum presented choice readings.

45 Graduates Launch Effort in Victorville

Weldon Mattison and Charles A. Hamm, the mineralogical graduates of last year, are scheduled to be held a full-fledged evangelistic effort in Victorville, Calif., on Saturday evening, Oct. 20. Beginning with the lecture, "What About Russia?" meetings will be held four nights weekly until December 30.

Mr. Mattison, former business manager of the ASB, worked at Barstow, Calif., as an intern from the time of his graduation to September 23. Mr. Martin, former president of the ASB and Veter's business manager last year, spent the summer following spring commencement at conference center near palm camps at Idyllwild.

AID THE WAY CHEST

Volume 17, October 18, 1945

EXTRA! FIRST CRITERION, FRESH FROM THE PRESS

SUBS ROLLING IN

With 3500 Subs...
The Tale of a Freshman . . .

By Dwight Wallack

It was October! The year? Well, to be exact, it was the year 1929. The place—Southern California junior college. The principal character of our short story—a 17-year-old boy, and a very sad boy, too. Only at home were his wounds healed and this was his first time away from home.

At the End of Its Rope

One miserable week had passed, and the second week of “torment” had become excruciating. This was now the third week of school, full of even more loneliness and despair than the first two. It seemed it would never pass. The lad had learned that the form of companionship he had refused. He didn’t wish others to witness his several daily sessions of tear-shedding. He had come to the end of his rope and even that was fast slipping from his grasp.

All Minus, No Plus

The food wasn’t so good in the cafeteria, the classes seemed to be far over his head. His finances were not arranged too conveniently, no letters from home, the other fellows in the dormitory were not as chummy as the friends he had left behind, the rules were horribly strict; in fact, in authoritative vernacular, it was all minus and no plus.

. . . Early spring of 1928 finds, oddly enough, the same boy now, back among the folk of his college. In short, he found a new experience, learned how to return a smile, joined campus life, and gave the unsuspecting individual a haircut. Perhaps the rules were not so unreasonable after all. By now he had many good friends. In fact life seemed just about all right at good old S.C.C., for our former little “Sad Sack.”

Now why should I write of this unimportant bit of history? Simply this, I am sure that on the same old grounds, now La Sierra College, there are appropriate editions of our sad hero.

The Secret

If there is one such still reading, I now confide to you the secrets of his transformation of spirit. First he learned to like people—good people—all around him. He got to work and took his full share of responsibilities in campus activities. He studied hard, learned how to return a smile, joined campus clubs. But most important of all, he took advantage of every spiritual opportunity which his Christian college had offered. In short, he found a new experience and closer friend in Christ.

Friend of mine, the same system of “blues-chasing” will work for you now—today. I’m sure of it!—I was little “Sad Sack.”

Lyceum Schedule 1945-46

Lectures:

October 6. Bruce Thomas, the “I Was That Rat” M.C., “The Comeback of the Conquered Peoples.”


The Americanization of an American.”

Artists:


December 1. Hart House String Quartet.

February 5. Merrill George, Sculptor, “The Face of Lincoln.”


May 18. Madame Alice Elton, Hapsichordist.

World Adventure Series:

September 29. Wendell Chapman with Color Film, “Trailing Mexico with a Peon.”

October 27. Francis R. Line with Color Film, “A Coed Goes Subbin’.”

November 24. E. Ira Short with Color Film, “Tales and Saltates.”

February 23. John Claye Monteth with Color Film, “Alps of America.”

March 9. E. E. Short with Color Film and Traveling Officers “Tara and Her Playmates.”

May 4. Alfred Miltto with Color Film, “Aston Link of the Highway of Empire.”

Five Least Likely Ways to Get Subs

(A subnemonic suite in five movements)

Commentary:

While in the throes of the subconscious mind, one can envision world concepts that a normal human wouldn’t wish to be credited with. (The most proficient in the art under the heading of genius, most poets and scientists, insane, or what are you troubled with!)

Inspired by the current campaign, your anonymous author became touched (spelled 'tetchied') with the affliction spoken of above. The following was written with the sincere hope that it will make not only the students, but all Criterion readers SUB conscious—which it probably will.

A Freshman Goes Subbin’

A newcomer he is—this freshman bold.

Aghast! with no subs has he sold.

Several days later we meet him again.

Says he, “It’s a cinch—my girl has ten!!’

A Gooch Goes Subbin’

(with apologies to Stoppangele)

Her yester was swollen, her eyes were wise.

 etter hopes were hoog, for subs to supply.

The piper was pank, the wink bias ack;

Her hipes were hogh, sor subs to purfue.

Says he, “It’s a cinch—my girl has ten!!’

A Senior Goes Subbin’

A senior was he—age twenty-three.

With taught to love but his dignity.

So sorry, said she as she closed the door,

“I just gave mine to a sophmore.”

A Junior Miss Goes Subbin’

A Junior Miss with a clever mind

Owes a doctor bill for quite some time.

Now the doctor’s house at thirteen-o-one.
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Associated Collegiate Press Review

Aston, Iowa (ACP) —“Bats have their own special radar system,” states Dr. George O. Hendrickson, of the Department of Zoology at Iowa State College, as a result of his study of bats.

A bat sends out high pitched cries, too high for humans to hear, and when the tone strikes some object in his path, no matter whether it is large as a hill or as small as a single strand of wire, warning signals or echoes are reflected back, enabling him to change his course.


Prep School Boasts Largest Enrollment

We welcome all of the new students of 1945-46 and hope that they will feel acquainted and at home on the campus. Below are listed the complete enrollment of this year under the name of the state or country in which each student was born.

Arizona
- Shirley Templeton
- Joyce Templeton
- William Simmons
- Mildred Cohen

Arkansas
- Betty Wagner

California
- James Adams
- Alan Agee
- Ginni Almington
- Lois Almquist
- Gordon Anderson
- Ethel Anderson
- Marie Barnard
- Jean Barnett
- Howard Barnes
- Raynold Barratt
- Donald Beaver
- Alfred Berry
- Howard Berry
- Joseph Burnett
- La Viva Bowen

Connecticut
- Lawrence Cogswell
- Margaret Delaney
- Charles Delaney
- Robert Clark
- Sybil Clark
- Lorraine Cottrell
- Margaret Delaney
- Dorothy Denham
- David Ewerl
- Mary Lou Ewell
- Robert Ellis
- Gertrude Estep
- Donald Field
- Barbara Fisk
- Barbara Fields
- Samuel Field
- Edward Field
- Betty Field
- George Goode
- Bessie Glocester
- Harold Gruber
- Faucy Gruber
- Rose Gruber
- Paul Gruber
- Mary Lou Hanks
- Delores Hanks
- Katherine Hart
- Service Hart
- Franklin Harring
- Edward Hazard
- Barbara Holcomb
- Marshall Horiman
- Joan Howard
- Jean Holman

Colorado
- Cordova
- Dorothy Dahl
- Edward Dahl
- Lewis Dobson
- Norly Pemberton
- Paul Pemberton
- Florence Lobman

Florida
- Florida Kelly

Idaho
- Roberta Schumacher

Illinois
- Ewinn Smith
- Well George

Indiana
- Clarence Young
- Phillips Maegling

Iowa
- Winnie Wertz
- Jackie Williams
- Billie Wilson
- Dorothy Wilson

Louisiana
- Ethel Wells
- Ethel Whites
- Betty Whitten
- Joan Felbert

Michigan
- Richard Chisin
- Wilkes Cole
- Chadfield
- William Bold

Minnesota
- Mary Christiansen
- Leon Carr

Mississippi
- Charles Oliphant

Missouri
- Jean Walsh
- Louise Hardin

Montana
- Ann Price

New Mexico
- Merrill Jacobsen
- Jim Butts

Nebraska
- Sydney Allen
- Patricia Mury

New Jersey
- Marilyn MacGowan

New Mexico
- Beryl Vickers
- Martha Helen
- Fa\'e Dore Moore
- Howard Hardcastle

New York
- Ruth Wixson
- Mary Smith

North Dakota
- Dolores Zielner
- Vica Carrasen

Ohio
- Alfred Wurthen

Oklahoma
- Lave Watmough
- Patricia Johnston
- Louise Simmons
- O'Neil Johnson
- Gordon Sampson
- Bob Hare
- Marilyn Simmons
- Forrest Ch affee

Oregon
- Paul Wilson
- Virginia Breuning
- Arlene Davis
- Penelope
- Jacobs Kruidt

Tennessee
- Allan Roeder
- Albert Lash
- Robert Lash
- Albert Lash
- Margaret Lash
- Betty Lash

Texas
- James Koehl
- James Koehl
- Nellie NacBroom

Utah
- Betty Hannum

Washington
- Jeanine Wilson
- Betty Purcell
- Glen Knudsen
- Bob Arst
- Charles Purcell

West Virginia
- William Murphy
- Betty French

PREPS

College Criterion

Academy Criteria: Campaign Gets Under Way; Ekwall's Lead to Goal of 750 Subscriptions

What's Scheduled for Prep School Chapels?

The student body will be looking forward this year to a group of challenging chapel programs. Mr. Barker stated, in an interview, that a tone on health would be presented every other week, alternating with a program on world events. He also plans to have a mission program occasionally.

The student organization will present many programs of interest during the year. On Tuesdays there will be regular prayer bands which will develop the spiritual side of our school life.

Thursday will be set aside for advisory groups, clubs, and for teachers to help with problems in school life.

COMING CHAPELS

Oct. 15, President Rasmussen will speak.

Nov. 16, Prayer bands meet.

Dec. 2, Mr. Vamer Johns will speak on "Health.

Jan. 1, Mr. Ekwall will speak on "Health.

Feb. 5, Mr. Ekwall will speak on "Health.

Mar. 19, Miss Murray will speak on "Health.

May 7, Miss Murray will speak on "Health.

May 8, Mr. Ekwall will speak on "Health.

May 15, Mr. Ekwall will speak on "Health.

May 17, Dr. Vollmer will speak on "Health.

Jun. 26, Mr. Ekwall will speak on "Health.

Preps Students Establish Active Prayer Bands

The Academy students have formed several prayer bands in which all may have the privilege of taking part personally in the spiritual activities of the school.

Among the activities being planned for the bands this year are group discussions and outside reading of spiritual books.

CHIT-CHAT

It seems Mr. Digneo doesn't know exactly how to be neutral in the Criterion campaign. First he wrote like Mr. J. Arrey who said, "I'm neutral, I don't care who beats the girls!" Later he quoted a certain politician who said, "I'm honest, I'll stay on whichever side buys me first!"

Speaking of campaigns the boys certainly have quite a pep song... it is sung to the tune of "Merrily we roll along" and the words go something like this:

"Goodbye, Yankees (the girls' side)"

Goodbye, Yankees; Goodbye, Yankees,

We're going to leave you now.

(As the girls cared!) Merrily we roll along,

Roll along, Merrily we roll along.

On to VICTORY!

Guess who our new "Cho" representative for the Prep Parade was this week. It was none other than Mr. Edson Foster. Perhaps you'll hear from him again next week in the column. Edson says, "I enjoy writing Chit-Chat very much."

Junior Ministerial Fellowship Is Organized; "Eduard Oleyes Presides as First President"

Academy students interested in entering the ministry met on Sunday, Oct. 13, to discuss the formation of a Junior Ministerial fellowship which would "be a stepping stone to their work," as one member remarked.

At the opening meeting Elder Yan Yercher spoke on "The Call to the Ministry" and touched on other subjects of interest to the group.

Eduard Oley, the student leader, asked the backsiders to encourage other students to enter the group. Said Mr. Oley, "We want everyone who is interested to join lymph's work or in entering the ministry to seriously consider joining the Fellowship."


Let's Put it OVER THE TOP

By Beatrice Short

Editor: George Goode

Advisor: Fedalma Ragon

College Criterion

Turn to page 4, col. 2
‘Around the World’ Tour Taken by ASB With Pilots Guild and Quail Directing

Around the world in one evening! Quite a tall order, true, but that happened yesterday, just exactly what some 500 members of the ‘post’ had been properly stumped in advance. That the parlor house of Angwin hall had taken an amazingly tropical atmosphere, being decked out and on and the quail group broke up into eight smaller groups to pursue their round-the-world tour.

‘Crew members,’ shanghaied from the cafeterias of the faculties, selected the sightseeing tours from one country to another, and while the cops were down a mountain. Down they went, attempting vainly to control the ever-increasing acceleration. Suddenly there was a thud, the world rapidly passed by, and then—there they sat, looking at oceans of sprinkler-covered lawn.

Miss Dorothy Mac, director of the campus Woodcraft lodge, introduced Stewardess Margaret Qualley who was in charge of the evening’s proceedings. As ’Sowers of Good Seed’; Meet Weekly

The “bearded lady” whose picture appeared on Page 4 of last week’s Criterion, and whom you wish to contact on purposes of business, is no longer with us. All Sorry, but the ‘beard’ is to be attributed to our engravers rather than the woman herself. We hope you just the same and our apologies for the ‘Van Dyke’ which invariably appears on the picture of the various leader of the women—Dottie Mac.”

Prominence in the past two semesters, this woman has gained quite definitely to the fairer side of our campus. Also, in our next presid-ent’s address, the experts tell us, more than half the votes will be women. This calls for a revolu-
tion in the methods of proverbial cigar-passing, back-slapping, mon-
ton, car-in-every-garage form of propaganda.

As soon as the President declared, “A nybody can be a Democrat and the Demo-
crats echoing, “A woman welder in every boiler factory!”
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LECTURER FRANCIS LINE SHOWS FAMED COLOR FILM SAT. NIGHT

"Sheep, Stars and Solitude," an American epic portrayed in color and narrated by Francis R. Line, noted explorer-photographer, will be presented in Hole Memorial auditorium tomorrow evening, Oct. 27, in two showings—7:30 and at 9:30 o'clock.

In order to capture the story of the 40-day trek of sheep across the great American desert, Mr. Line traveled the entire 250-mile distance on foot. Following the Herber-Beno stock trail over the wildest country in America, he was able to obtain rare pictures of wild life and scenic wonders in both desert and forest.

The Line program has received top rating for two consecutive years in competition with 20 of the nation's outstanding film lecturers.

War Chest Fund Totals 
$98 for First Week

During the past week, the student body and faculty have brought in a total of $108.35 for the War Chest fund. A collection taken from the students Friday amounted to $21.38 and the total remitted to date from the faculty is $77.00 with more collections to come in.

The War Chest is a combination of the United Service organizations, the Foreign Relief fund and several home agencies, and is one of the "most worthy organizations to which contributions may be made today," according to ASB President Dan Guild.

Ellis Arnts, chairman of the ASB Cultural committee, has been in charge of the collection of donations which have been given by the faculty, the Associated Student Body, and by the residents of the surrounding community. Those students who have been soliciting funds are Dorothy Liese, Ardyce Ambs, chairman of the ASB Student Council, and Ella Ambs, chairman of the ASB War Chest committee.

Student Efforts Slated To Cover Four Towns

Student efforts go into action next November 18 as efforts go into action next November 18 as efforts from La Sierra's department of theology begin in four nearby towns. Towns covered in the scope of departmental planning include Edgemont, Mira Loma, La Sierra, and Home Gardens.

The meetings will be continued for six months in Edgemont and Mira Loma; but in La Sierra and Home Gardens, where active interest has already been aroused by previous student campaigns, informal week-end efforts will be launched to bring that interest to a climax.

The student-lecturers who are divided into three groups of four each, will have full charge of their respective efforts, subject only to the observation of department heads.

In carrying out the evangelistic plans, students will endeavor to effect the support of the Seventh-Day Adventist churches which are near their particular locality.

Francis E. Cossentine, Horace Miller, Stanley Kannenberg, and Arthur Dale will divide their time between the effort in Home Gardens and a continuation of one which was begun in the College tabernacle at that place last year.

With meetings being conducted at the local Legion hall, Calvin Sterling, Clarence Larson, Frank Rosche, and Frank Wyman will work in Los Lomas with the assistance of the Glen Aven church.

In Edgemont, Armen Johnson, the La Sierra band, and Merwin Jones have rented the Community hall as the focal point of their work with the Riverside church district.

The student-efforts, which did not begin until January 21 last year, are being organized at this early date in order to provide a longer period for follow-up work.

CRITERION

Paul Eldridge, Returned from Concentration Camp, To Conduct College Week of Prayer Nov. 2-10

The Peace... Has Just Begun

Remember the WAR CHEST

Students who have been charge of the collection of donations for the United Service organizations have been active in the Mira Loma area.

No Ingathering in Fall Says Pres. Rasmussen

The traditional ingathering day for College and Academy students ordinarily scheduled for November has not been abolished, but will come in the spring, according to President L. R. Rasmussen.

Women Lead Men in Criterion Campaign As Contest for Subs Enters Final Week

WOMEN LEAD MEN IN CRITERION CAMPAIGN

Element of Cooperation in Assembly Programs

With only four more days left to get in the remaining subscriptions, opposing sides in the Criterion Campaign are engaging in an all out drive with the lemons boiling by a considerable margin. Various methods are being used to get "subs" more effectively and in greater quantities. In one evening last week the men wrote more than 1,000 letters, and every afternoon a general exodus occurs on the campus as aspiring "subbers" go out to get the few remaining subscriptions.

In Friday's chapel the first bonus of the subscribers went to the side in the lead—the "Buzzin' B's." Immediately after Campaign Manager Frankie Ehlers announced which side was ahead, Dorothy McCom-}

For College and Academy students, ordinarily scheduled for November has not been abolished, but will come in the spring, according to President L. R. Rasmussen.

An artist's sketch of the new Administration building, which in basic pattern will match the cafeteria building. Construction is to begin as soon as an early date.

CONSTRUCTION OF NEW ADMINISTRATION AND LIBRARY BUILDING BEGINS

Pres. Rasmussen Attends Two Regional Meetings

President L. R. Rasmussen spoke at the regional meeting in Modesto over last week end, Oct. 19, 20, and is scheduled to attend another regional meeting in Fresno during this week end, Oct. 26, 27.

Ehlers, May 18 Lyceum, Injured in Auto Accident

Madame Alice Elders, renowned harpsichordist scheduled to present the last number of the Artistic series next May 18, was severely injured in an automobile accident last week.

Madame Elders, according to the Los Angeles Times of October 14, was scheduled to appear in concert at Philharmonic auditorium in Los Angeles today playing the last three of Bach's Brandenburg concert and Harpsichord Concerto in E minor, by Otto Klemperer conducting. Another artist has been secured to substitute for Madame Elders, who is the first harpsichordist ever to have been invited to perform in the Philharmonic auditorium.

In the northwest wing of the building the administrative offices will be located. Those will be on the main floor. Located on the ground floor will be the business offices.

The library is to be an integral part of the new Administration building. The main reading room planned to seat 250 students, will have space for 85,000 volumes.

An overwhelming rush of mail at the offices of the Criterion's regular engraver caused such a delay that this issue appears one day late. Readers, our apologies.

THINGS TO COME...

Friday, Oct. 26
10:15 Criterion Campaign
5:04 Sunset
7:45 M. V. Meeting
Sabbath, Oct. 27
8:15 First Church Service, Elder Specht
10:00 Sabbath School
11:30 Second Church Service, Elder Specht
5:00 Parents' evening
7:15 College hall
7:30, 9:00 Frantes Lites
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endure discomfort and affliction? If that is true, that one of the beings He has created should
some feature or writer that you particularly appre-
regard the College publication seriously enough
'Sat you absolutely dislike—and we hope that you
other before this journalistic year has ended, most
cepts. And if perhaps a trial is unanavoidable, must
understand, but if the Lord wants it that way. . . ."
us or snuffs out the life of a friend, we sadly wag
lives are predestined, or at least that their develop
victions of the laws of health which we have
endure it if it is the will of God."
Tessellae from the Larger Mosaic

From the earliest chronicled ages of time man has sought to express through his music the thoughts and hopes and emotions of the spirit, the divinely perceived values of physical need and daily toil. And such are on campus and off. In addition, mentions may have been primitive at times, or even chaotic, but if a man’s reach exceeds his grasp, there is what there is of the urge that impels him to seek further to the unknown.

As La Sierra has emerged from the early years of practical necessity to the modern cosmopolitan age of a full-fledged college, the fine arts have taken on added significance and have gained considerable prominence in academic curricula and extra-curricular activities. And out of this movement has crystallized the idea of publicizing more widely events of cultural interest, so that the people are informed of what is happening both on and off campus, and to keep the mass of that which has already appeared several times in the press more fun than anything else in which one may be involved. The 20th century is a time for the denomination. Among the many plans for the year's work in the department of Classics, History, and English, are:

Theme and Variations

How often when the strain of life is too great for the spirit to bear, we fly to art. True, his repre-
sentation, in addition to his ability to make a picture, is the newly formed college hand. The purpose of the choir, states Dr. Vollmer, to the Preparatory school student body on the subject of “Health” during a recent chapel. His talk centered around the general health of the student and how to maintain it. In speaking of things a student should and should not do, Dr. Vollmer mentioned several rules, which, if followed by the students, would help them to earn higher grades and be more alert in their studies. He cited as an example of this, a group of students who were tested in these lines and as a result, those who had submitted to a well balanced diet were able to attain a much higher grade average.

Faculty Flash

Continued from page 2

Dr. Vollmer spoke to the Preparatory school student body on the subject of “Health” during a recent chapel. His talk centered around the general health of the student and how to maintain it. In speaking of things a student should and should not do, Dr. Vollmer mentioned several rules, which, if followed by the students, would help them to earn higher grades and be more alert in their activities. He cited as an example of this, a group of students who were tested in these lines and as a result, those who had submitted to a well balanced diet were able to attain a much higher grade average.

Faculty Meet at Park

The Academy faculty recently held a Tuesday afternoon meeting in Fairmount Park, Riverside, and transacted necessary business around the supper table.

According to Miss Caroline Hopkins, a member of the committee, their thoughts worked so much better than in the usual place of meeting that they plan to try it again.

Music-Holically Speaking

Canta Bella, as a name for a full-chorus choir, has been considered slightly suggestive. People are more fun than any of the things one has observed. Even during piano lessons, we thoughtfully added. Consider the ease of the student, a beginner, who improved his technic by singing "Papa Hake's sad and gone," to the tune of the dirgeful theme from the "Surprise Symphony!" The soul of an artist, truly.

And there is the individual who, by analogous reference to needlessness apparently, thought Counterpoint was a class in sewing Shades of Bach!

Code

One word more, in response to your obvious question: how on earth would you have it? We may have seemed a bit too musically inclined to you at this time of interest. But please forgive, and next week we will feature the Music in a different pose. It’s a promise.

Editor:
George Goeo

Prep Parade

Editor:
Rosalyn Ragan

Academy Band Under Way: Trubey Leads

The Preparatory school band is flourishing under the direction of Prof. Clarence O. Trubey, and from all reports the students seem to be thoroughly enjoying themselves. The band will gradually become more proficient in the school and take an increasingly important part in the school's activities.

Mr. Trubey is still recruiting members for the band and welcomes any who are interested.

Elder Madsen Recovers From Illness

Professor A. C. Madsen, head of the Academy Bible department, has been ill for several days but is now rapidly improving according reports from his doctors. He is expected to return to his duties within a week.

As a special token of their gratitude to him, all students contributed to a fund which was used for flowers and a small gift. In replying to these Mr. Madsen sent a short note to Principal N. L. Parcer who was read at chapel. Said the note, “I guess I feel the way I should under such circumstances. Not having been ill before, I really don’t know how I should feel.”

[Signed] Mr. Madsen
Kennedy, New College Press Manager, Plans for Printing Classes, Equipment

New Ultraviolet Lights Have Germicidal Effect

Ultraviolet lights, the application of which to problems of hygiene is a comparatively recent scientific development, have come to New College this year, and were installed in the hydri in Ar- gwin hall, and in one of the cafet- eria's refrigerators. According to Mr. Kennedy, these lights have already been installed in the new addition to the grade school building and over the serving desks at the cafeteria.

The ultraviolet ray, of course, is the same ray that rescinds it. Thanks.

...Kennedy asserts that he believes a continual effort is necessary to be the necessary to the development of denominational publishing work and is of equal importance to the actual commercial production.

Mr. Kennedy just this summer arrived from Hawaii, where he was manager of the Hawaiian Mission academy press, to take the place of W. G. Lawson who was called to the Pacific Press in Mountain View, Calif.

Before accepting his call to Hau- vait, Mr. Kennedy was at Pacific Union college where he served as assistant in foreman in the printing of his gua- dis, which was published by The W. G. Lawson Fund. From 1953-54, he was in charge of the Williamette university press, and from 1954 until the time was press foreman at Wau- Walla college.

Mr. Kennedy has ambitious plans for an even further expansion of La Sierra's printing department. He has in view the acquisition of some new press equipment, especially a larger cyl-inder press, in hold prospect, and if present plans properly develop, a new Model 32 Lithotype machine may be acquired.

Mr. W. G. Lawson, former Col- legiate Press manager, is well established in his new work as the Pacific mission's press manager, according to his daughter, Eleanor Lawson, and is in charge of composition work on the denominational books and peri- odicals produced in that plant.

Student-Deacons Ordained

Eight College seniors were or- dered to the office of church de- cons last Sabbath, Oct. 20. They will be on duty for the first service at 8:45 a.m. and will be ordained at an early date.

The new deacons are Calvin Sterling, George Woodman, Clarence Larson, Merwin Jones, Kenneth Short, Aldar Dale, Amsen Johnson, and Frank Wynn.

Excavations Made for Conference Warehouse

Excavations for a new conference warehouse to accommodate the camp meeting equipment have begun on the side of the grade school, where the lights will be installed to reflect iridi- um----literally placing the sun in- side.

"With the large musical organi- zations now functioning in the Col- lege, La Sierra will greatly surpass even the successes of the past achievements." This seems to be the unanimous opinion of the tri- umphant members, which will hold on the campus: Professors O. Trubey, band; Otto Hacker, or- gan;ise of 35 students this year, thusiastic about the size of the Orchestra.

Beethoven's symphonies.

Dr. Larson, Merwin Jones, Kenneth Short was in charge of proceedings. Other officers previously elected re- mained in office-Paul Manring, Wahlen, vice president; and Glenn Chadwick, secretary-treasurer. Betty Ryerson was chosen as an addi- tional member of the program com- mittee.
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CIRCULATION SOARS TO RECORD 5282!

‘Children of Heavenly King’ is Eldridge Week of Prayer Theme

Leader Recently Returned From Concentration Camp

Elder Paul Eldridge, recently returned from imprisonment in a Japanese concentration camp, leads out this evening as the College Week of Prayer officially begins.

Elder Eldridge’s theme for the following week will be “Children of the Heavenly King,” Dr. J. C. Hauser, in charge of planning, reports.

Two meetings will be held daily at the regular chapel service and in special meetings in the evenings. A special Sabbath service on November 10 will close the series.

Elder Eldridge was a minister in the Philippine Union conference when the Japanese struck in 1941.

He was allowed to continue in the service until the opening of the Pacific hostilities forced Americans to the Philippines.

He was allowed to continue in the service until the opening of the Pacific hostilities forced Americans to the Philippines.

Eldridge was liberated with other Japanese that took over but was later removed to the Los Banos prison camp. It was there that Elder Eldridge was liberated with other Americans in February of 1945.

Eldridge returned to Japan itself until the opening of the Pacific hostilities forced Americans to the Philippines.

A significant feature of the coming meetings is that Elder Eldridge will present every student with a complete outline of each of his sermons.

THINGS TO COME . . .

S普京—Week of Prayer Begins

Friday, Nov. 2
7:45 Vespers—Week of Prayer begins

Saturday, Nov. 3
8:45 Elder Eldridge
11:00 Elder Eldridge

Sat., Nov. 10
8:15 Sergei Radamsky in HMA

FOR THE LAST TIME . . .

President and Quartet
Attend Fresno Meeting

Eldridge Week of Prayer Theme

President and Quartet
Attend Fresno Meeting

At 6:30 every evening services in HMA.

COLLEGE WEEK OF PRAYER CLASS SCHEDULE

November 9
Regular Time Schedule for all Meetings
Week of Prayer
7:30 7:30-8:15
8:25 8:20-9:10
9:20 9:15-10:00
10:15 10:05-10:15 Bands
11:10 11:00-11:10 Chapel
11:10 11:15-12:00

*Chapel every day
Tuesday—Chapel, 9:20 period. 10:15 period, 11:00 period at 9:20.
Wednesday—Chapel 10:15 period.
Afternoon schedule unchanged.

President and Quartet
Attend Fresno Meeting

Sheep, Stars, Solitude:
Epic Color Film, Shown

Sheep, Stars, and Solitude, an American epic film in natural color, was presented in two showings in the Hole Memorial auditorium last Saturday evening, Oct. 27.

Francis L. Whipple, producer of the film, followed on foot the 260-mile trek over the Weber-Reno stock trail across the great American desert.

Delivering a running commentary as the film was shown, Mr. Whipple explained that his purpose in presenting such a program was to illustrate the natural beauty of nature to his audiences with a new concept of life in a disturbed world.

Radamsky, Russian Tenor, Appears as First On
La Sierra College Artist Course, November 10

Sergei Radamsky, noted Russian tenor, will present the first program in the 1945 La Sierra College Artist course in the Hole Memorial auditorium at 8:15 p.m., Nov. 10.

Radamsky has appeared in opera and concert in most of the European countries as well as in the United States.

At the age of 15 he won a scholarship to the New England Conservatory of Music where he studied under Baritone Ruman Blumenthal and later studied in Italy, France, and Germany.

He was appointed a Professor at the Moscow Conservatory of Music in 1932. Later being chosen by Leopold Stokowski for the tenor role in Alban Berg’s opera, Wozzek.

All seats must be reserved.
Tickets on sale for adults are $5.00 and for youth under 18 for $2.50. By mail, 4753 W. Grand, program chairman announces.

COMING NOV. 10

COMING NOV. 10

Sergei Radamsky

*SEE PICTURES of Campaign Rally on Page 4.
The Tale of Two Hills

By Dwight Walback

(If this is a story of TWO HILLS, One is a rocky hill of death and La Sierra College and the other-a sandy hill of shame, egony, bitterness, and death.)

Dewey Doss was a carpenter, a non-combatant and a Seventh-day Adventist. When drafted, he refused to bear arms but did not object to saving life as a member of the Army Medical Corps. When he arrived overseas he requested front line duty and in this exposed position fought through the bitter battles for Guam and Leyte.

A Valiant Heart

His fellow soldiers of the 77th division saw him, by prayer, conquer his fear. They saw him severely wounded. But during the long weeks of the Okinawa campaign his courage grew and his deeds kept pace with his heart.

It became the task, one day last April, for an infantry battalion of the 77th to assault a hill which was strongly held by the Japanese. In the face of heavy small arms fire, Doss climbed the hill with his fellow soldiers.

After severe loss, a remnant gained the crest-Doss among them. On the top, however, they found their position untenable, and were forced to retreat, leaving unknown number of dead, and 75 men whose wounds made their retreat impossible. For hours, until darkness, they constantly exposed to artillery, mortar, and rifle fire, stayed with the wounded.

Hills of Death

Doss succeeded finally in lowering wounded enemy down the rocky walls to safety. Only then did he himself and blood soaked but, by the grace of God, alive.

Last week Corporal Doss stood before the President of the United States to receive the Medal of Honor. This is in recognition of his heroic conduct, his sacrifice, and his personal courage. Told of this, his fellow soldiers of the 77th division wept.

We will quite frequently pay two to three dollars to attend a single concert in surrounding cities for a paltry 14 cents each!

Writenagle constitutes a rarely fee-

ON: OR: A SPENDING MOONEER

OR: A SPENDING MOONEER

EUGENIA

Most of us form our cokes, lack-

Writenagle constitutes a rarely fee-

EUGENIA

Most of us form our cokes, lack-

Please for subscriptions produced nothing but boredom. Although cooperative, Dr. Thompson's only heir seemed not to remember any childhood prosperity and backs his claims of complete normalcy by referring to psychological measurements rating him as such. But Ralph is not the book type so...

Unfortunately this is not anything we can do for the 77th division, but the story of the 77th division is a story of sacrifice. It is a story of heroism, of courage, of dedication.

There are many millions more like Corporal Doss. There are many millions more who have given their lives in service to our country. And there are many millions more who have given their lives in service to the Army Medical Corps.

And that is exactly what happened last Sunday morning following the showing of "Sheep, Stars, and Solitude," Francis Linn's top-ranking color film, La Sierra was enthusiastic about it. And the editors of your Criterion take off a theoretical but in the program committee on its outstanding work.

And students, did you know that you attend each of these programs-if you go to all of them—for a paltry 14 cents each?

For these editors, if programs like that come at all, they dig down and pay FIVE DOLLARS a year rather than the customary ONE if lyceum programs could be corresponding is unimportant, but that they that they would be. Nowhere is there any reason why La Sierra College should not have the best in music and lecture, cannot have a lyceum course comparable to the hundreds of them at small universities.

We quite frequently pay two to five dollars to attend a single concert in surrounding cities or at La Sierra College—why not bring those concerts to La Sierra?

Are you willing to pay for what you get? Why not let us know how you feel about it?

Walter M. Johnson

Associate Editors

Lowell Plynke, Ellen Short
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Elder Heubach To Stress 'Being Practical' In Academy Week of Prayer, November 10-17

The Academy will hold its Fall Week of Prayer November 12-17 with Elder Paul E. Heubach as speaker. As has been the case in the past two weeks, the programs—meals, chapel, and special entertainment—will be planned to reflect the theme of the week: "Being Practical.

The purpose of the week's activities in the chapel is to give every student the opportunity to enjoy the services and to give serious thought to the message of the week. The disciplinary services will also be on the theme "Being Practical." The theme for the week will be the basis for their sermons and for the discussions which will be held in the dorms and in the day classes.

The theme of the week is "Being Practical," which means doing something. It is something that we all need and especially now that we are entering the Christmas season. The student body of the Academy is called upon to look beyond the immediate needs of the week and to be practical in the things that they do. The first thing that we should consider is that we should be practical in our daily life and service to others. Our daily habits should be practical and the things that we do should be practical. The theme of the week is "Being Practical."

Let's Get Acquainted . . .

This blonde, blue-eyed lass comes to us from Glendale, Calif. She is 5 feet 5 inches tall with a sparkling personality that you will discover as soon as you meet her. She claims that she is "a happy, loyal junior" and looks forward to a very good school year with us.

Jeanne Lavelle is quite a find. She was born in Ontario, Canada, on April 12, 1929, and can claim to be a very good school year with us.

Jeanne Lavelle is quite a find. She was born in Ontario, Canada, on April 12, 1929, and can claim to be a very good school year with us.
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Jeanne Lavelle is quite a find. She was born in Ontario, Canada, on April 12, 1929, and can claim to be a very good school year with us.
Alumnews

Jim Atchison, '39, stationed at Fort Sam Houston, Texas, as an Army dentist, announces a new addition—Steven Michael born on October 13 and weighing in at seven pounds, seven and one half ounces.

Jim, according to Dean W. T. Crandall, was practically an historic landmark during his years here. We read in the Carrarnos of 1940 that he won top honors of 1936 that he won top honors in India.

Devon Ter-
FOR THE LAST TIME . . .

‘Farewell, Trophy,’ Says Manson Metcalf, men’s leader, as Manager Calvin Sterling, hands thrice-won cup over to its permanent owners—the women. Dorothy McConaughey, leader, on the receiving end.

THINGS TO COME . . .

Saturday
11:30 a.m. Week of Prayer Ends
9:15 p.m. Sergei Radamsky

Sergei Radamsky
Famed Russian Tenor

Saturday Night. 8:15

Wallack Is President
Of Ministerial Fellowship

Dwight Wallack, senior theology student, heads the Ministerial Fellowship following elections held at the organization’s first business session of the school year.

Other officers elected at the same meeting are: Kenneth Perry, vice president; Frank Wyman, secretary-treasurer; Roy Shearer, assistant; Floyd Wood, parliamentarian.

Higher and Higher

The circulation of the College Criterion now stands at 5301 subscriptions! 19 subs have been turned in since last Monday night’s rally, swelling the already phenomenal total to a new high.

Never in the history of Seventh-day Adventist colleges has any school paper boasted such a subscription list.

And to the students, and 4600 other readers, the staff pledges a publication worthy of such a circulation; and urgently requests that, by your criticisms and suggestions, you—the publishers of this journal—will help to increase its excellence.

COLLEGE WEEK OF PRAYER CLASS SCHEDULE

November 5-9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regular Time of Meeting</th>
<th>Schedule for Week of Prayer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:30</td>
<td>7:30-8:15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:25</td>
<td>8:20-9:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:20</td>
<td>9:15-10:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>10:05-10:15 Bands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10:20-11:10 Chapel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:10</td>
<td>11:15-12:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Chapel every day
Thursday—Omit 10:15 period.
Afternoon schedule unchanged
At 6:30 every evening services in HMA.

Due to necessity of preparing the new mailing list, this week’s Criterion will be omitted. Next issue, Nov. 15
SIDELIGHTS IN THE COLLEGE SCENE . . .

**FAMILY QUARTET**
HYRUM SMITH AND HIS SONS MARVIN, DON AND OLIVER ALL ATTEND BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIV. OLIVER, A GRADUATE STUDENT AND INSTRUCTOR, TEACHES HIS BROTHERS IN SOME CLASSES!

800,000 FEET OF ADHESIVE TAPE ARE USED ANNUALLY BY THE UNIV. OF MINNESOTA ATHLETIC DEPT. COST — $1,000.°?'.

ARIZONA STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE (FLAGSTAFF) WAS FIRST A REFORM SCHOOL, THEN AN INSANE ASYLUM, FINALLY A COLLEGE?

CLUBICITY

Someone was really holding a club over LSC last Saturday night! There were clubs all over the place, in fact.

In the clubroom of the cafeteria, the Criterion staff got off to an early start with a special film program at 6:30.

Across the way, in the banquet room, the Arts and Letters Guild had a session of games and films. Cosentine directing.

The Commercial club, in its second meeting of the year, held forth in the Music hall with an evening of miscellaneous entertainment. Ella Ambs, proxy, was in charge.

Besides the regular club meetings, there was the significant Med-Theology meeting in lower HMA which will be reported in the November 15 issue of the Criterion.

What is called liberality is often merely the vanity of giving.

—La Rocheleaucauld

---

Not Grinding an Axe—

Prof. Bliss Perry, lately of Harvard university, writes that when a student at Williams college, he once complained to his father, a professor there, about the waste of time that chapel services involved. “Father’s reply,” he says, “was fine: ‘If you are turning a grindstone, every moment is precious; but if you are doing a man’s work, the inspired moments are more precious.’”

Recently, we have a complaint which we do not feel is warranted, about the devotional period on the chapel program. Sociologists say that religion and devotion are builders of great civilizations. Psychologists say we must have some religious standard even for an integrated personality.

Let us not lose that moment’s devotion in chapel. We do not have an axe to grind—we have a broken world to heal!—The Collegio, Kansas State Teachers college.

Are You Buying Victory Bonds?
Molecules of Wisdom—
Those men who pass most comfortably through the world are those who possess good digestion and hard hearts.
—James Martineau

Irrationally held truths may be more harmful than reasoned errors.
—T. H. Huxley

My way of joking is to tell the truth. It's the funniest joke in the world.
—G. B. Shaw

It is better to understand little than to misunderstand a lot.
—Anatole France

Hicks Succeeds Biggs As Conference President

Pictured below is Elder H. H. Hicks, newly-elected president of the Southeastern California conference.

Elder Hicks succeeds Elder L. E. Biggs who has served in Southeastern for seven years, four of which have been as president. Elder Biggs is now the comptroller of the College of Medical Evangelists.

These were the leaders of LSA's greatest Criterion campaign. Dorothy Nelson, girls' village leader; Ann Price, Prep Parade editor; Jack Dunham, boys' assistant dorm leader; Henry Barron, boys' village leader; John Madsen, campaign manager; Sydney Allen, boys' campaign leader; Dean Edward Matheson, sponsor; Ardys Whitaker, girls' assistant dorm leader.

THEY LED THE PREPS TO VICTORY

Bob Meyer, '47, may be named Northwestern’s special envoy to President Truman.

But whether he is appointed or not, he certainly has a head start on any other NU candidates...

As Bob prepared to leave one week end for Washington on business for his father, a friend kidded, "Why don't you get a date with Mary Margaret Truman while you're there?"

So on Saturday afternoon he found himself standing before a big yellow brick building guarded by two secret service men. "It's all right," Bob told them, "I'm a friend of Mary Margaret's."

After he told the butler, "I'd like to see Miss Mary Margaret," a voice from the library just off the hall said, "I'll see him, Jim."

The voice belonged to Mary Margaret's father. Attired in a gray pin-stripe suit, daddy looked up from his desk, smiled and asked, "So you're a friend of Mary Margaret's?"

By this time the speech student was speechless, managed to blurt out, "I wanted to see her."

"I'm sorry," her father said, "but she has gone to a week-end party in Virginia. I know she would like to meet you if she were here."

Bob staggered out of the house and into the street. The President was a fine man, but Bob worried.

He kept wondering what the federal laws said about eluding the FBI and gaining entrance to the President's office in search of an old friend he had never met.

Elder H. H. Hicks
1. Jubilation among the girls—the big announcement had just come. 2. Campaign Manager Sterling reveals the prize winners—a portion of the enthusiastic audience at campaign rally is shown. 3. Master of Ceremonies Robert Osborne gets gleeful. 4. Auctioneers Montgomery and Pierce squeeze the dollars out of a reluctant audience at the campaign benefit auction Sunday night. 5. Angle shot of LSC's newly-organized band, the mainstay of campaign programs—Trubey leading.
La Sierra Administrators Travel to Varied Points

President L. R. Runnemo this week is in Grand Rapids, Mich., attending the Fall Council. Prof. K. F. Amba returned Monday from a meeting at PUC. Dr. K. J. Reynolds is scheduled to confer with Dean C. E. Weniger of PUC this week.

Completion Set For Library First

By William Olson

The new Administration and Library building is under way! And you may mark July 1 on your calendar for that is the date set for the completion of the new and long-planned $120,000 structure. J. W. Gregory is the contractor in charge of the project, the plans of which were drawn by Architect Clinton Stone and A. L. Fores, mural artist instructor.

Excavation started in earnest on Monday when the designer's construction equipment went into action. The operations held by-standing student's fascinated attention for the three days that they were under way, as tons of earth were moved to level the ground for the two-story edifice.

Larger Than Cafeteria

According to plans, the building will be similar in style to the cafeteria, but much larger—225 feet long—and located directly south of it on the opposite side of the entrance drive. The two wings are designed to have twice the floor space of the corresponding ones in the cafeteria building. The upper floor of the north wing will house the offices of the president, dean, and business manager; besides four secretaries' offices and another large room.

Directly below will be the main floor, the ceiling being supported by thirty-inch steel beams; thus affording a working space of 70 x 90 feet, free from columns. Adjoining is a large fire-proof vault.

New Library Planned

The library, which comprises the largest area in the building, is to be flanked on the left by a museum. The charging desk will be to the right of the entrance. The main reading room, 50 feet wide by 117 feet long, is to be supplemented by a periodical room 10 x 30 feet, 65,000-100,000 Volume Capacity.

Two stack rooms, one on the main floor and the other downstairs, are to be the principal features. The first floor stack contains the rare books, with the second floor containing the publications of the periodical room.

**IN A NUTSHELL—**

**FOR BUSY READERS, HERE IS A CONCISE REPORT OF THE MOST IMPORTANT OFFICIAL NEWS IN THE NEW ADMINISTRATION BUILDING:**

- Cost: $120,000
- To be completed: July 1
- Total area: 225 x 70 feet
- Two stack rooms
- Library space: 65,000-100,000 volumes
- Innovations: Museum, large periodical room, library elevator

**New Administration Building Under Way!**

The new Administration building is under way. And you may mark July 1 on your calendar for that is the date set for the completion of the new and long-planned $120,000 structure. J. W. Gregory is the contractor in charge of the project, the plans of which were drawn by Architect Clinton Stone and A. L. Fores, mural artist instructor.

Excavation started in earnest on Monday when the designer's construction equipment went into action. The operations held by-standing student's fascinated attention for the three days that they were under way, as tons of earth were moved to level the ground for the two-story edifice.

Larger Than Cafeteria

According to plans, the building will be similar in style to the cafeteria, but much larger—225 feet long—and located directly south of it on the opposite side of the entrance drive. The two wings are designed to have twice the floor space of the corresponding ones in the cafeteria building. The upper floor of the north wing will house the offices of the president, dean, and business manager; besides four secretaries' offices and another large room.

Directly below will be the main floor, the ceiling being supported by thirty-inch steel beams; thus affording a working space of 70 x 90 feet, free from columns. Adjoining is a large fire-proof vault.

New Library Planned

The library, which comprises the largest area in the building, is to be flanked on the left by a museum. The charging desk will be to the right of the entrance. The main reading room, 50 feet wide by 117 feet long, is to be supplemented by a periodical room 10 x 30 feet, 65,000-100,000 Volume Capacity.

Two stack rooms, one on the main floor and the other downstairs, are to be the principal features. The first floor stack contains the rare books, with the second floor containing the publications of the periodical room.

**IN A NUTSHELL—**

**FOR BUSY READERS, HERE IS A CONCISE REPORT OF THE MOST IMPORTANT OFFICIAL NEWS IN THE NEW ADMINISTRATION BUILDING:**

- Cost: $120,000
- To be completed: July 1
- Total area: 225 x 70 feet
- Two stack rooms
- Library space: 65,000-100,000 volumes
- Innovations: Museum, large periodical room, library elevator
The Editors Say...

Going Up!

The new, and long-anticipated, Administration Building is going up! And so are our hopes for the increase in the prosperity of La Sierra College.

It seems that just a few weeks past the new addition to the College plant was just another of those dusty post-war plans. But the hopes that have been held for the new project are now becoming reality. And quickly, too—for in just three days, the entire task of ground excavation has been completed, ready for the carpenters and other craftsmen to begin.

La Sierra, itself, is “going up,” La Sierra—one of the youngest colleges in the denomination, and the fastest growing!

And while we, the editors, do not represent any official Associated Student Chamber of Commerce; may we say, with a minimum amount of modesty, that La Sierra has a grand future. A future that we are glad to have a part in building.

Pettilio Again

We grant, Dear Reader, that organized labor has been a tremendous boon to the working man, but our collective is reared to a maximum intensity when we read about a local, organized “boating”.

And that is virtually what That Man Pettilio’s latest stunt attempts to. Radio stations, when broadcasting musical programs on regular channels and FM simultaneously, he peremptorily declares, must hire two orchestras to orchestrate, and another—plainly speaking—to lead. Ridiculous as such an arrangement may seem, even more ridiculous is the fact that he won his point!

Ridiculous, we say: A better word would be “fregile,” as when public or industrial responsibilities become so numbled that the mad, eccentric whims of a man such as Pettilio are heeded without a murmur, the “Spirit of ’76” has indeed perished.

It seems to us that even the musicians who reap the tainted benefits of Pettilio’s desirable maneuvers could hardly look a questioning public squarely in the eye; for it is against both the traditional American way of life and a more or less synonymous sense of personal integrity to sap an artist’s pocket book without giving service in return.

Suppose there are too many musicians for all to be employed—is that a reason for asking any more? Nor is this the end of La Sierra’s building campaign. Twenty-five years ago a group of eighty-four students enrolled in a newly founded school known as La Sierra Academy. They inhabited the new but unfinished dormitories, devoid of convenience and abounding in inconveniences. The girls climbed ladders in order to get their roommates or to make a ascent of any kind.

How different things are today! The boys organized the L.S.W.B.A. (La Sierra Wash Bowl Association) in a campaign to alleviate the deficiencies. Since that day, they have contributed to the building fund by selling newspapers, baking pies, and selling candy, and the boys have continued their fund raising activities, earning money for the buildings.

It may be said, with a minimum amount of modesty, that the boys have been called pioneers. And pioneers they are.

Not content to remain in this fetal stage, the Associated Student Body of La Sierra is growing. It now has over 100 members, and is growing.

The recent building of the president’s house, the business office, and class rooms; the basement served as a laboratory, and the basement of the dormitory became a muddy mess of mud which had to be scooped out and disposed of.

A Junior College

Presently, a great need was felt for a science building. Erected in 1932, San Fernando Hall proved to be a stepping stone toward the goal that La Sierra was then seeking—recognition as a full-fledged junior college.

Speaking of Tennis

“What dence all of this racket coming from the courts lately means?” asked Richfield, looking up from his book on Alfred Edward Tennion.

“Well, I set,” I said, “It has got to string out my column another inch or two anyway, so don’t Budge and I will tell you the latest in tennis.”

Professor Abel has for the past few weeks been mastering the enthusiasm of all the campus tennis champs, has-been’s, and would-be’s, for the purpose of organizing an official tennis club. This would mean better maintenance of the tennis courts, better health for some of us who fail to get our daily exercise, and incidentally, a discount on tennis materials.

Are you one of these people who enjoy the recreation of an occasional set of tennis, contact Professor Abel and prepare to share in the benefits of such an organization. More seriously, here is a timely suggestion from the Testamentum, Vol. 1, p. 514. “Recreation is needful to those who are engaged in physical labor, and is still more essential for those whose labor is principally mental. It is not essential to our salvation, nor for the glory of God, to keep the mind laboring constantly and excessively, even upon religious themes.”

Picnic

A couple of those Lake Arrowhead mosquitoes swept down upon a freshman enjoying an after-dinner siesta. “Shall we eat him here, or take him home with us?” asked the smaller of the two. “Let’s eat him here,” replied the leader. “If we take him back, the big ones will take him away from us.”

Overheard

“A group is a person with a keen sense of humor.”

Texas

To Mary Donna Ball and others from the Lone Star state, we dedicate this little tale:

A well-satisfied man arrived at the gates of the great beyond, and asked for admission. “Where do you foresee?” “Texas.” “Well, you can come in, but you won’t like it.”

Morons

My plea for an explanation and extermination of the prevailing moronic joke is being brought about by one of our readers. (Yes, there are such things!) He states that even in the time of the ancient Greeks, room jokes were popular; in fact, one of the Walter Winchells of this period, known as Hierocles, compiled a great many of which he called “Simplicton” stories. Here are a few of the 2008 year vintage:

“A simleton, dreaming he stepped upon a nail, when awake found it deuce! Another thing he learned the reason, said, Why, then, do you go to sleep barefoot?”

“A simleton, wishing to teach his horse not to eat too much, put a nosekicker in front of him. The horse, having died of starvation, he said, ‘I have suffered a great loss. Just because he had a nosekicker, put on a nosekicker.’

A simleton, stepping on a nail, when awake found it deuce! Another thing he learned the reason, said, Why, then, do you go to sleep barefoot?”

Roommates

Oh, the joy in the bed next to me! Is it through a chasm I’ve found? I have burned total war from the sound of his snore.

Other assortment of sound.

He slugs his old sock on my bed, “Then he borrows my razor to boast. He keeps out of sight with his money that night. While for washing he cares not a hoot. He’s a bounder, a heel, and a cad. I’d love to bone rocks off his ass.”

He’s a hobo, a stray, he’s a—what did he say?

Morons

“My plea for an explanation and extermination of the prevailing moronic joke is being brought about by one of our readers. (Yes, there are such things!) He states that even in the time of the ancient Greeks, room jokes were popular; in fact, one of the Walter Winchells of this period, known as Hierocles, compiled a great many of which he called “Simplicton” stories. Here are a few of the 2008 year vintage:

“A simleton, dreaming he stepped upon a nail, when awake found it deuce! Another thing he learned the reason, said, Why, then, do you go to sleep barefoot?”

“A simleton, wishing to teach his horse not to eat too much, put a nosekicker in front of him. The horse, having died of starvation, he said, ‘I have suffered a great loss. Just because he had a nosekicker, put on a nosekicker.’

A simleton, stepping on a nail, when awake found it deuce! Another thing he learned the reason, said, Why, then, do you go to sleep barefoot?”

A simleton, wishing to teach his horse not to eat too much, put a nosekicker in front of him. The horse, having died of starvation, he said, ‘I have suffered a great loss. Just because he had a nosekicker, put on a nosekicker.’

A simleton, stepping on a nail, when awake found it deuce! Another thing he learned the reason, said, Why, then, do you go to sleep barefoot?”

A simleton, wishing to teach his horse not to eat too much, put a nosekicker in front of him. The horse, having died of starvation, he said, ‘I have suffered a great loss. Just because he had a nosekicker, put on a nosekicker.’
Tenting Tonight

Night, in Fact

prospective intern, will undoubtedly

KEEPRM WALKING' IS CONFERENCE MOTTO

Sage, who was a ministerial graduate's, own foreign correspondent.

But tent life is no privation.

It Can't Happen Here

Or, as someone said, "It can't happen here."

It is the typical group of ministerial seniors, about to burst forth from their cocoon, in which T found myself. We were terminally contemptuous of the average intern and wife. So here, for the benefit of the curious, are the facts of tent life, New Jersey Conference of S.D.A., Perth Amboy, summer, 1945. We lived in two of 12 x 14 foot family tents, pitched next to the 40 x 60 meeting tent. Elder V. A. Lidner, the evangelist, had a tent next door for his intermittent assiting in evangelistic efforts in the New Jersey Conference since last spring. Mr. Sage has an unequalled record of having served as an Evangelist editor for 11 years in succession.

By Royal Sage

"That," I said.

It was the typical group of ministerial seniors, about to burst forth from their cocoon, in which I found myself. We were terminally contemptuous of the average intern and wife. Someone had made the absolutely ridiculous suggestion that maybe someone of us would be living in tents not far thence. Ha! A ridiculous suggestion that maybe someone of us would be living in tents not far thence. Ha! "That," I said. "You have to know the ropes." Of course, we all were home again, Marilyn Herman had an automobile accident in Livingston. Luckily, no one was hurt.

Prep Parade Acquires New Editorial Office

The Academy honor roll has been released as follows:

The remainder of the manuscript was found in the residence of January 7, 1930. The coveted trophy received by the college Press was awarded to the student with the highest subscriptions.

Heubach Personalizes Academy Week of Prayer; Meetings Stress "Getting the Most Out of Life"

Tent living is fun. One would do it for long for its own sake. But tent life is no privation.

The surprising part of all of this is that, in a rather gossamery way, living in a tent is fun. It is not new six months later. Summer has struck out, and fall is at hand. Nancy and I are just getting used to running water; canvas, solid walls; a certain amount of privacy; more than 12 x 14 feet of lemonasum; and a most peculiar type of newfound freedom which is not composed of ropes, and which does not have to be loosened or tightened according to the degree of humidity. In other words, which does not shrink in the rain.

There is one rascal less in the world.

The Academy honor roll has been released as follows:

The Academy honor roll has been released as follows:

Tenting Tonight—Every Night, in Fact
The Edgmont group participating in the new plan for evangelism.

Kenneth Perry, Francis Costantini, Harvey Miller, Arnon Johnson, Merwin Jones, Clyde Groome. The Mora Loma group will appear next week. See p. 1.

New Administration Building Scheduled
For Completion by July First, Contractor Says

History-Making Efforts

Continued from page 2

will have a capacity of more than 1,000. Additional offices above the main floor will be devoted to the library's use as well as a service room, a large work room, a storage, and an elevator to increase the facility of mov- ing books from one floor to an- other.

The lower floor of the main building will accommodate space for the business office in the north, the registrar's office and several class- rooms for the commercial depart- ment in the central part, plus stor- ies and a central heating plant. The south wing, of course, houses the library stacks.

... From a Humble Heritage

This is somewhat of an advance- ment over the literal "sheds" of books brought from San Pedrano acad- emy to provide the seed for La Sierra's library over 20 years ago.

At that time it was housed on the second floor of the present Admin- istration building where the typing and commercial rooms are now located. Then in 1887 the chapel was moved to the newly completed HMA and the library was trans- ported to the place that it still occupies.

LSC Library Adds New
Micro-Film Projector

A new micro-film projector has been added to the Library facilities of La Sierra College, Dr. K. J. Reynolds reports.

The new instrument makes possible the use of rare manuscripts— reproductions of them—which would be unavailable in any other form. For instance, one micro-film in the present Library collection is a rare manuscript of 17th century England during the days of Carbo- naro-Priests. As far as Dr. Reynolds knows, only one original copy of this manu- script exists in the United States.

Via the new projector, Dean Reynolds stated, an entire 300-page book may be stored on film occupying only 2 inches by 2 inches of space.

The projector is now available in Room 212, and will soon be placed in the library for general use.

BIGGS HONORED IN
FAREWELL BARATELET

Feting Elder Lloyd E. Biggs, for- merly of Kalispell, Montana, the Southeastern California conference held a farewell reception for the members of the conference gathered at a farewell banquet at New York, Nov. 5, in the banquet room of the College cafeteria.

Elder Charles J. Nagle, conference secretary, presided as toast- master, the entire office staff having organized the program.

Elder L. E. Niermeyer of Loma Linda offered the invocation, and the traditional special feature numbers.

Elder L. E. Niermeyer of Loma Linda offered the invocation, and the traditional special feature numbers.


Both Elder and Mrs. Biggs were presented with pew benches on behalf of the workers of Southeastern. Biggs now begins his work as general manager of the College of Medi- cal Education.

Elder Hicks, who continues his work as general manager of the Voice of Prophecy as well as holds the position of General Manager of the International church, was at the present time attending the convention at Grand Rapids, Mich., after which he will drop his radio work.

A. L. Baker SPONSORED
In Monday Chapel by IRC

Elder Alonzo L. Baker, under the sponsorship of the International Re- search Club, was the featured speaker at the chapel service next Monday, Nov. 19. His topic will be "To The First Jews and a Brief Consideration of the Present-day Tribulation Among Jews.

Elder Baker, formerly editor of the Sigma of the Times, is at pres- ent an instructor in political science at the University of Southern California. This is in addition to his work as religious and tem- poral organizer for the University for the Pacific Union conference.

Elder Baker will meet with the International Religious College and will give a full report on the conference for the Pacific Union conference.

Dr. Theodore Chen of USC, was the featured evening speaker, com- menting on student relief in China. ASB Presents "Russia"

Continued from page 1

in Montana, later becoming a show- man, playwright, and motion pic- ture director. Besides having served as a glove-trotter, Mr. Drake also has attained eminence in other fields: journalist, editor— even a co-owning of a grocery store.

In 1920, Drake organized the So- viet Russia Medical Relief in 80 cities of this country. That organi- zation later led to a Congressional appropriation of $20,000,000 for Soviet Russia.

Mr. Drake plans to leave for Eu- rope during the coming spring to secure heavy-war features on that continent.

Localites Attend WSSF
Meet at Southern Cal.

Dr. K. J. Reynolds and ASB President Daniel Coulter attended the Southern California conference meeting of the World Student Serv- ice Fund at the University of Southern California last Sunday, Nov. 4.

An all-day meeting of the WSSF included seminars with speakers at intermittent points in the program's proceedings. Principal lectures were delivered by Hugh- ette Balzlie, sent out to Europe by WSSF last year as a glove-trotter, Mr. Drake also has attained eminence in other fields: journalist, editor—even a co-owning of a grocery store.

In 1920, Drake organized the So- viet Russia Medical Relief in 80 cities of this country. That organi- zation later led to a Congressional appropriation of $20,000,000 for Soviet Russia.

Mr. Drake plans to leave for Eu- rope during the coming spring to secure heavy-war features on that continent.

MOSAICS FROM THE MUSES

Are You an Artist?

From the pen of George Bernard Shaw comes this sardonic observa- tion, which appears in a current art magazine: "The true artist will never be a friendly rapport between artist and audience, and the former is well applauded. But why the latter? Simply because when it comes to respect- ing cowards it is a matter of sympathy (however misguided!) for the "poor, tired performer," or is it?"

Looking ahead, you'd better find your voice or identify the right hand. For if a graph were made of the "poor, tired performer," or is it?"

Looking ahead, you'd better find your voice or identify the right hand. For if a graph were made of the "poor, tired performer," or is it?"
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Looking ahead, you'd better find your voice or identify the right hand. For if a graph were made of the "poor, tired performer," or is it?"
DECEMBER 6
The last chance
for you to assist
the Victory Loan

Southern Teachers Meet Here November 25; Will Discuss Newest in Educational Methods

Development of Russia Is ASB Film Topic
Charles Francis Drake, explorer and traveler, presented his composite film, "Russia," in an Associated Study Body benefit program last Saturday night in Holy Memorial auditorium.

The film, accompanied by Drakes' music program, presented a vivid picture of Russia - through the eyes of a visitor. The film, which was distributed by the American Geographical Society, was brought to the West Coast by Dr. Drake, who has had a unique opportunity to observe the country.

Messiah Oratorio Comes Dec. 9; Abel Directs
The Valley Symphonic choir under the direction of Prof. Harlyn Abel will present "Messiah," Sunday evening, December 9, at 8:00 o'clock. The program is to be held in Holy Memorial auditorium of La Sierra College campus.

LSC Tennis Enthusiasts Creating Organization
Tennis enthusiasts, with Professor Harold Abel as sponsor, are pooling their collective interests in the formation of a tennis club. The first meeting of the group was held last Wednesday. A temporary committee was appointed to achieve official club organization and a constitution, and to call the next meeting at which officers will be elected.

A. L. Baker Discusses Present-day Jewish Status in Monday Chapel; IRC Sponsors
Mr. Baker, who is the speaker, will be the key note speaker in the discussion on "Jewish Status Today," which will be held in the auditorium of the College of the Pacific, Monday, Dec. 10, at 10:30 a.m.

JVCC CHAPEL SERVICE
Saturday, Nov. 24
8:30 p.m. College hall open
Tuesday, Dec. 4
8:15 p.m. Golden Strings ensemble
Sunday, Dec. 9
"Messiah" oratorio in HMA

THINGS TO COME
Today
Thanksgiving vacation begins

Saturday, Nov. 24
8:30 p.m. College hall open
Tuesday, Dec. 4
8:15 p.m. Golden Strings ensemble
Sunday, Dec. 9
"Messiah" oratorio in HMA

 Christians are in cooperative effort with Southern California College, in 'new evangelism,' by Fred Rusche, Calvin Sterling, Clarence Larsen, Stanley Kannenberg, Frank Wynn, Arthur Dale.

MINISTERS, DOCTORS COORDINATE IN EVANGELISM AT MIRA LOMA
Medicin and theology combined last Sunday evening, Nov. 18, at Mira Loma in the American Legion clubhouse to open the first "Health-Bible Hour," an evangelistic effort in which the minister form is a single missions unit, a "new era in evangelism."

Dr. Marion Barnard of Fullerton, and Stanley Kannenberg of La Sierra discussed "Fear and Worry," "The Jews today are an astonishment," and "The Origin of Sin," and "The Origin of Sin," in an Associated Study Body benefit program last Saturday night in Holy Memorial auditorium. The film, accompanied by Drakes' music program, presented a vivid picture of Russia - through the eyes of a visitor. The film, which was distributed by the American Geographical Society, was brought to the West Coast by Dr. Drake, who has had a unique opportunity to observe the country.

The entire community is invited to attend this meeting, according to W. O. Baldwin who is in charge of the Institute plans. Prof. C. O. Trubev, Institute session they will discuss mutual problems and plans for the improvement of educational work.

By Selective Service Postponement of induction of Ministerial Students
The following directives have been issued by Selective Service:

Postponement of induction of college and university students-
Any person who enters upon course of instruction at a college or university before he becomes eighteen years of age and who is ordered to report for induction during a quarter or semester of such course shall, upon his request, have his induction postponed, (1) until the end of such quarter or semester, or (2) until he enrolls to pursue continuously and satisfactorily such course of instruction, whichever is the earlier.

The origin of sin is to be a fact of utmost importance in Biblical interpretation.

L. J. Baker Discusses Present-day Jewish Status in Monday Chapel; IRC Sponsors
Mr. Baker, who is the speaker, will be the keynote speaker in the discussion on "Jewish Status Today," which will be held in the auditorium of the College of the Pacific, Monday, Dec. 10, at 10:30 a.m.

Mr. Baker is an instructor in political science at the University of Southern California. He appears in a round-table broadcast on Tuesday evenings on station KTL.

Tennis enthusiasts, with Professor Harold Abel as sponsor, are pooling their collective interests in the formation of a tennis club. The first meeting of the group was held last Wednesday. A temporary committee was appointed to achieve official club organization and a constitution, and to call the next meeting at which officers will be elected.

The chairman of the committee, Bill Harbour, was assisted by Gloria Cole, Barbara Monroe, Dick Bultins, and Eleanor Zimmerman.

Varied Programs Appear On Convention Agenda
The evangelistic effort are: Stanl sy lsb' to the field of evangelism, which will eventually be carried into the curriculums of both La Sierra and the College in college and university students.

The following directives have been issued by Selective Service:

Postponement of induction of college and university students—Any person who enters upon course of instruction at a college or university before he becomes eighteen years of age and who is ordered to report for induction during a quarter or semester of such course shall, upon his request, have his induction postponed, (1) until the end of such quarter or semester, or (2) until he enrolls to pursue continuously and satisfactorily such course of instruction, whichever is the earlier.

The origin of sin is to be a fact of utmost importance in Biblical interpretation.
Thanksgiving—For What?  

What does Thanksgiving mean to you? If you are an average specimen of humanity, and an average college student, it undoubtedly means little more than a chance to break away from the monotony of the scholastic grind; or a chance to get your respective feet under Mother’s table again.

But, as it is with almost every holiday, the meaning of this one, too, has become perverted or forgotten entirely. Chances are, if we were living a couple of centuries earlier in this country of ours, we would comprehend the precise meaning of “Thanksgiving,” quite satisfactorily.

And truly it is, for with the combined talents and interests of the medical and theological professions, a remarkable method of reaching extended persons has been achieved.

Of course, the entire program is in a formative stage, but there is no reason why it will not grow into the complete fulfillment that was planned for it by the Spirit of prophecy.

It is to be urgently hoped that besides this training of students—both medical and ministerial training of students—both medical and ministerial training of students—both medical and ministerial training of students—both medical and ministerial training of students—both medical and ministerial training of students—both medical and ministerial training of students—both medical and ministerial training of students—both medical and ministerial training of students—both medical and ministerial training of students—both medical and ministerial training of students. And with the combined talents and interests of the medical and theological professions, a remarkable method of reaching extended persons has been achieved.

But we should be talking about Thanksgiving. Thanksgiving, according to our way of thinking, is about as intelligent a holiday as the human race has thought up in comparatively recent years. Now, honestly, if it weren’t for Thanksgiving, I would have to make my regular schedule, so we have to set aside a separate day, and then sit down and concentrate on being thankful. Naturally, most of us aren’t thankful for anything but the fact that we have the day off, but then somebody did have a good idea to start Thanksgiving.

Absolute Necessities  

Really, holidays are wonderful. If they didn’t exist someone would have to invent them. And chances are it would be Murray, Lewis, Green, or some of those sincere boys who have only the public good at heart. (If you don’t believe it, ask them!) Why if it weren’t for holidays, CIA and AFL, and XYZ would have to make their motto “Mostly for—yes. Pilgrims, both colonial and modern, that made this USA a place to be thankful for."

Sidelights in the College Scene...  

The Editors Say  

Why Holidays, Anyway? If Non-existent It Would Be Necessary to Invent Them  

We’ve often wondered in some of our rare serious moments, not at all rare, but carefully selected, as to why the human race invented holidays. Naturally, the present order of professional thought on this day was provoked by Thanksgiving, a day during which we are thankful only in proportion to the degree that our otherwise insatiable appetites are satisfied.

Now, holidays, it is true, serve at least one admirable purpose. If it weren’t for an occasional time-out now and then, surely the human race would become so bored it would have to do something useful to occupy all the time that goes by every year.

Odd Jobs  

And besides breaking the monotony, and keeping humanity happy with this old world, holidays do accomplish other odd jobs.

For instance, if it weren’t for Thanksgiving, according to our way of thinking, is about as intelligent a holiday as the human race has thought up in comparatively recent years. Now, honestly, if it weren’t for Thanksgiving, I would have to make my regular schedule, so we have to set aside a separate day, and then sit down and concentrate on being thankful. Naturally, most of us aren’t thankful for anything but the fact that we have the day off, but then somebody did have a good idea to start Thanksgiving.

Absolutely necessary.

Really, holidays are wonderful. If they didn’t exist, someone would have to invent them. And chances are it would be Murray, Lewis, Good, or some of those sincere boys who have only the public good at heart. (If you don’t believe it, ask them!) Why if it weren’t for holidays, CIA and AFL, and XYZ would have to make their motto “Mostly for—yes. Pilgrims, both colonial and modern, that made this USA a place to be thankful for."

Molecules of Wisdom  

Many persons might have attained to wisdom had they not assumed that they already possessed it. —Seneca

The mirror:  

I change, and so do women, too.  

But I reflect, which women never do. —Heraclitus

A wise man may look ridiculous in the company of fools. —Hobson

The world is nothing but a great desire to live and a great dissatisfaction with living. —Herodotus

Keep cool: It will be all one a hundred years hence. —Emerson

I never found the companion that was so companionable as solitude. —Thoreau

Shakespeare was a dramatist of note; he lived by writing things to quote. —H. L. Bunner

•••

Why did Santa Claus choose to deliver presents on December 25? This is a mystery that has puzzled historians for centuries. Some say it has to do with the Roman festival of Saturnalia, which was celebrated on the same day. Others believe it was a way for early Christians to sneak in some pagan elements into their religious traditions. Still others think it was just a coincidence, and that Santa Claus was chosen because the number 25 was considered lucky.

But Normandy, comparatively, was child’s play, for, Omar explains, besides having participated in numerous smaller engagements, the Hobson—22—of them—annihilated two J. S. U. destroyers, one of which was the Hobson. Dear old Hobson refused to sink. The other ship was not quite so well-fated.

Old Timer at LSC  

But Omar was no neophyte as far as action is concerned when he decided to help his Uncle S. For during the years he was at LSC, he decided to prove himself to be a gallant old warrior. For, Omar explains, besides having participated in numerous smaller engagements, the Hobson—22—of them—annihilated two J. S. U. destroyers, one of which was the Hobson. Dear old Hobson refused to sink. The other ship was not quite so well-fated.

Friends Do Help  

Well up in the long list of things that McKim, future star and present musician, has accumulated in his lifetime was the highly unexpected privilege of playing the largest organ in the world—that in the Wannamaker Philadelphia store. How? "Friends," explains Omar.

Hollywood  

"People are more fun than anybody," Dorothy Parker once said. But if you don’t mind, I’d like to modify that slightly. It is hereby amended to read, "In spite of people, people are more fun than anybody."

At least that was your Flippin’ (McKim) reaction a few days after Omar McKim hit LSC’s campus, and no wonder. For if diversified experi- ence is the material that makes people interesting, Omar is certainly well-qual- ified.

For Omar, in an entirely innocuous sense, has been "around." As a matter of fact, Omar has been so far around this old world that he couldn’t call it "out of the world."
New Phone Installed
In Criterion Office

Calling the Criterion office! Yes, and that is what more people will be doing next on-the-spot!

For last Monday morning the office was still without a phone, it seemed, upon the outskirts of civilization, was more directly connected with the outside world when a new telephone was installed.

May be the war is actually over after all.

Orchestra to Present
First Formal Program

The College orchestra makes its initial formal appearance in a brief fall concert at the Tomorrow Institute on Monday night. The organization, under the direction of Prof. Otto Hacker, has already spent hours in rehearsal on this program, and at this date is working to polish the various numbers for concert tours during the second semester.

The selections on Monday evening's program are: "Russian Sailors' Dance," from the Red Poppy; "Danse russe Trepak," from Suite: "Danse russe Trepak," from the Red Poppy; and "Il me fait mal," from Bizet - "Carmen.

Apple-Polishing is Unfortunate Development
In Scholastic Life, Says College Professor

By Joeldon Lafferty

A Teacher college professor of Cedar Falls, Ohio, who wishes to remain anonymous, defines polishing the apple as "working a teacher for a grade you really don't deserve," and adds that students who do earn a good grade don't apple-polish, "It's mostly the border-line cases that do the polishing.

Professor points out, that in order to achieve a level of effectiveness, it is important to think of the student as a whole person and to provide them with opportunities to develop well-rounded skills. This can be achieved through various activities and programs offered by the college, such as the activities committee and the academic calendar. The college aims to provide a supportive environment where students can thrive and reach their full potential.

For more information, please visit the college's website or contact the activities committee directly.
laugh." The reason is simple. When you laugh, your diaphragm goes down, down, down. Your lungs expand. You evidently breathe more oxygen than usual and this oxygen passes into the bloodstream at a much greater rate, giving you a surge of power from head to toe. Don’t believe me? Well, go ahead and laugh. It’s a good idea for you.

That’s a great question. I’ve always wondered if there were any special techniques or tips for laughter. It’s quite apparent that those who laugh actually laugh much more frequently.

In summary, laughter is incredibly beneficial for our health. It’s not only a way to reduce stress but also to enhance our overall well-being. So, let’s all try to laugh more often, and feel the joy that comes with it!
MISSIONS PROGRAM TOLD BY RASMUSSEN

President Rasmussen has just re- turned from the World Council to be held since the close of World War II. Before the council, he reported that the finishing of denominational work and the giving of the gospel to all the world in the short time that is left to us. Hundreds of mission fields are opening up today all over the world, President Rasmussen stated.

Elden McIlrany, president of the General conference, urged that every Seventh-day Adventist should be prepared for foreign service. It was voted that every candidate for foreign service should plan to spend six months in Washington, D.C., at the Seminary of Foreign Missions Bands Urged

In connection with the foreign mission work, it was strongly urged that every church and school in this country support a foreign mission band.

The General conference has sent into missions in the world of the foreign fields, including Europe and the Orient, in order to investigate the possibilities of reformation of civilized and foreign people. The committee will be held at St. Louis from May 25 to June 9 of next year. Total budget appropriations for 1945 made by the council were the largest ever in the history of the denomination.

Speech Dept. Presents

New Christmas Program

New Christmas programs is in store for LSC this December. According to Mabel Romanczuk, professor of speech, With the Christmas spirit as a central theme, the Speech department’s presentation this Saturday night will feature the newly organized Speech choir accompanied by Prof. H. B. Hannum at the organ.

Individual readings to be given have just been written and are being developed for the program. Special lighting techniques will heighten the effect of the whole performance.

Speech choirs, such as will be featured in this event, were used by the Hebrews, Romans, and Greeks, Mrs. Romanczuk said, but disappeared from view until recent years when Marcia Colman of the University of London revived this aspect of choral work.

Commander Joers Tells

Pacific War Experiences

Citing war experiences in the Pacific theater to illustrate his points, Commander L. E. Joers, Seventh-day Adventist Naval doctor, emphasized that “time is short” in addressing a combined assembly of College and Academy students in chapel, Monday, Dec. 3.

Commander Joers, author of the book, God Is My Captain, is completing a six-day tour in Southwestern California during which he has presented the conclusions regarding religion drawn from experiences of his life.

"Biblical prophecies are being fulfilled before our very eyes," the Commander emphasized. "Denominational work is going rapidly, and you have barely a chance if you have part in it.

A call for renewed consecration among the student body was issued at the close of Commander Joers talk.

Keelstrom Heads '46 Seniors; Heubach Chosen Class Adviser

Vernon Keelstrom, theology, heads the organization of 20 delinquent candidates for 1946.

Paul C. Heubach, head of the theology department, has been chosen class adviser—an action breaking a 17-year tradition in which class adviser has been the dean of the College.

Other officers of the 70 per cent ministerial class are Dorothy Shelton, vice president; Lydia Cole, secretary; Sterling, treasurer; Robert Osborne, parliamentarian; Dwight Wallace, chaplain; Howard T. Miller, foreign service. Other class members are Carol Duns, Daniel Guild, William Harbison, Harold King, Paul Wessell, Clarence Larson, Lee Meiling, McFeeters, Harvey Miller, Frank Broshe, Floyd Wood, Frank Wyman, Rhoda Youngberg.

Percy Christian Chosen New President at PUC

On Sunday, Nov. 25, the board of trustees of Pacific Union college unanimously elected Dr. Percy Christian, for the past two years dean of the college, as the president of Pacific Union college. The inauguration ceremonies were held on Monday, November 26, at which time Dr. Christian was presented to the student body as their new president.

As president of Pacific Union college, Dr. Christian will automatically become the secretary of the La Sierra college board of trustees.

‘Messiah’ Oratorio Comes Sunday, Dec. 9; PUC Voice Instructor to Be Guest Tenor

With J. Wesley Rhodes, vocal director of the California State University, guest tenor soloist, Handel’s Christmas oratorio, the "Messiah," will be presented by a 100-member choir in the Chapel of the year Tuesday night in the Los Angeles section of the Medical College.

These plans include new dormitories, enlargement of the hospital, new additions to the physiotherapy department, and a replacement of several old buildings.

SCHEDULES CHANGED FOR GENERAL CONF.

President L. B. Rasmussen announces the following changes in schedule for the school year.

Christmas vacation is extended to include January 1, classes continuing on January 2.

Medical College

Spends $3,000,000

A building program of $3,000,000 has been approved for the College of Medical evangelists as a result of advances given by the Fall Council. According to Lloyd E. Biggs, comptroller of the institution, this amount, $1,300,000 of which is appropriated by the conference, will be expended over a period of two years in a program of improvement in the Los Angeles section of the Medical college.

Music Week Announced for Dec. 14-19; To Feature Programs by Music Deps.

The Student Association of Pacific Union college has surpassed its 4,000 subscription goal in an extended five-week Christmas program that netted $3,000, said, according to the Chronicle of November 22.

METEOR CAMPAIGN BEGINS DEC. 10; OSBORNE LEADS IN NEW SET-UP

Breaking the traditional Women vs Men campaign technique of past years, the 1945-46 Meteor campaign gets under way Monday, Dec. 10, with Robert Osborne, senior theology student, in the lead.

In this new campaign strategy, the following permanent capturing of the Cerritos trophy, this year by the women, the student body divides into two groups—the Freshmen, led by Velma Reed and Glen Fink, and the Upper Classmen, including sophomores, directed by Stanley Leonard and Roger Cooper.

Robert Osborne

$872 GIVEN BY LSC IN SACRIFICE WEEK

Students of both College and Academy contributed $872.85 to the denominational Week of Sacrifice fund in two offerings taken in chapel services on Friday of last week and Monday, Dec 3. Of this amount College students gave $441.90, and students of the Academy, $428.95.

The Week of Sacrifice fund this year, according to General conference reports, is to rebuild work in fields now open to missionary endeavor by the termination of World War II. Opportunities are ripe in Oriental areas, particularly in Japan where centuries-old Shinto propitiation has been torn down.

Pro. H. B. Hannum, chairman of the Music department, announces that the music week will be featured at La Sierra college December 14 to 19.

Although the full details of the programs are not yet available, a brief outline is as follows:

In Friday’s chapel, Dec. 14, Prof. Hannum will present a program of secular music. Friday’s vespers will feature a faculty program, string ensemble, and the College band.

The Sabbath sermon, Dec. 15, will deal with the subject “Music.” This will be followed in Monday’s chapel by a recital of advanced chorus in the piano, violin, viola and organ departments.

Choice organizations will end the music week with a program of choral arrangements in the Wednesday day chapel, Dec. 19.

Prof. Otto Racker has been appointed publicity manager, with Miss Ellen Short as his assistant.

Music week is a traditional La Sierra College feature, having been organized several years ago by Professor Racker.
The Editors Say . . .

From Pearl Harbor to Peace

December 7, 1941—War emergencies! Unpreparedness did not create the war, but it did create the emergencies.

December 7, 1945—Peace emergencies! Unpreparedness again—creating a mockery of peace. So we say again.

Where did Uncle Sam stand four years ago when war broke loose? It matters little! There wasn't time to stand back and get a view of things before tackling the problems. The problems HAD to be met—but NOW.

Uncle Sam, in his youth as a nation, proved to be too capable of tackling problems than anticipating them; which is gratifying now that the war is over. One sign of maturity in individuals and nations is the ability to anticipate problems and check them upon their arrival. Well, just give the U.S.A. time.

In the meantime, Uncle Sam is facing problems much like the psychiatrist who was so busy solving other people's problems that he couldn't bother much with his own. And now that the end of the war is allowing Uncle Sam to become a bit introspective, his own problems are coming to light with as staggering a confusion as Pearl Harbor found him.

Calamity howlers are welcome to waste breath over the problems of peace if they wish, but if History continues to repeat itself, I prefer to have confidence that Uncle Sam will come out on top now as before.

—L. H. P.

1946 Meteor—Top's!

After examining the complete dummy for the 1946 Meteor campaign, the editor of this Criterion feels greatly constrained to express his almost violently unreasoned enthusiasm for the project.

It's Top's!

As an old annual editor from 'way back himself his slightly atrophied journalistic heart surged with no trifling excitement as he perused the professional-appearing pages.

And professional they are.

School committee are forcing children to drive "horses and bugies" in an automobile and airplane era, declares Roger Babson, statistician and economist, in an article written at Babson Park, his home in Wellesley Hills, Mass.

Mr. Babson states that his appeal is this: "The first purpose of the schools, after teaching the "three Rs" should be to awaken children intellectually and spiritually." He says that the best way to accomplish this may be to institute carefully selected visual education, both in the classroom and extracurricular.

He points out that some years ago educational leaders urged certain elements to make educational films, but Mr. Babson thinks they teach only history, science, and certain other "factual" subjects, without developing the character of the child.

School System Obsolete

The present school system is largely obsolete, Mr. Babson stated in his article, and unless "the public schools are to turn the real education of our children over to the commercial movie and broadcasting companies, they must install more visual education and drama."

Stating that he is opposed to "hanging" or "anxious" children, Mr. Babson says that he even believes the hammock stick and black walnut quirt should be restored as a part of the public school system.

Should Aim for Character

"As every modern psychologist knows," he says, "character is the big thing for which the public school should aim. Teacher-experienced educators tell me that the answer lies with properly directed emotional visual education." The Daily Texan, University of Texas, Austin, Texas.

Positivism is only the name men of weak nerves give to wisdom.

—Bernard De Voto
EDITORIAL—

DEAR READERS:

I was browsing recently through some history books. It made me think of a condition that is occurring to some political persecution in various countries, of our wonderful privil-ege of speech and press. I sometimes wonder if we appreciate its value enough to make use of it. The advantages it offers we should let you know. Let me put you the questions I just finished asking myself:

In an English class, invigorating inspiration was made as to the students' methods of securing the money. The majority gave money received for odd jobs or for regular work. Others gave from their allowances and a few money saved for something else.

Domestic students gave up des-serts for one evening at the cadet-teria. It was estimated that this one item brought in about eight dollars. All students were impressed by the motto displayed on the bulletin board throughout the week which read, “Are you sacrificing or just giving?” Only God will know just how many of these has been sacrificed this week and by whom.

Alumnus

It is felt that this column should be a regular feature of the Prep Pa-rade if that is at all possible. How- ever, its continuation and success depends on all those who, as a self-appointed reporter. Please keep those news items coming. They can always be used if they are of such nature as to be of in-terest to all our readers.—Ed.

Don White is on the high, soul-destined unknown.

Prep Parade Section to Be Larger Than Ever Before; Editor Gooch Announces

Prep Parade Section.

The Academy Meteor section this year will contain 20 pages in comparison to the 13 pages which in this last section year, re-ports George Gooch, Prep Meteor editor.

All members of the staff have been appointed. They are as fol-lows: George Gooch, prep Meteor editor; David Smith, art edi-tor; art editors, Merri1ey Jacobson and Elaine Johnson, circulation and busi ness manager, Warren Jones; photographer, Marshall Horan. All members are working on plans for a “magnific” campaign to gather pledges by the students for the Meteor.

The staff plans to present a year-round section. This will completely cover the Academy as an impor-tant part of La Sierra. According to Mr. Alwyn W. Rosser, associate edi-tor, “This section will be the best ever presented by La Sierra Acad-emy.

Let’s Get Acquainted

Two tall, jovial students stand in the doorway talking to pass-by-ing guests at the general. The smiles and laughter which emanated from this section bespoke the nature of both. Mr. and Mrs. Anderson, and their room-mate. Since it was a day for good cheer, both Mr. and Mrs. Anderson were in high spirits over the fact that they had just moved into their new home.

Dick Behrens, student council president, was the first to introduce himself to the guests. He spoke of his experiences in the army and his room-mate, Don White, who had just returned from service in the Pacific. They both expressed their desire to continue their education at the university level.

Alumnus

Dormitory students gave up des-serts for one evening at the cadet-teria. It was estimated that this one item brought in about eight dollars. All students were impressed by the motto displayed on the bulletin board throughout the week which read, “Are you sacrificing or just giving?” Only God will know just how many of these has been sacrificed this week and by whom.

Alumnus

It is felt that this column should be a regular feature of the Prep Pa-rade if that is at all possible. How- ever, its continuation and success depends on all those who, as a self-appointed reporter. Please keep those news items coming. They can always be used if they are of such nature as to be of in-terest to all our readers.—Ed.

Don White is on the high, soul-destined unknown.
Speech Students Record Voice in Experiments

Students enrolled in the various sections of the Fundamentals of Speech class were duly amazed and shocked this past few weeks when their voices were recorded during several class sessions.

For many it was the first recording of their voices, and when the records were played back many would not have recognized their own productions had they not spoken their names when first stepping up to the microphone.

In the majority of instances the students demonstrated a lack of correct breathing and resonance.

Mrs. Romrong McCall, professor, promised to cut another record before the Christmas vacation to check improvements.

This Collegiate World
By Associated Collegiate Press
"Have you gone stir crazy?"
Here's a way to go crazy without having to stir anything. There have been many man-made bubbles of the campus of the University of Texas selling jars of "bubbles." According to the description in Life magazine, these bubbles are made with a glycerine base, and their life is renewable twice the strength of ordinary soap bubble.

"When I saw all these millions of bubbles floating through a transom," reports one student, "I thought some professor had gone mad."

When asked what's in the bubbles, chemists reply, "Air, mostly. They aren't perfect, they burst loo!"

Dietitians, Evangelists Cooperate at Victorville

Inaugurating a new cooperation with evangelism, students of dietetics classes, under the direction of Miss Davis Carlen, presented a program of health lectures and demonstrations at the Victorville, Calif., effort of Weldon Mattison and Charles Martin, former students of LSC, Sunday evening, Dec. 3.

Featured on the program were Dorothy McConaughey, explaining the preparation of gluten steaks; Marguerite Gardner, demonstrating a method of making gluten steaks; and Peggy Wong, demonstrating the baking of enriched yeast breads.

Similar programs are to be continued during the second semester, according to Miss Carlen.

Mrs. Louise Haussler Called by Death

Mrs. Louise Haussler, H.B., mother of Dr. J. C. Haussler of the La Sierra College Theology department, passed away last Thursday, Nov. 28, at the Portland (Ore.) sanitarium.

Funeral services were held in the northern state on Saturday, Dec. 3.

Kenneth McGill Elected ASB Business Manager

Kenneth McGill, medical student from Canada, has been elected business manager of the student body by the students. McCullough, who found it necessary to resign because of a pressing scholarly load. In his new capacity Mr. McGill also becomes business manager of the COLLEGE CRITERION.
Organ Concert Opens Music Week; Other Departments

SPEECH CHOIR PERFORMS SATURDAY NIGHT

Library Dedicated To Late J. E. Fulton

THINGS TO COME

Nursing Directors Visit Prenursing Department
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Change Ad. Bldg. Title; 'Fulton Library' Named

At a session of the College board last month, the name of the present Administration building was changed to "La Sierra Hall," and the new administration building, now under construction, was designated as "Fulton Memorial Library," in honor of the late J. E. Fulton, president of Pacific Union Conference at the time of the founding of La Sierra College and for many years a teacher in the educational field.

The designation, "La Sierra Hall," was made in view of the fact that this building will continue to be the central building on the campus even after the new library and administration building is erected.

New Service Station

Among other actions by the board was the voting of a new service station to be erected.

On Tuesday evening, the board and faculty met together in the banquet room for a supper and short program. Elders Oosh, president of the board, Dr. Christian, and Elders Hicks each spoke to the group.

Dean, Los Banos Rescuer, Visits La Sierra College

Charles Dean, former promotor of LSC, and a paratrooper that assisted in the rescue of American prisoners-of-war from the Los Banos (Philippines) internment camp, visited the campus last week.

Dean's unit was first at Guadalcanal, Leyte, and other invasions-climaxing a long series of adventures in the "invasion" of Japan following V-J Day.

"The most thrilling experience of all was the rescue of those prisoners in the Philippines," Sgt. Dean stated.

Elder S. L. Frost and W. E. Collett, now at La Sierra, were among the prisoners rescued by Dean's paratroop unit.

New Linotypist and Pressman Joint Staff of Collegiate Press

Joining the staff of the Collegiate Press this week is Harlan Mutchler, formerly of Washington, D.C., where he was joint operator of a composition plant. Mr. Mutchler is a linotype operator and typesetting expert. He finally gives his discharge from the army where he was joint operator of a composition plant. Mr. Mutchler is a linotype operator and typesetting expert. He finally gives his discharge from the army where he was joint operator of a composition plant.
Students Lead 'Three Alarm Life o' Riley'; Uses Initiative to Meet Housing Problem

By Associated College Press

To late-comers who chronically give out with the time-ravaged excuse: "I didn't hear the alarm" came some advice from the vice-president. Es- tablish an alarm in a fire station and let nature do the rest.

Don Neddelhush, freshman, has set up comely headquarter in the Buchtel avenue firehouse and worries none about his bedside. If his alarm wakes him, but shakes him out of bed, dresses him, throws his books at him, shoves him down the pole and he is off to his 8 o'clock class.

The beginning of the semester, Don, who halls from New Strauss- bourgh, Ohio, was one of those house-condition despaners that the papers have made so much of. Uninfatuated as yet and with many a cubic foot of living space to be had near the campus, Don pored over the little introductory symphonetic ear of a fireman. Said fireman graced his pipe, carefully calculated a deciding move in choker and, crawled, "Waaah, young fell- er, reckon we can fix you up!"

That they did. And to show his appreciation, Don performs little odd services for the firemen. When time comes to fire an alarm, he methodically clamps the bell makes itself heard, and felt, throughout the station. Don duti- fully dons his headgear of opening doors for the huge engines to issue forth and championing the red-clad firemen on their way to another job.

It's a three-alarm life of Riley and Don loves it—pole-sledding and all!..
EDITORIALS—

Musing—

(The following was placed in the editor’s hands for publication, but its author wishes to remain anonymous.—Ed.)

"December 7 and the school year is one-third over. The progress I have made is most unsatisfactory. I wonder what can be the trouble. I have been trying to study but look at the grades! Here I have one D and one F. I’m glad, at least, that I can redeem myself in those subjects. My teachers say that I don’t study enough.

I really enjoy my afternoon studies, but at the same time I have only taken time for a hurried prayer before retiring. This is going to change next week. I really enjoyed my afternoon studies, but at the same time I have only taken time for a hurried prayer before retiring. This is going to change next week. I really missed a single day’s work this year. I often think that if I had kept the same effort, I would be well to make these resolutions now and the New Year will come without a flinch.

FLOODLIGHT FOCUS

A little “saw-mill to have worked eight hours, soothing fevered brows and bringing cold drinks to the victims. The nurses have really lived up to the Nightingale tradition. Many thanks, Mary Smith."

1. Blanche Bane—Professor Dugins’ lectures. Barbara Jean Holbert—Her spicy brown eyes and energetic smile tell us that she is one of baseball’s best players and football’s top fans.

2. Jean White—sawmill oil and go thing

3. Rhona Bane—sweet peas (the kind which are eaten).


5. Barbara Jean Holbert—her spicy brown eyes and energetic smile tell us that she is one of baseball’s best players and football’s top fans.

6. Jean White—sawmill oil and go thing

7. Rhona Bane—sweet peas (the kind which are eaten).


9. Barbara Jean Holbert—her spicy brown eyes and energetic smile tell us that she is one of baseball’s best players and football’s top fans.

10. Jean White—sawmill oil and go thing

11. Rhona Bane—sweet peas (the kind which are eaten).


13. Barbara Jean Holbert—her spicy brown eyes and energetic smile tell us that she is one of baseball’s best players and football’s top fans.

14. Jean White—sawmill oil and go thing

15. Rhona Bane—sweet peas (the kind which are eaten).


17. Barbara Jean Holbert—her spicy brown eyes and energetic smile tell us that she is one of baseball’s best players and football’s top fans.

18. Jean White—sawmill oil and go thing

19. Rhona Bane—sweet peas (the kind which are eaten).


21. Barbara Jean Holbert—her spicy brown eyes and energetic smile tell us that she is one of baseball’s best players and football’s top fans.

22. Jean White—sawmill oil and go thing

23. Rhona Bane—sweet peas (the kind which are eaten).


25. Barbara Jean Holbert—her spicy brown eyes and energetic smile tell us that she is one of baseball’s best players and football’s top fans.

26. Jean White—sawmill oil and go thing

27. Rhona Bane—sweet peas (the kind which are eaten).


29. Barbara Jean Holbert—her spicy brown eyes and energetic smile tell us that she is one of baseball’s best players and football’s top fans.

30. Jean White—sawmill oil and go thing

31. Rhona Bane—sweet peas (the kind which are eaten).

32. Mildred Cates—algebra.
The College will continue to.

Amba Speaks to Commercial Club

America is the "Land of Opportunity," K. F. Amba, College business manager, told the Commercial club last Thursday, Dec. 6. Mr. Amba urged club members to find their proper place of work—opportunities are plentiful. If a second trial in employment fails, he stated, the individual should change his attitude.

Home Ec's Organize

The home economics classes organized Peggy Wong, president; Barbara Lawer, vice-president; and Phyllis White, secretary-treasurer.

Purpose of the club is to foster the ideals of Christian homemaking and to develop an appreciation of gracious manners and healthful living.

The group is planning a special Christmas program for next Thursday.

Driving to Distraction

Austro-Jamieson is learning to drive—after his recent marriage. Although sprightly and jovial, he is a bit absent, for he is busy working with auto mechanics to design a device to keep the plane in the air. Although his left arm is now in a cast, he remains cheerful and active.

Cafe Facts

A victory of management over labor has occurred in the Cafe homeboys. The employees have been given a raise or working more hours, which has increased the efficiency and appearance of the establishment.

Christmas Stockings

Here is a note of cheer to the disappointed damsels who have been the store recently looking for a pair of "SA Gloves." The first shipment of nylons has reached Riverside and more are to follow. Furthermore another retail house is getting ready to sell three nylon stockings for the price of two.

Relatively Dangerous

Did you notice that the Senate debate committee is going to call in Einstein? It is said that only six people in the world understand Einstein's theories. It is approximately half a dozen more that know what to do with The Bomb.

Something to Crow About?

Does your roommate oscillate mostly every night, being ready to get up? Take note of this: Some sleep-loving farmers have recently invented a small electronic gadget to attach to the head of his roosters to keep them from crowing. Why not apply a little additional restraint... oh well, you get the idea. Science marches on!

The Broadcast

It was interesting to watch last Wednesday evening's "broadcast" at the cafeteria. The program was timed to the split second. Mr. Plynke, the director, stood in a little control room at the far end of the cafeteria. When he moved his hand in a circle, that meant the words. Although sprightly and jovial, he is a bit absent, for he is busy working with auto mechanics to design a device to keep the plane in the air. Although his left arm is now in a cast, he remains cheerful and active.

Keep an eye on that "Christmas Stockings" advertisement. You may get yourself into a bit of a pickle if you don't have the proper device to keep the plane in the air.

Associate in Arts Degree Now Offered at SWJC

Southwestern junior college is now offering the degree Associate in Arts, according to the Southwestern dean of November. The new arrangement, following a survey of some 300 junior college deans, provides for degrees in terminal curricula. The college will continue to grant the regular four-year degree diploma, the new degree being an addition.

The purpose of the new degree is to provide incentive for meeting requirements of those students who do not anticipate graduation from a four-year college course.

41 Make Honor Roll

(Continued from page 1)

Plynke and other students were reported to have kept things operating smoothly, the manager states.

A "speedway" counter has been installed to be used during rush hours for the benefit of customers.

A "speedway" counter has been installed to be used during rush hours for the benefit of customers. Several wire racks have been added, and a second ice cream cabinet has been installed, larger than the one previously used, it will facilitate the handling of more ice cream and a larger variety of frozen foods.

The increased in business which has been experienced by the College store in recent months has also made it necessary the use of more clerks. Ten students have been employed to keep things running smoothly, the manager states.


Winter Vacation Begins for LSC today!

Meteor Drive Continues Over Vacation; Manager Osborne Plays Christmas Angle

With a special pre-vacation drive for Meteor subscriptions, Robert Osborne, Campus manager, launched a “Give-a-Meteor—for-Christmas” campaign in last Wednesday’s assembly program. “Time is short,” warned Campus manager Osborne, “only four more shopping days until Christmas, and nearly a month to the Jan. 2, date when subscriptions will stop running.” Osborne continued, “So, if you decide to place subscriptions, do it promptly before the drive is over. After that time, it’s too late.”

The campaign will continue through the holiday vacation and will actively be resumed when the vacation terminates.

College Nurse Marries Former Student Dec. 22

Gwendolyn Nydell, college nurse, will be married on Saturday evening, Dec. 22, in Hole Memorial Auditorium, to Walter Page, former LSC student.

Mr. Page has been in army service since last year and until recently stationed in Denver. He is now at the Birmingham hospital in Van Nuy, Calif. The wedding couple will continue his work at the college for some time following the marriage.

Senior Classes Contract For Graduation Photos

The degree senior class of 1946, in a special meeting last Monday morning, allotted the contract of graduation photos to the student body of 1944. A photographer is to come to the College, bringing equipment to set up a special portrait studio for the purpose. The arrangement is to be made to the Academy.

No Criterion Published During Vacation Period

Because of Christmas and New Years vacations, beginning today, and the Christmas vacation, the Criterion will be published on January 10.

Music Week Ends with Program by Choral Groups; Students Begin Other Duties. Perform Throughout Week

With a program by the College Choral organizations under the direction of Harlyn Abel, the annual Music Week ended at yesterday’s chapel program. Representatives of all divisions of the Music department performed in the various chapel programs and in Vesper service last Friday evening.

Organ Concert Initiates

The week got under way last Friday, Dec. 14, with a secular organ concert by H. B. Hammon, chairman of the fine arts committee, and instructor in organ. The program included selections by Handel, Mendelssohn, Clolley, and Widor.

Vesper on Friday evening featured a program of miscellaneous numbers by all divisions, and by faculty members. Ellen Short with a piano solo, a violin ensemble—Orto Rucker, Glen Colc, Cherrie Clough, and Hazel Rucker, were prominent members on the program. With Armenia Johnson as soloist the College band played “The Lord’s Prayer,” as well as “Strong in Thy Strength,” and “Noel.”

The Speech department took over the Saturday evening program with a performance by the Speech choir and individual readers. This was followed on Monday with a concert by piano, violin, and organ students, including Vivette Kinch, Elle Jean Potts, Dorothy Witsn, Anneta Stroplin, Douglas Potts, Cherrie Clough, Fred Franks, and Beatrice Short.

A program on Tuesday evening featured the Junior choir, the elementary school, under the direction of Mildred Ochiel, in a group of Christmas songs.

Chair Terminates

A Cappella choir and the male glee club performed at the closing session for the Music Week yesterday. Supplemeting the choral week was a solo by Dorothy Vipond.

The Music Week has become a part of the weekly program at LSC for a number of years. Its purpose is to entice the best in music and to provide an opportunity for students of music to exhibit their talents.

Music Week publicity agents were Otto Rucker and Ellen Short.

SEASON'S GREETINGS TO CRITERION READERS
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Winter vacation begins today! And LSC’s campus faces a severe, if temporary, student shortage as virtually 99.44/100 per cent of the population begins the task of building homes, or to substitute homes, for the Christmas season.

A surprising number of students interviewed (see Page 2) asserted that next to getting their feet under them was virtually the most simultaneous Christmas vacation that appealed to them most—sleep! (And we of Christmas who think they got a sufficient amount of sleep in class!) Others are headed for real vacations—expecting to come to the dormitories, some to various Southern California spots, several as far away as the East Coast.

The recent change in schedule prolongs the vacation period one traditional week. New Year’s Day, but it is vitally important that students return to the campus by Tuesday evening.

Even the Carronin staff to you, students—Merriest of Christmases, and the Happiest of New Years.

Correction in Name Of Administration Bldg.

The Carronin of last week, on the highest authority, stated the new administration and library building, now under construction, was to be titled “Fulton Memorial Library.” Later investigation shows that the new building is to be called “Elmer Fulton Memorial Library,” and will contain the “F. Fulton Memorial Library.” The building that now contains the temporary offices will henceforth be called “L Sierra hall,” as stated last week.
CHRISTMAS CHEER—a common feeling of the great mass of humanity at this season of the year. It is perceptible on the thronged streets of the city—in the quiet thankfulness of the farmer's fireside. It is a spirit, originating, modestly speaking, in the roots of Christianity. And, Christian or not, few are those who do not participate in the sentiments of the season.

IT IS OUR WISH that on this Christmas, you, our readers, may partake to the fullest extent of this spirit of Christmas-tide. And more important that you may be conscious of what Christmas really means.

Hither and Yon Students of LSC;
Criterion Lists Varied Vacation Activities
By Marcelaine Ulvick and Roger Coo

So you're going home! Or are you? At any rate, here's the lowdown on what several of your friends have cooking for the Christmas season. The Criterion's meanling about the other students has put together a sampling of vacation plans, and here they are:

Roger Coo—Home to Santa Barbara to work on some research papers and back work.

Dick Serna—Plans to earn some extra money selling SDA books in Glendale, Optimistic.

The BOILER ROOM
Let Off Steam Here

How's your blood pressure? Does something get under your skin? Does something give you a stab in the neck? Are you hot under the collar? Then this is the place you've been looking for. Let off steam here—you'll feel so much better.

Serious, this column will be continued as a means of expressing sincere criticism—not cajoling—or sincere praise. How do you feel about things? We'll be glad to publish your sentiments if they are very brief, to the point, and thoughtful. Your letter will not be printed unless you include your name, although if you so desire, your name will be withheld. Remember these requirements.

Dear Editor,
I have long been a patron of the local public library, and I fear your standards have fallen to a low ebb or else I just can't keep pace with trends of thinking.

I refer to the comment a few weeks ago in Ad Lib (Nov. 15) mentioning a group of students with a person of good sense of humor. I failed to get the point along with many others. Please clear the fog.

(Name Withheld)

* Evidently proofreaders do not have a good sense of humor. The comment referred to originally stated that the group was in possession of a good sense of humor. It is rumored that the printers slugged it on that one.

Theresa Morgan—Stay here and study. They do say that one should do something different for vacations, Theresa.

Andrew Peters—Headed for Virginia and points north. (Segregata.)

Eugene Heideman—Home to L. A. Eat, sleep.

Inge Ketterer—Teak to L. A. Library. Her aunt will probably visit her.

Mason Metcalfe—Home to Downey, Ocean fishing, get some home-cooked food, lots of sleep. Also Christmas shopping for two-year-old nephew.

Bonnie Beaton—Special friend is home from the Pacific, so Bonnie will go home, too.

Dorothy Wuin—Will see brother who is home from Walla Walla, practice music, and study.

Boy Sehler, Harry Moore, James Gray, Carl Cookman—Toss or bust!

Rellin Pratt—Ice skating, trip to the mountains.

Nico Woolfe—Horseback riding. Take it easy on the horse, Nina.

Charles Sturgenson—Home to L. A. Eat, sleep.

Tatula Holland—Visit girl friend in Loma Linda and see Marine brother.

Bill Loveless—Sit around the fireplace, eat, sleep.

Jane Wright—Study most of the time. Going for anatomy and chem.

Fred Elmer—Catch up on sleep, help dad at portrait studios.

Dick Ballance—Write stories for the Youth's Instructor. (And recover from the flu!)

Dorothy Wood—Carry L. L. Food factory training home; make some delicious glutenburgers!

Lehland Wallace—Home for a while to the Gulf City. Rest of the time, he will work at "a nearby and very well-known food company."

Elizabeth Lursen—Stay here and study, maybe. Visit L. A. library, maybe. (Take a vacation, maybe.)

Deborah Luray—same as above.

Mary Dougherty—Stay here and study, maybe. Visit L. A. Library, maybe.

Eliza Lary—Same as above. Also, a term paper, hibernate until New Year's Eve.

Turn to page 4, Col. 1

* THE EDITORS SAY . . .

Should We Grade Professors?
The following editorial appeared recently in the student publication of Iowa State. We pass it on to you as a bit of food for thought.

As the quarter draws to a close and courses begin to shape up, a majority of the campus population becomes more and more preoccupied with what final grades will be. But one Iowa State group—the teachers—is exempt from this worry.

It has been generally accepted that grading students is an advisable procedure. But why not do the same for teachers?

Although the Department of Vocational Education has devised a score sheet for professors which is given to students in that department, no general system of grading campus instructors has been put into effect. A grading system for professors probably would include the student's evaluation of his professor's method of presenting his course, his organization of class materials and such qualities as his sense of humor and fairness. Students could fill out grading cards at the end of the quarter and turn them in to their respective deans or to the registrar's office.

Two questions would have to be settled in relation to the grading system. In the first place, should the usual ABCDF system be followed in judging professors? Although it would present the idea of a quick glance, there might be some opposition to giving any qualified teacher a grade of D or F. Perhaps designating them as "excellent," "fair," or "poor" would "soften the blow."

After grades had been turned in once or twice, the faculty might understand better why students do or do not like their work. The other big advantage would be that the really good teachers would be more likely to be spotted by their superiors and marked for promotion, thus putting the faculty in a better position to understand better why students beyond the bounds of possible visitation. La Sierra College begin a 12-day respite from the studying under their guidance. —F. K.

Special Interests
Jamaica is known for its natural beauty and perfect climate so we are reasonably sure that Mr. Haye was not attracted to California through Chamber of Commerce advertisements. The pre- zelying of one Dr. Williams, alumni of both La Sierra and Loma Linda, was most successful for the year. The young man decided to come to the United States and LSC. He plans to remain here long enough to establish citizenship and then to return to Australia. His major field he will make use of his special interests—tropical diseases and the neglected children's diseases.

Literature
It was over fourteen years ago that the Haye family attended a tent-meeting which resulted in their conversion. It was then that Noel entered the West India academy as a sophomore. Behind him the well loved soccer, cricket and fishing. Two years later he entered our island college and majored in American literature and Spanish.

His assimilation of Americanism has not yet expanded to include a liking for apples, for the flavor of mangos, bananas, and juicy sugar cane are still too fresh in his memory. He has already acquired the liking for excitement, and recalls that the three air poekets his plane hit enroute from Cuba to Miami were the best phases of the trip which was otherwise as smooth as gliding over modern pavement.

Friends Are True Wealth
Spawning of speaking, there is nothing he would like better than to own a Buick "S" combination in which to take his friends sightseeing in a "see-America-before-you-die" tour. Facing City, the Grand Canyon, etc. Friends are a must in his life and he counts more than ten.

Noel has a special formula that he would like to pass on to other students. Hard as studying in a foreign country is, Noel finds one procedure that helps him. Every evening before beginning his study period, Noel bows his head in prayer—and it works.
EDITORIAL

This week nearly all of the students are leaving the campus to spend pleasant vacations with loved ones somewhere at home, La Sierra drawing its patrons from all over this continent and many neighbor cities. What a sight does, plays host to many students who are unable to make a trip home in the short vacation time. It is to these students especially that I would like to dedicate the following lines, taken from the season's

In sheepfolds watching o'er their sheep.
The happy Yuletide carols come
While all the world's dark lines sleep.

The song of angels heaven-sent
The chorus rings in all the homes.
Of peace on earth, good will to men.

We pray, O Lord, that they will send
Our dear ones home safe in the end.

While angels' joyful song is sung
And while angelic choirs blend
Our hearts to Thee: O Lord we pray
For all our dear ones far away.

One more from out the heart there comes
The song of angels heaven-sent.

O'peace on earth, good will to men.

College Calendar

For the Music Week just past, all students were requested to attend the performance of the La Sierra music department. A week never passes but some bit of the work of this department is reviewed. There are three main divisions of the music departments, voices, piano, and band. Miss Frances Frost, Director of the college, has been able to attract a glee club organization and voice instructor occupies the corner studio on the left wing of HMA. Miss Edna Farsworth, in the right wing of the building, divides her time between college and a few of my piano students. She is assisted by Miss Ellen Short and Mrs. S. L. Frost. Prof. C. O. Trubey is the latest addition to the department. The band has grown and progressed splendidly under his direction.

Miss Ben marked wishes appreciation given to the many who are always ready to help furnish the special music for religious services and chapels. "It makes my work so much more pleasant," she remarked. She can call on any of them and know they will be willing and ready," Miss Ben said.

So, it's "lats off" to another well-organized and indispensable department of La Sierra Academy.

Slips That Do Not Pass

Speaking of the Father-Son banquet held at the Hotel Bache, bowled head and on bended knee, humbly announces that it was Milnor—not Tenenbaum—that said, "They also serve who only stand and wait." But, then, Tenenbaum could serve it better if he had to.

Christmas Cheerity

Christmas comes, but once a year's enough!
You'd feel this way too, if you had been Christmas shopping these last few days before.

Wednesday evening, a group of us late shoppers went into town for the "last minute" and there was no fewer than a thousand others did.

My wife wanted to see something in fins, so I took her to the zoo.

We went to the shoe store, to look for SAE's. They were very expensive. The clerk said something along the line of, "The prices of shoes reduced—but it's not on foot yet.

A charming young lady seated next to me looked at so many shoes that the manager came out and asked if she were buying shoes or just taking inventory.

We also looked at table cloths, but none seemed to look right until Jimmy Wilcott pointed out that one described as the "face" had a center in the middle and a border that ran all the way around the edge. We bought three to stop the center in the middle and a border that ran all the way around the edge. We bought three to stop the center in the middle and a border that ran all the way around the edge.

Darwin Would Love Us!

After reading Ad Lib of last week's Criterion, a few readers wonder why the reference to the creature is not more frequent. The word as handed in to the editor was "octavate" (to yawn), but considering the environment, Mr. Week's cellmate, Lowell (Poultry) Plynke, it is easy to see why Mr. Weeks would "octavate" (to swing back and forth).

Teach Me to Pray

This is the time to pray, dear Lord! No one can help you. Through Thine own holy word, Come to me now— Teach me to pray.

Many's the time I know
To what I should pray—
"The Lord doth open doors unto thee"—Teach me to pray.

The devil does often
But thus last promised as
"The Lord doth open doors unto thee"—Teach me to pray.

Thy name, O Lord, and also to live.

College Programs

The Academy chapel schedule has been released as follows: Jan. 24—Prayer breakfast in conjunction with the American history class. "News of 1945" Jan. 4—Prayer bands Jan. 7—Cultural program

Teachers of Tomorrow Jan. 9—PSA program Jan. 10—Prayer bands Jan. 11—March of Time film

 Officials Scrub

By Associated Collegiate Press

Water sprayed generously and students died in front of Frank Strong hall, as Chancellor Deane W. McCall and Dean Paul R. Lawson, both of Kansas, fulfilled their obligation to "Help a Car." The services of the two administrators were purchased by the Alpha Omicron Pi for $55 at a recent U.C. F auction.

The chancellor and the dean designated bright plaid shirts and blue jeans for their work and succeeded in getting each other as wet as the car.

Students who heckled the indus try and illustrators pair were answered with sprays of water and appropriate comments.

"This car hasn’t been washed for months," the chancellor wailed, and the "ash trays haven’t been emptied since before the World’s Fair."

The mud-plastered automobile once began to take on a brighter color and the chancellor observed that it must be blue.

Water drenched the brim of Dean Lawson’s hat, and he shed his glasses for lack of windshield wipers and stained his "blue" for lack of proper solution for the windshield. "I can’t get this spot off," the chancellor groaned once, to which Dean Lawson replied grumpily, "Try a knife."

"No, no, no," the pair cried, when a passing student suggested that they was the car.

"I’ll be glad to simonize it," the chancellor reconsidered, "for $300."

Sororities at Hendrix Vote to Disband

Conway (Ark.)—(APC)—Sororities of Hendrix college voted to disband all social sororities. Three of the four sororities voted to disband unanimously; the other by a large majority.

The matter arose this fall when a group of girls representing all four sororities were discussing the problem of unemployment and the change of friendly atmosphere on the campus to one of a claus近两年 spirit brought on greatly by secularism and rivalry. The news spread quickly over the campus. Regular meetings of the sororities were held and this simple fact that the sororities were made for each society to meet and voice for or against disband.

Music Week Features TV Artists

In a recent chapel program sponsored by the PSA, the first of eight March of Time films entitled "Men Against Slums" was shown for the student body. Those who wished to express opinions on the film subject were kept supplied with cards following the showing of the film in the afternoon. A follow-up by a lengthy discussion of the various problems presented.

Dues Public Health

The discussion was based upon the question: "Shall the Government assume public health responsibility or shall it be left to the private enterprise?"
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**STUDENTS MIGRATE FOR VACATIONING**

Continued from page 1

Floyd Brauer—Make up an intelligence test and write poetry! (What on earth rhymes with I.Q., Floyd?)

Neal Nuchard—Trip to Big Bear lake with Thane Price (ex-proposed) and others.

Bill Ledington—Home to San Diego, visit Mexico.

Lonell Pyle—Time will tell.

Herald Moudy—Home to Long Beach, attend Long Beach Junior Chamber of Commerce of which he is an honorary member.

Carlson—Stay—Sleep, sleep, sleep.

**Cupid Takes No Holiday; Two Weddings Slated**

Cupid will be working overtime this Christmas holiday—two weddings are scheduled to take place in HMA during the vacation period.

Miss Jeannie Adair Biekett, daughter of Robert Biekett, College postmaster, is to be married to Richard Burvon, graduate of last year.

On Dec. 30, Miss June La Rae Hansler, daughter of Dr. J. C. Hansler, of the College Theology department, is to be married to Edward Holley of CME.

**Ad-Libbing with Osborne**

Continued from page 1

H. Weeks rationalizes: “Plunk doesn’t yawn when he wakes up. He beats his chest, grows viciously grumpy, grasps the chandelier, and then oscillates!” Note, evolutionists. (It’s just that incredible hand-writing of yours, Ozzie!)

Au Revoir

* Until next issue, remember: When you’re down in the mouth... Jonas came out all right.

**Father-Son Banquet**

Continued from page 1

trooper who participated in the rescue of the Los Banos (Philippines) prisoners, and honored “son of the evening,” gave a brief talk on his paratroop experiences.

Sabbath Services Listed For Vacation Week End

The College church on Sabbath, Dec. 22, due to vacation irregularities, will feature a sermon service at the 8:45 session and a quarterly service at the 11:30 service. Elder Johns invites all villagers to attend both services.

There will be no Vesper program on Friday evening, Dec. 21.

Elder Johns Speaks Regarding ‘Song of Redemption’

In harmony with the theme of the College Music Week, Elder Vannas Johns, church pastor, spoke on “The Song of Redemption,” as referred to in Rev. 15:2-4 at Sabbath services on Dec. 15.

The Song of Redemption is the song of experience, Elder Johns stated.

**SABBATH SERVICES LISTED**

**FATHERS AND SONS CONGREGATE**

Continued from page 1
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The College Music Week, Elder Vannas Johns, church pastor, spoke on “The Song of Redemption,” as referred to in Rev. 15:2-4 at Sabbath services, due to vacation irregularities.

Elder Johns invites all villagers to attend both services.

There will be no Vesper program on Friday evening, Dec. 21.

**Song of Redemption**

In harmony with the theme of the College Music Week, Elder Vannas Johns, church pastor, spoke on “The Song of Redemption,” as referred to in Rev. 15:2-4 at Sabbath services on Dec. 15.

The Song of Redemption is the song of experience, Elder Johns stated.

**CLUBICITY**

By Dorothy Martin

**Sigm Phi Kappa Stages Benefit**

The Sigma Phi Kappa (Women’s homes) sponsored a program of music and pictures last Thursday evening, for the entertainment of students and friends (and also the benefit of the new spreadroom in the girls’ dormitory).

Dorothy Vipond first sang “Who Is Sylvia?” The violin trio, Cheryl Clough, Ardyan Hewson, and Elaine Sheldon, played “Oh Litle Town of Bethlehem.” Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Cole, in a duet, sang “Blow, Wind, O Winter.”

Three films featured were, “The story of Puffing Billy,” pioneer navigators; “The Perfect Tribute,” a story of Lincoln; and “The Song of a Nation,” depicting the circumstances surrounding the birth of the National Anthem during the war of 1812.

Inge Ketterer then played the “Waratah Concerto,” a song which came out of this last war.

**RC Inducts New Members**

Monday noon the International Relations club met and voted to accept 16 new members. Those elected to participate in the activities of the club are: W. J. Ayres, Bonnie Beaton, Patricia Benninger, Francis Consentine, Helen Hill, Venona Kelstrom, Marion Metcalf, Andrew Peters, George Purdy, La Verne Rich, Calvin Shepard, Charles Smith, Miriam Stauinger, C. O. Truby, James Wilcott, George Winter.

**Deans Present Gifts To Dormitory Students**

Prominent Christmas spirit has been evident during the past week.

Over on the south side of the campus, the fellows were presented with an eight-pack box set by both men’s homes deans.

Wednesday evening the women’s homes featured a “Christmas tree” party with Kay Neal and Carol Dunn in charge. To the girls was presented a subscription to the magazine, Mademoiselle, and the books, Etiquette, Peace Unto You, and Cheerful Cherub.
SPARRANS WIN IN METEOR DRIVE; TOTAL SUBS REACH 1185 MON. NITE

With a total of 1185 subscriptions to the 1946 Meteor, the third consecutive college yearbook campaign closed last Monday evening in the Student Body office, with Manager Robert Osborne in charge. Since the call of the contest was made, there has been a steady subscription drive which included mail, office, and personal solicitations. A total of 1270 subscriptions have been sold, thus making a total of 1185 subscribers. Mr. Osborne is pleased with the results of the contest and is looking forward to next year's drive.

SPARRANS LOAD

Running up a total of 300 subscriptions, the progress report of the spring campaign, made public by the Currents, reports that the school is now advancing into the final stretch of the drive. The Associated Student Body has signed Eula Beal for March 2 benefit concert. Miss Beal, young cantor that has rocketed to American musical fame during the past three years, has been signed by the Associated Student Body to appear in a Meteor benefit program on March 2.

Miss Beal, according to the Associated Student Body, has already sold over 700 subscriptions to the benefit concert. The drive for subscriptions will continue until March 2, the date of the concert.

MUSICAL RECITAL COMES SAT. NITE

Students enrolled in the Music department of La Sierra College will participate in La Sierra's traditional, semi-annual musical recital which will be held on Saturday evening, January 20, in the College auditorium.

AMERICAN CONTRALTO

Contralto of National Concert Fame; Seats to Be Reserved for Performance

Eula Beal, young contralto that has rocketed to American musical fame during the past three years, has been signed by the Associated Student Body to appear in a Meteor benefit program on March 2.

Miss Beal, according to L. F. Behrmyer of Los Angeles, "brought down the house" at a presentation of Verdi's Requiem at the Philharmonic auditorium last November second, room has been poused to Philharmonic orchestra under the direction of Alfred Wallenstein.

After the concert the audience will be reserved. Associated Student Body announches, with students being seated by houselights at $1 and at 75 cents, while students may purchase seats at 50 cents.

The artist, originally of Riverside, is a former winner of the National Federation of Music Clubs contest, the Pasadena Civic orchestra contest, and the UCLA Young Artists contest, and has been presented on the Occidental college artist series as the most promising young American artist.

Miss Beal has also performed at the Hollywood Bowl, and has broadcast on both NBC and CBS networks.

The week following Miss Beal's appearance at La Sierra College, she will appear as soloist with the Los Angeles Philharmonic orchestra at the Philharmonic auditorium on a series featuring such artists as John Charles Thomas, Isaac Stern, Artur Schnabel, Artur Rubenstein, William Kappell, and Josef Szigeti.

New Ad. Building Is Progressing

Progress on the new administration and library building is proceeding according to schedule and, if materials contracted for arrive on time, will be finished as planned—In June, according to Mr. James Gregory, contractor.

Banding together for a 26th floor, the present building will be increased to the level of the first floor and a large concrete vault for the student body will be added. Outside walls have been completed up to the window height.

Mr. Gregory reports that the building is expected to be completed and all footings and girding poles are in place. The Library is expected to be completed by the end of the year.

No. 10
Are You Trifling?

Trifles.

The world is full of them. In fact most of the elements of life are trifles. Most of the members of the human race are trifling away the time. We do not know why we are here, it seems; we have no particular conception of what life is about—nor care to. Our day has 24 hours—they are disregarded whether we utilize them or not. We live our score-and-ten and then—die. Our children fall into the same monotonous routine and then they die, too. And what do we do in the meantime? Trifle.

And why should we?

With all mankind's smallness, the world itself is huge. Its latitudes and longitudes embrace stunning magnitudes—opportunities for trying the stuff that lies in the heart of man. Is your heart made of steel or putty? Is it the size of a world or a mustard seed?

Are you trifling?

Forsake the motes of life. The minuscule trivialities that consume time that could be forging the great things of life, Forsake littleness of mind, of outlook. Forsake the valleys—ascend the hills. Are you a man or merely another animal? Think! Do! The world is not to the weak. Perhaps the meek do inherit the earth; but who wants a legacy? Far greater the man who earns the legacy? Far greater the man who

Break through it! The will has strength sufficient. You yourself are great. It is a crust of acquired nature's catalogue of conditioners is quite so effective ego; of fear of rebuff, of failure, of the self-consciousness that consume time that could be forging the magnitudes—opportunities for trying the stuff that lies in the heart of man. Is your heart made of steel or putty? Is it the size of a world or a mustard seed?

REPORT TO THE HOME FRONT

And still they write LSC's men in service seem to be focusing much of their attention on their alma maters as discharge dates for many of them looms nearer; for a surprising majority of them are anticipating an early return to La Sierra. Others, already graduated, look forward to settling back down into the old familiar walks of life in the new opportunity for advancement.

**Steam Promoted**

-Esther Stormer

From Swenson, N. C. Col. Frank W. Wilson, commanding officer of Moore General hospital, reports that Dr. Claude E. Steen, Jr. of 301 W. Commonwealth Ave., Fullerton, Calif., have been promoted to the grade of captain. Captain Steen, with a B.S. from La Sierra College, is the son of Dr. Claude Steen of Fullerton, who has assisted in the student evangelistic effort at Miss Loma. He entered Army service October 2, 1944.

Tokyo Fred

From Tokyo, Fred Cox, pre-med here in 1945-46, writes a detailed description of Japan in general. We print an excerpt from it:

"Tokyo Fred has happened to "Mosaics from the Mines". You surely do not consider the aesthetics beyond the concepts of your readers.

(Irate Reader)

**Alas!** "Mosaics" has gone the way of all columns when other duties assail the columnist. Would more readers like to see a continuation of such a feature—Ed.
Blincoe, first four-year senior, reports on intern work in Detroit

Tom Blincoe, the first degree senior ever to have been graduated from Sierra College, president of last year’s class, former president of the Ministerial Fellowship, and editor of Sierra’s distaff students, spent this last week in the Michigan capital. At the request of the editor, Mr. Blincoe reports here a few of the first impressions of Detroit. [An excerpt soon by a perennial favorite of Auctoreardors—Royal Sage.]

By Tom Blincoe

Strange—this life of a ministerial intern. Sometimes you wonder if you are not just along for the ride, as the Lord called you to enter His ministry. Other times you know that you are not outsiders and none or no thing could cause you to give it up.

Discouraging Moments

One of these was last Tuesday when the Weather Wednesday prayer meeting you were delivering what you thought was a powerful message. You felt that you touched the folk needed when some dear old brother spoke up right in the middle of your discourse and told you that you were all wrong. The people who had been moved by this felt that what you were giving them. About that time you even wished you were back at LSC room 321 of Calhoun professors over an outline for advanced homiletics.

Encouraging Moments

On the other hand there were the Week of Prayer services you held for grades one to six in the elementary grades of the school. Had you not? Every evening you looked forward to the next moment when you would be standing before the more bright-eyed boys and girls holding up the Lord Jesus in story, word, and song. The closing moment there was a 100 per cent response to the Master’s call.

You were reluctant to leave. The boys and girls begged you to stay all day or at least until noon, but other times you had to close and call them all to their desks to have their reading lesson. All the way back to the schooroom you had a strange feeling of a coming surprise.

You opened the door and all of the children shouted for glee as the teacher handed you two boxes. Two boxes containing everything from gloves, sweaters, shoes, and food for the baby. Each boy and girl had brought at least one or two items from Sierra Calhoun, regardless of size. Upon opening it you discovered it contained personal letters from every boy and girl. The class, as a class, would write to you. You practically could not write to them. You had a very poor job of expressing your surprise and gratitude and then made a hurried exit.

Reassurance

The minute you reached home you drove straight to the basement and sat down to read the letters. As you read the follow-

Theme Contest Is Under Way

Similar to the Thirteenth Challenge, the Preparadise Theme Contest announced in past issues is now ready to be launched. The contest is open to all students of the Academ nancy with special encouragement to members of English classes. The subject is "What is right in every respect, but will become property of the Preparte Parade." Rules of the contest are as follows:

1. You must submit your response to the Master's call. No other duties called you so you had to decline their cordial invitation, other than the one from the Master. You decided you can't, then for others' sake get us.

2. You must submit your response to the Master's call. No other duties called you so you had to decline their cordial invitation, other than the one from the Master. You decided you can't, then for others' sake get us.

3. You must submit your response to the Master's call. No other duties called you so you had to decline their cordial invitation, other than the one from the Master. You decided you can't, then for others' sake get us.

4. You must submit your response to the Master's call. No other duties called you so you had to decline their cordial invitation, other than the one from the Master. You decided you can't, then for others' sake get us.

5. You must submit your response to the Master's call. No other duties called you so you had to decline their cordial invitation, other than the one from the Master. You decided you can't, then for others' sake get us.

6. You must submit your response to the Master's call. No other duties called you so you had to decline their cordial invitation, other than the one from the Master. You decided you can't, then for others' sake get us.

7. You must submit your response to the Master's call. No other duties called you so you had to decline their cordial invitation, other than the one from the Master. You decided you can't, then for others' sake get us.

8. You must submit your response to the Master's call. No other duties called you so you had to decline their cordial invitation, other than the one from the Master. You decided you can't, then for others' sake get us.

9. You must submit your response to the Master's call. No other duties called you so you had to decline their cordial invitation, other than the one from the Master. You decided you can't, then for others' sake get us.

10. You must submit your response to the Master's call. No other duties called you so you had to decline their cordial invitation, other than the one from the Master. You decided you can't, then for others' sake get us.

WHAT ARE YOU HERE FOR?

Were you impressed as I was with the prayer band chapel talk given by our principal last week? If so, perhaps you have been thinking along those lines, too. For our Preparte Parade readers and those interested, I have prepared this article as a like our talk as possible.—Ed.)

By N. L. Parker

Yes, I was very impressed with the article for the benefit of all in harmony with the chapel talk given last week. Our prayer band hosts Thursday.

The question considered was the exact reason you as a student must be here at La Sierra. A large number are Christians and trying to do what is right in every respect, but there are a few who by their actions are definitely causing negative influence. The thing I can't see is the reason why you are here.

We have given you every chance this school year that you know well the standards on which the school is governed. We have brought to your attention that you must accept or be out of harmony with the school.

Get "In" the School

Now it seems to me that it is time that every student give a reason "in the school. If you have been doing things you shouldn't, I think that as the New Year begins you should decide that from now on you are doing the right thing. Maybe it is careless language, smoking, irreverence, stealing, or some other of a lot of things. It was reported to me that one student went to a public theater during the vacation period. I wish I could be sure that this was nothing. This is not a plea for anyone to get out of the school, but if you cannot decide to be more like Jesus, you should get out.

Prizes Offered In Snap Contest

In a recent chapel announcement George W. Schafter, principal of the Academy, told of the snapsho contest which began this week. Each picture is the work of being cheerful to one and all. December 8.

Full  Schedule

We are assisting Elder N. B. Dower here in Detroit. Our duties consist of pastoring a small church of 68 members, and carrying on the M. N. A. Schola program of the large Grand Rapids church of 730 members. Along with this goes the church bulletin, and the visiting and speaking program. The weather here is becoming, to say the least. It was 11 degrees this morning. Folks tell us to cheer up—better weather is coming. We are enviarng our work to the fullest extent. The Lord has blessed in every way. Please pray for us.

Most sincerely yours,

Tom Blincoe

Tom Blincoe, first four-year senior, reports on intern work in Detroit.

Alexan...
AD LIB
By Robert Osborne

If it weren't for extracurricular activities, Mr. Osborne might get an education at college, but, then, who would want to go to college? Extracurricular activities are really fine things—just spite of the fact that one of major importance this past week—the Motor campaign—consumed so much of Mr. Osborne's time that your handwork undoubtedly has great significance to him now.

A real "planetarium" helps the young students to understand properly the complexity of the universe. The students at the L.S.C. Normal School learn Indian life first hand. This is one of the projects carried out by student-teachers.
Members of the College band which will perform in concert this Saturday evening, Standing, left to right: Director Clarence O. Trubey, Ray Weaver, Alden Carleton, Gene Geert, Eldor Ed Guthrie, Hilles Smith, Richard Guthrie, Henry Vernoy, Fred Ebner, James Hanson. Seated, left to right: Raymond Manna-Zucca, Howard Weeks, Dorothy Nelson, Shirley Leask, Harlon Bates, Bill Lovelss, Raymond Shearer, the grade's president, Evangelist, Murray Christiansen, Norma Cantwell, Ralph Thompson, Dolores Meason. [Other members are Ella Ambes and Omar McKim.]

BAND PRESENTS VARIOUS PROGRAMS IN FIRST FULL CONCERT SAT. NITE

Featuring a program of marches and symphonic selections the La Sierra College concert band presented its first full concert at Saturday night in HMA.

Slated to begin at 8 p.m., the program will also spot various instrumental soloists, including Ralph Thompson, clarinet; Dolores Meason, marimba; and Bill Loveless, saxophone. Assembling as the band’s guest artist is Mabel Curtis Ro-

Additional variations will be provided by Mrs. Chloe Sofsky, LSC art instructor, painting “Sunset,” as Professor H. B. Hannum, organ in-

As a result of personal research work, Doctor Wolfill pointed out that the great, fundamental discoveries in science, and the outstanding achievements in letters, art, and music have been accomplished by Christian men.

Additional variations will be provided by Mrs. Chloe Sofsky, LSC art instructor, painting “Sunset,” as Professor H. B. Hannum, organ in-

Assembling as the band’s guest artist is Mabel Curtis Ros-}

BULLETIN

Ground-breaking ceremonies for the new college church have been set for next Monday. Full coverage next week.

‘45 Church Receipts Are Up 23% Over ’44

Funds received by the La Sierra church during 1945 were 25 per cent above those received in 1944, a recent financial report shows.

The total amount received was $1,25,794.47—the highest year-to-year total ever reported at this church.

Turned in to the Southeastern California conference for redistribution to the world-wide field was $109,148.80 as compared with last

STUDENTS PERFORM

 Registrations for Schedule of Exams

The semi-annual “trying and testing time” comes up for students of La Sierra College beginning next Monday, according to a schedule of the Music Department. The regular program during the past summer, was extended one day.

‘Wolfkill of Puc Addresses Students

Dr. Goy F. Wolfkill, head of the religion education at Pacific Union College, addressed the student body at a chapel service on Friday, Jan. 11.

As a result of personal research work, Doctor Wolfill pointed out that the great, fundamental discoveries in science, and the outstanding achievements in letters, art, and music have been accomplished by Christian men.
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EXPOSURE!

Millions of children like this one face a winter of suffering from exposure. CAN YOU SPARE WHAT CAN YOU WEAR?

That they can wear.

Clothing that you may consider old can bring new life to some person. War brought despair and destitution.

Your spare clothing will be distributed free, without discrimination, to European and Asian war refugees, to the Philippine Islands, and to those parts of the United States and to Mexico that have been devastated by floods, fires, and earthquakes. Dig into your attic, trunk, and closet and dig out all the clothing you can possibly spare.

VICTORY CLOTHING COLLECTION

For Overseas Relief

January 7 to 31

La Sierra Students Endure Severe Privation

Writers in the University of Athens in war-torn Greece desperately lack the primary needs of life, according to a dispatch from Margaret House, World Student Field Worker, to the World Student Service Fund on October 28th. Of the more than 8000 students, 200 are sheltered in miserable student centers, many live with friends, but a great number have no fixed abodes. Mrs. House describes vividly one of the better student centers.

Hopeless Depression

"I had been warned that it was world, but I was not prepared for the atmosphere of hopeless depression among the students themselves. There was no handrail up the stairs. The first room was a study, where perhaps thirty students dormitory places at the unlighted, unfinished desks, pale, gray students had no bright smile for a visitor. I felt I was intruding, as so many of them seemed to be wearing those things they were being worn to preserve their only pair of trousers. The dormitories had beds with two blankets but no sheets. Perhaps it was better so, as there was no laundry. A room for six people had two chairs. 2000 Is Not Enough

"The bathroom was just a doorless, windowless latrine. The kerosene lamps which furnished the light, flickered in the sirk and a copper, but on top of the copper was a big fire, and on it they did their washing. All of it out of sight, of course. Theoretically, they contained enough to yield 2000 calories all round, but it is eaten all at middle, and the students never quite believes that they are 2000 calories better off at the cost. In any case, 2000 is not enough."

WSSF Funds Help

These students last year lived on one meager meal of beans cooked in olive oil. 742 of them had contracted tuberculosis due to undernourishment and exposure. Funds contributed to the World Student Service Fund go to help these and other students in Europe and Asia who have suffered frightfully from the war and who are now resuming their studies in the reopened universities.

Do you have something to say to the Criterion editor? About the swimming at LSC in general? An orchid to thank—or an onion? Insert your comments in the slot boxes. We publish your opinions in the next issue. It will save your time (and ours). And we promise—it does not lead directly to the incinerator.
Students Write In Signs Contest

"With almost $500 in prizes as first, second and third gifts, the students of the freshman class are participating in the first "Theatre or Done Right" English class, and the "The Youth's Instructor writing contests. Five LSC students were awarded prizes in last year's theatre contest, including the first prize winner Lawrence Lougan, last year's Coronet editor, received the $25 prize for her article, "And He Shall Be My Son.""

"Methods' Class Inspects L. A. Teaching Methods"

The class in "methods of teaching" visited four teaching methods used in schools of the Los Angeles area Tuesday afternoon, Jan. 8.

The class under the direction of Miss Irene Ortner, attended the following schools: Glendale academy, from there, the Quay Quench—Dorothy Sheldon, Doris Goege, Joyce Digney, and Eleanor Zimmerman—walked down to Beverly Hills high school Los Angeles where they observed shorthand class and were guests of the dean of women.

This Collegiate World—(By Associated Collegiate Press)

Flunk 'A' Prof.?

At the University of Wisconsin, when a professor runs home in tears to his wife, it doesn't mean he has failed. If he has been "flunked" by his students.

This reversal of academic procedure has come about because L. A. college students are choosing to take charge of their education. Digney added.

"We are responsible for our own education," she explained. "If we dislike a section or we would never have "Slips that stick out" in front of the professor."

In Signs Contest

Pearce, head of the department of speech at Kent State University, has conducted "book learning" programs. A picture was taken of the "ulex" which was focused on the projector.

"This offer consisted of two of the Academy's best students (roommates at that), and a picture. A picture of the "ultrawave" which was focused on the projector."

"And He Shall Be My Son.
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The Voice of Prophecy Group Here on January 26

The Voice of Prophecy radio group will be in charge of the College church service on Saturday, Jan. 26. The group participated in the end of the last year from Washington, D.C.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Seamont and Wayne Hooper, are former students of LSC.
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Ground Broken to Begin New LSC Church

Heubach Is Reported Doing ‘Very Well’ After Laminotomy

Elder Paul C. Heubach is progressing “very well,” following a laminotomy at the White Memorial hospital last Monday morning, according to the remarks of the unit floor supervisor.

The theology professor, although struck by a recurrence of a spinal disorder two weeks ago, carried on his work so that students could successfully complete the first semester. Entering the White Memorial last Friday morning, Elder Heubach rested over the weekend preceding the spinal operation on Monday morning.

The elder will remain at the hospital for about a week, the supervisor stated, and strict “loafing” for some time following will be recommended.

LSC Canto Bella Choir Broadcasts for Red Cross

Although three-fourths of the members were faced by opening semester examinations, the Canto Bella choir presented a brief patriotic program last Monday afternoon before the annual board meeting of the Riverside county chapter of the Red Cross at the Mutual Room of Mission Inn.

The entire program, beginning at 2:30 p.m., was broadcast over radio station KFWO in Riverside.

Mrs. Gwendolyn Nydell Page assisted the College at the meeting.

Trubey Directs Band in Concert

With Clarence O. Trubey conducting, LSC’s concert band made its initial concert appearance last Saturday evening in Hole Memorial auditorium.

According to Director Trubey, the cooperation of band members during the concert produced results that were termed “satisfying.”

Featurt in the program of marches and symphonic arrangements were student soloists as well as assisting artists.

Band soloists were: Ralph Thompson, clarinet; Dolores Man- som, timbales; and Bill Loveland, saxophone. Also contributing to the evening’s program were Chloe Sofia, art instructor, painting “Sunset,” accompanied by Prof. H. B. Hambros; Michel Curtis Romanik, professor of speech, in a variety reading. A novelty number preceding the final selection, featured Student Lowell Finkle assisting in a fantasy: “Long, Long Ago.”

American Organists Plan Meeting Here on Feb. 18

The Riverside-San Bernardino chapter of the American Guild of Organists has accepted the invitation of La Sierra College to hold its annual meeting on this campus on February 18. As guests of the organists’ guild, the Southern Cali- fornia Directors’ Guild will also attend the meeting.

The Guild members, with Noe- ell Parker, Riverside Mission Inn organist, as dean, will be guests at a banquet in the dining room Monday evening; following which they will be entertained by a 45-minute musical program furnished by the various divisions of the Music department. The Home Economics department, with Doris Carlisle in charge, will provide the bill of fare at the banquet, students of the department assisting.

Elkins, Erickson, Ex-LSCites, In Collegiate Who’s Who

According to a recent issue of the Collegian, student publication of Walla Walla College, Bert Elkins and Eugene Erickson, both former students of La Sierra Col- lege, have been listed for the 1946 Who’s Who Among Students in American Universities and Col- leges.

Each year students are selected on a basis of merit from accredited institutions of higher learning.

GIVE THE SHIRT OFF YOUR BACK?

“What can you spare that they can wear?”

The National Clothing Collection ends on January 31, and by that date, millions of pounds of used clothing must be gathered throughout the nation for the destitute in war-ravaged countries.

At La Sierra, the Ministerial Fel- lowship, with Harvey Miller in charge, is currently sponsoring a drive to contribute to world need.

Domitory leaders appointed are: Harry Moore, Callahan; Jim Bangli- man, MBK! Mary Lou Martin, Gladwyn; Jeana Lee Lewis, Ang- er. Turn to page 4, col. 4.

Eula Beal Broadcasts On Ingelwood Program

According to information received from L. E. Behymer, Los Angeles, Eula Beal, young American contralto scheduled by the Asso- ciated Student Body for a March 2 benefit, may be heard frequently on radio station KXN.

Miss Beal, presented recently at the Philharmonic auditorium, appears occasionally on the “Ingel- wood program” which is broadcast weekly at 7:30 o’clock on Tuesday evenings.

Tickets for the young singer’s appearance at the college will soon be released, with students being given first chance at special rates.

After the student sale, ASB Presi- dent Daniel Guild announces, mail orders will be filled, and regular reservations at $1 and at 75 cents will be sold. All seats must be reserved, Mr. Guild states.

EAS Lists Short Schedule of Extracurricular Events

Things to Come on the Associ- ated Student Body schedule, re- leased recently by the ASB executive committee:

February 1: Meteor Victory Picnic.

February 21-25: Good Fm week. Week.

February 28: Good Form Ban- quet.

March 2: Eula Beal.

Eula Beal Broadcasts On Ingelwood Program

According to information re- ceived from L. E. Behymer, Los Angeles, Eula Beal, young American contralto scheduled by the Asso- ciated Student Body for a March 2 benefit, may be heard frequently on radio station KXN.

Miss Beal, presented recently at the Philharmonic auditorium, appears occasionally on the “Ingel- wood program” which is broadcast weekly at 7:30 o’clock on Tuesday evenings.

Tickets for the young singer’s appearance at the college will soon be released, with students being given first chance at special rates.

After the student sale, ASB Presi- dent Daniel Guild announces, mail orders will be filled, and regular reservations at $1 and at 75 cents will be sold. All seats must be reserved, Mr. Guild states.

Voicy of Prophecy Here on Sabbath

In a special Sabbath program Elder H. M. S. Richards and the entire Voice of Prophecy group will be presented at the College church this Sabbath, January 26.

Taking over both church services, the group will present differ- ent programs at each. Elder E. D. Bledsoe informed this week:

“Each year students are selected on a basis of merit from accredited institutions of higher learning.”

A brief summary of the nature of the Voice of Prophecy radio work, its goal and results, will precede the regular sermons which Elder Richards stated would not deal specifically with radio evangelism.

The group at present is engaged in home schools. South American broadcasts, done in Spanish and Portuguese, as well as preparing for the General Conference session in June.
Grading System Inequitable

Grades supposedly are indicative of the scholastic accomplishments of a student, but it has been our experience that at present they seldom reflect the student's true ability.

La Sierra's grading routine is based on some sort of theory that all curricular attainments, by some intuitive process, may be grouped into the five or six grade classifications of the "alphabet system." This is about as logical as it would be to ask individuals, in filling out application blanks, to answer the questions regarding physical characteristics by stating that, in height, they were: short, medium, or tall, or, in weight: light, medium, heavy, or—encumbered with adipose. The system lacks precision, you see. It is too general.

Much more revealing as to the actual merit of a student's scholastic achievement would be a percentile or straight percentile system in which a student who earned 65 per cent and one who earned 75 per cent would receive exactly those respective scores. Under the present setup, the reverse is true. The student who really studied, far surpassing the mediocre student, but—not quite breaking into the "B" bracket.

It is a thoroughly inequitable and crude system of grading, and why it is so religiously held to, no one seems to be able to explain.

A teacher will meticulously tally up point after point to ascertain a student's standing, then immediately destroy the accuracy of his work by clumping the entire wide-range of scores into three or four vague brackets. Why not retain his original accuracy in the count of points by giving the student exactly what he has earned—in a percentage of the total?

If grade schools have the advantage of an accurate system of percentage grading why must "higher learning" be encumbered with a system that is indicative of nothing?

About the only things that can be said in its favor are: 1) It is nationally in vogue; and 2) It is convenient for grading subjective tests.

As for the first—any number of educational evils are nationally prevalent, but we hardly hesitate to mention as a last thing to be concerned. Why not a grading system that is practicable? And as for subjective tests, why abolish accurate grading in ALL courses because of those that are taught from the subjective viewpoint? It would be more logical for teachers to be a bit more specific and adapt the percentage system to subjective tests.

In an unofficial survey, by the editorial staff, all college staff members in a position to discuss the grading system agreed that the "alphabet system" was entirely inadequate and that a percentage method would be much more satisfactory and indicative.

It seems that the grading system is another of those evils that has become "necessary" because no one has had the courage or energy to be bothered with a crusade.

The Editors Say . . .

Grading System Inequitable

Herckimer Reminiscences on Exam Pitfalls; Fatalistic Attitude Toward Whole Thing

By Herckimer (The "Goon")

And so they are almost over; those products of time-honored lecture notes, the walks, the tests, the final, etc., etc., etc. Most students, I have found, are masters at concentration, so much so that, in an exam, I could see the whole history of England written on a fellow's shirt cuff. It helps in collecting the grade.

The primary evil of examinations, it seems to me, is that practice called "gooming." With the aid of your lecture notes, and a few and highly powered anti-sleep pills, you might possibly pull through an exam, but when you have upstarts besides a headache after it's all over? It remarks me of some professor who gushed to a patient prof, "Oh, Professor, I'm indebted to you for all I know!" "Tut, tut, my dear," blasted the prof, "don't mention such trifles."

The Die Is Cast

The die is cast, as Julius Caesar said, for most students before they ever begin to goon for the final. If all you know now about the great chemists of the 17th century is that they're dead, and if you think that "nitrates" refer to television, you may be more to be desired than a patient prof. "Oh, Professor, I'm indebted to you for all I know!"

The Boiler Room

By O. C. Gooch

The die is cast, as Julius Caesar said, for most students before they even begin to goon for the final. If all you know now about the great chemists of the 17th century is that they're dead, and if you think that "nitrates" refer to television, you may be more to be desired than a patient prof. "Oh, Professor, I'm indebted to you for all I know!"

You know that "nitrates" refer to television, you may be more to be desired than a patient prof. "Oh, Professor, I'm indebted to you for all I know!"
EDITORIAL—

This being the time of year it is—everyone probably expects an essay on examinations, or at least a short dissertation on the next—or the past—New Year. But I want to remind you of the new year just begun and the next semester is at hand.

New is the nicest sounding word isn’t it? A new year, a new month, a day, a new semester ... maybe not, but here is some counsel everyone can profit by.

When King George faced a new year he said he made use of the following:

"I said to the man who stood at the gate of the year, ‘Give me a light that I may tread safely into the unknown’; and he replied, ‘Go Glendale, where you have put your hand in the hand of God. That shall be to you better than a light and safer than a known way.’"

FOOTLIGHT FOOTNOTE

A piece of pie and Miss Pat McNaughton, our book expert and editor, tell us “It is going to be a busy week, all the more busy because we have plenty of humor. Try it sometime!"

It seems that Henry Bunnings thinks chickens have teeth. Henry, have you looked?

In a discovery that Washington Post considers, Marilyn Miller has lost her memory—We hope she finds it before exam.

A Hungry Race

However, don’t get the idea that a summary case history of the races would constitute a record of the history of human failures. On the contrary, the role is that you will find hungry people—not hungry for food, but for the Word of God, you will find thirls one—thirsty for liquid, but for the water of life.

What a thill, fellow theologians, to tell them that you can lead them to a good supply.

Let’s Get Acquainted

Introducing student, CRITERION, October 22, 1946

John S. Dominiak, a specialist in mathematics at the University of California and Columbia, university, Dr. Paul Hsun, mathematics at Peking university, China, is in the United States for a year as visiting professor. He will spend the fall term lecturing in statistics on the Berkeley campus of the University of California, then will proceed to Columbia to teach for one term.

Dr. Hsu, one of the most distinguished mathematicians in China, is a specialist in mathematical statistics, studied at Tsinghau university, China. In 1930 he went to the University of London as a specialist in statistical mathematics, receiving his Ph.D. from there in 1935 and in 1936 he received his M.B. degree. In 1940 Dr. Hsu returned to China and was professor at Peking university. In order to escape the war time he went to a quiet zone, he had to lecture in the open country, where he was bombed by his and students homes. He also conducted research in connection with his findings to this country to be published.
More than likely, you have not run anybody! What? The flo ... And as I lie here for the sixth day of solitary confinement, one thought is that many other students are also down with the bug, and what an inconvenient time—examination week!

A Lead Off Their Minds

Douglas Form, M.D.-P. D.-M, and a few other boys eagerly preparing for their semester examinations; for the most part, everything minds that is not essential—hair being considered non-essential. Yes, "out of sight, out of mind," will the girls please retaliate with peg-tails?

Dr. W. E. P. Has Failures

"Dr. James B. Wiltz, a one-time drug salesman, has been add- ing keeping his roommate is, I'm afraid, you are at Death's door, call me—//I'll pull you through!"

After a 2-By-Christmas

January seems to be a month that comes in like a lion and goes out like a lamb. Our minds have been brought under wind storms, flu epidemics, semester exams, senior sitings for Mr. Paul, and the next time you look it will be time to come tax figuring. With the latter there is no injustice. If you make out your tax form and do what is correctly, you go to the poorhouse. If you don't you go to jail.

It's a Natural

Of his collar. Mr. Lyman first aid the other day, Mr. Lyman

Division of light bulbs in Room 405 of

access, and the number is divided by the number

Of his interests the other day, Mr. Lyman

"We had noticed!"

The pros were equally vociferous in their denunciation of the advan-

curses that curtains would bring. Due to lack of time, the motion was tabulated to be discussed at

Due to lack of time, the motion was tabulated to be discussed at a

New Duplicator Arrives

For LSC Business Office

A new Vignotograph, liquid process duplicator, arrived from the Vigno-
tograph corporation in Chicago yesterday for use in the La Sierra College business office.

The new machine produces up to 200 grade copies in one to four colors from the original. With the necessary of stools eliminated, the machine allows the use of a solution of carbon and alcohol—

the original typed or drawn copy

The Vignotograph will print on any

The Vignotograph will print on any

Clothing Collection

Continued from Page 2

It's an exciting time drug salesman, has been add-

Another machine on order at the

Another machine on order at the

CLUBILITY Features Elections

Bradley Heads MKB

Douglas Bradley, ex-vice, ascended to the presidency of the Mu Beta kappa club (men's home)

Douglas Bradley, ex-vice, ascended to the presidency of the Mu Beta kappa club (men's home) this semes-
ter. Professor Fink and Mr. Wilcott were the officiating judges in the election for the presi-
dent and secretary-treasurer.

Johnson Heads Up IRC

Visiting Dignitaries

"Enoch Arden" served as inspira-
tion for Richard Strauss, who wrote

Back in the Great Depression, the

While lecturing to the class in art, the other day, Mr. Lyman

While lecturing to the class in art, the other day, Mr. Lyman

We Tried, Anyway

Last week the question was asked why Mr. Lyman, Mr. Paul, and others were not as absent minded? One professor spent many hours studying into this problem and (found the an-
wer—let us not to it today. He forgot what it was.
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EULA BEAL TICKET SALE BEGIN'S OPENS TO PUBLIC NEXT MONDAY

CONCERT, MARCH 2

Enthusiasm pro and con urged to participate to west on last Monday's business meeting of the Associated Student Body. Subject of the debate was the earlier proposal that the ASB appropriate funds to purchase curtains for the platform of the Hole Memorial auditorium.

The motion, taken two weeks ago due to lack of time, was defeated in last-minute voting, and after substituting amendments had been debated and discarded.

The most enthusiastically defeated alternative was a proposed donation to denominational charity. Various other suggestions were made regarding expenditures of funds, and ASB President Don Gould pointed out that new suggestions must come through the executive committee.

Paul Heubach Returns After Operation; Scheduled to Take Two Weeks' Vacation

The young contralto, Riverside home, submitted her program this week to the officers of the Associated Student Body, and arrangements with L. E. Blythe of Los Angeles are virtually complete.

Prominent Career

Proof of Miss Beal's ability, according to the facts. Dr. W. H. Brinnon Walter invited her to make her debut with the Philharmonic orchestra of Los Angeles where she was conductor of that organization in 1941, and the fact that Alfred Willenbeck, now musical director of the Philharmonic orchestra, invited her to sing the contralto role last fall in Veër's Requiem shows that Metropolitan Opera Singers Rose Hammont, Frederick Jager, and Phyllis Hines, and has already engaged to appear with the orchestra again next season.

Syracuse University, Los Angeles orchestra, Miss Beal has successfully filled more than 200 concert, opera, and radio engagements. Parents, of course, will be in attendance. The Metropolitan Opera Guild will continue its annual meetings with a special 45-minute musical program, and Mrs. Florence Abel, guild as guest artist, the Riverside-San Bernardino chapter of the American Guild of Organists and the Riverside chapter of the Henry VIII California Director's Guild will hold their annual meeting on the campus of La Sierra College, Feb. 18.

Organists Guild to Meet Here Feb. 18

With divisions of the Music department of La Sierra College providing a special 45-minute musical program, and Mrs. Florence Abel, organist, as guest artist, the Riverside-San Bernardino chapter of the American Guild of Organists and the Riverside chapter of the Henry VIII California Director's Guild will hold their annual meeting on the campus of La Sierra College, Feb. 18.

Closing the proceedings will be a banquet in the cafeteria ban- room with Carls Klar, Frances Brown, and several classes of the Home Economics depart- ment in charge. Mrs. Abel, who will be the featured artist, and who is also a board member of the Guild, is assistant organist at Mission Inn, and has written piano and organ at the Porter studios in Riverside.

Gage, sculptor, teacher, lecturer, the third of the artist colony to visit La Sierra College this Saturday evening at 8:15 o'clock, with his lecture-demonstration program, The Face of Lincoln.

With the sensitive hands of a trained Lincolnist, Mr. Gage models from a small clay lump the face of Lincoln, while working, he talks in a conversational manner about the chain of events that formed the structure of Lincoln's career.

Sculpture Changes

The sculptor takes his lecture to suit his audience, varying it from 45 minutes for school children to an hour for adult audiences. During that interval they see the face of Lincoln change with the years. And in this time frame he has completed his research into the life and personality of Lincoln.

Merrell Gage Sculptures 'Face of Lincoln' In Lecture-Demonstration Sat. Night

Sculptor HERE SAT. NITE

Merrell Gage, sculptor, teacher, lecturer, the third of the artist colony to visit La Sierra College this Saturday evening at 8:15 o'clock, with his lecture-demonstration program, The Face of Lincoln.

With the sensitive hands of a trained Lincolnist, Mr. Gage models from a small clay lump the face of Lincoln, while working, he talks in a conversational manner about the chain of events that formed the structure of Lincoln's career.

Sculpture Changes

The sculptor takes his lecture to suit his audience, varying it from 45 minutes for school children to an hour for adult audiences. During that interval they see the face of Lincoln change with the years. And in this time frame he has completed his research into the life and personality of Lincoln.

Merrell Gage

Examples of his sculpture were invited to the Golden Gate International Exposition in San Francisco, the Worlds Fair, New York, and the Artist for Victory exhibitions at the Metropolitan museum.

Mr. Gage, in addition to his sculpture, has built up a school of sculpture in Southern California, and is an instructor at the University of Southern California.
Grass Won't Grow Under Your Feet!

Ah, but could our pioneer ancestors see La Sierra now, Criss-crossed back and forth over the verdant slopes of LSC's campus are evidences that LSCites have true trail-blazing propensities. But, according to a consensus of the majority, the type of trail-blazing manifest is not so propitious.

Trails worn across the lawns by dent of thousand's of trampling feet are not nearly so noble as those trails bequeathed across the plains by revolving wagon wheels when there gold in those byer hills.

True, the college fathers may have had more of an eye to aesthetics than to practicality when thousands of trampling feet are not nearly so noble grass!

But, then, among those who are "marching homeward" wants "sympathy"—(complete with crocodile tears!)
The returned GI, except in rare cases, is not a pathological or psychiatric specimen. Why this deluge of directions on "How to Coddle a Veteran"? It was for him to become adjusted to the horrors of war. He can—leave it the way it was when he left, he can find it. The veteran has been living a rugged life, he isn't asking to be handled with kid gloves now.

It will be just as easy for the veteran to become readjusted to the advantages of peace as it was for him to become adjusted to the horrors of war. And it is the wager of this editorial staff that these "old timers" who are returning will materially improve LSC's environment.

Is LSC in the Market for Wristswatch Advertising Class Reports Timely Survey

By Dot McCambridge

Is there a potential market for wrist watches on the La Sierra College campus? This was the question E. S. Cubby, professor of administrative management, posed to advertising class the last of November, and for six weeks this upper division class of eight members worked out a questionnaire, made interviews, and compiled a report completing the survey before exams.

Inequalities:

Remarking the 40 to 60 percent of men who use watches, in contrast to the Chronicle's campus poll of 200 students where people who had the temerity to interview us scored more girls than boys.

The Meteor campaign proved the fresh man to be as strong in periods as it is for men on College of the freshmen class, together. Because of this fact half of the college interviews were taken from the freshman class.

Classified:

That this wrist watch survey would have a valid sampling, the market, consisting of the College family, was divided and subdivided.

Each girl in the class knew which ten interviews were assigned to her. It sounded easy, and they started out to find Lydia Cole to as a married woman that one of the arts students should find a mansion, such as David Jarnes, that was an upper division history major. It was Jim Gray who fulfilled the requirements of finding an unmarried man classified as a sophomore ministerial. (Incidentally, Jim was a great Elgin and is willing to buy a lady Elgin within the next two years.)

Tome comes to Light!

Perhaps George Pursley's name should be considered a campaign leader for next fall since he is the only College student who had the temerity to say he didn't read this famous campus publication. (We didn't say it.)

The mystery of how the girls (Tom to Page 4, Col 4)

STUDENTS, FACULTY—

For your convenience in communicating with the staff of the Chronicle, a letter box has been placed in La Sierra Hall (A.D.

Building) for your use. Use the box next to the columnists, the editor or to submit corrections.

In the circulation office, these will be picked up daily. Thank you.

Revenges Will Be Sweet

Betsy, good natured spirit that she is, is undergoing the "ridding" that pre-meds are wont to dole out all right, Betty. Wait till you have to take your generously to aspiring feminine "meds." But that's a good thing, something out you can make 'em eat their words!—B.S.
EDITORIAL—
In silence I sit as the rain beats down across the world outside, becoming the editor's fate, with so much to do and so little time, and the "copy" distressingly late. The "Chief" is insistent and haunts every waking moment, as he wishes his friends to find some soul who in pity will type the "stuff" for this helplessness.
Oh, what heaven "would be if there ever could be an editor's paradise where reporters would simply burst with news and the stacks of manuscript rise like mountains on the towering desk, towering near to the skies. The type, and the spirit, would be alive and well and smiling all the while.
I could sit by the fire while I edit the pile of newest news in modern languages, and maybe write my poor head for as long as I want to. No deadlines to meet, no frivolous, to go, no shifting in staffing personnel.
I never would have to search for the person I wanted to see.—
Well, the editors before me have told me that the editors are usually so wide awake they may let you in. I am not sure that they will ever read the "stuff" for this helplessness.

Gooch Surprised At Birthday Celebration
Sixteen voices shouted "surprise" when the girl arrived at Mrs. Louis Johnson's house. Saturday evening, Jan. 26. The birthday party began one way, but as the guests, all of the guests, followed them all were assigned to cars and a "scavenger hunt" started in an area way.

Articles for which the three groups combed the village and the corners included a chicken feather, a candle, a rag doll, a black derby hat, an old fashioned flat iron, and a pair of shoes. The latter was found by only one group.
The gifts present were Joyce Walsworth, Betty and Boyd Pennington, James Book, Henry Barker, Dr. Burns, Professor Parker, Phil Dunham, Sydney Allen, Moses Chalmers, Elizabeth Mohr, Jeanne Parker, Alice Kieseler, and many others. All were present, but as you know, the "brainy" one that time. We do want to thank Professor Burns for providing our office, and Mr. Matheson for his constant help and his vigilance in bunting for that straying desk.

Let's Get Acquainted

Ms. Elza Nelson, superintendent of the Pacific Union conference, spoke at the chapel hour January 29. As former teacher, she developed the concept of "The Teachers of Tomorrow" club.
THE WAY IT COULD HAVE BEEN!

PV Visits Pre-Nurses
Freshman nurses from Paradise Valley sanitarium were guests of the Promising department last Wednesday. The nurses club met at noon in the cafeteria, clubroom and heard the student nurses tell of typical day's duties, recreation, work, and a new school paper at Paradise Valley. Former LSC students in the group were Viola Miller, Helen Brown, and Betty Jean Lear.

Scientists Atomeke
LSC's scientists met Saturday night at 7 o'clock for the purpose of "Harnessing Atomic Energy," or, in ordinary words, for an evening social. Members were admitted after filling out a form for permission to engage in atomic disintegration. Games followed with titles obscure to the layman. They were "Diffiever," "Uranium Purification," "Neutrons, Retarder," and "Electron Bombardment," directed by Betty Swigart.

TIMELY SURVEY
(Cont. from Page 2, Col. 3)

No, we wouldn't try to fool you! But this is just to show you what the snow picnic might have been like. (Taken at Big Pines—1941.)

Sno Picnic With No Snow! Meteor Picnic Frozen Out; Promised at Later Date

Big Ed.

ENROLLMENT
(Cont. from Page 1)
Clarence Griffin, Harvey Griffin, Glenn Gayte, Howard Hardcastle, John Harris, Lewis Harris, Margaret Huppensall, Frances Herschell, Fred Herschell, George Hicks, James Hoggun, Bruce Borchfsiks, Frederick Hoyt.


Hazel Tarter, Elaine Terrell, Ella Fern Trestbye, Reinhold Trupp, Dorothy Vollmer, Emmett Wade Jr., Melvin Waldron, Ellsworth Wellman, Marilyn Willman, Merle Wheelock, Lloyd Wilson, Audrey Williams, Leonard Youngs. She wanted to apply to her business minor the credits in major subjects.

Word to the Wise is Unnecessary

"With the prospects of a Meteor picnic once more very bright, here is a word of warning to all boatmen."

He rocketed the boat, Dill Donald Shank. These bubbles mark:

A 0
B 0
C 0
D 0
E 0

Where Donald sank.

New Linotypist Joins College Press Staff
Harry A. Zachrison, linotypist, has recently joined the staff of the College press. Mr. Zachrison has been a printer for 22 years, he is employed by the LSC. He has just returned from Florida and California, where he worked on the new Ad building.

Domino McGonaghey has gotten her subjects properly arranged.
Organists, Directors Convene at LSC on Monday, Feb. 18

With music departments of the colleges sponsoring and Mrs. Florence Abel as guest artist, LSC will entertain the Riverside-San Bernardino chapter of the American Guild of Organists and the Riverside chapter of the Southern California Directors' Guild at a banquet-program next Monday, Feb. 18. The two groups will be holding their annual meeting on this campus.

Various chorals will be presented in the 45-minute program following a banquet at the dining room. The Canto Bella choir is slated to present four numbers: "Angelic Choir," by Aschenbrenner; "Alleluia," by Mozart; "Hark! The Herald Angels Sing;" and "Bless the Lord, O My Soul," by Ivanoff. Mr. Abel, in addition to being heard singing "Lead, Kindly Light," by Buek, "Crowning the Bar," by Crayley, and "Italian Street Song," by Herbert. Representing the String department, the LSC string trio is scheduled to present the first movement of "Trío No. 2 in B Flat," by Mozart, and, assisted by Cherrie Turn to page 4, col. 4....

Walla Walla Cafe Matron Visits Mrs. Van Ausdle

Mrs. Melvin Zoller, matron at Walla Walla college, is a visitor on the campus this week and attended the board-faculty banquet Tuesday evening in a spirit of informality at a special banquet dinner room. The Canto Bella choir was featured on the program.

The women of the school homes of those institutions. Thirty-five nurses of those institutions.

Good Form Week. On Wednesday, Feb. 27, panel of culinary conduct will be demonstrated, followed on Friday, Mar. 1, by a program regarding social conduct, and orthodox standards in clothing.

The Good Form Week this year will be marked by an absence of "skits," remarked director Ambas. Plans at present, she states, involve symposiums and pantomimes.

PAST THE DEADLINE

The tautologizing Class of '47, doggedly refusing to release news on election of officers for the past 10 days finally came across last night in a special presentation in conjunction with the "Musique Tu" Valentine program (Col. 5). As Jack Weeks gave out with a "Singing Telegram," the following officers were presented:


Monteith, National Lecturer, Naturalist, Brings 'Alps of America' February 23

In full-color motion picture presentation, John Clune Monteith, lecturer and naturalist, brings his story of winter scenes and sports to La Sierra College in the third number of the World Adventure series on Saturday night, Feb. 28.

The "Alps of America," as Mr. Monteith has titled his lecture-movie, shows the miles-a-minute skiing on the slopes of the Canadian Rockies or in the High Sierras near Mt. Whitney, and other winter scenes in America's own "Alps." Mr. Monteith is a nationally-known naturalist and geologist, and authorizes his remarks on the "Alps of America" with his personal research.

Anderson, Veteran Missionary, Will Take Week-End Services

Elder W. H. Anderson, veteran SDA missionary of Africa, will be a guest and featured speaker on the La Sierra campus over this weekend.

The missionary, now over 70 years of age and recently retired, has acquired a record of 50 years of mission service; a record that, according to Church Pastor Vamer J. John, has been unsurpassed by any Seventh-day Adventist missionary since the beginning of the missions program.

Elder Anderson has spent the greatest part of his life working among the natives of central Africa, rather than among Europeans.

Besides the two church services on Sabbath, Feb. 16, Elder Anderson will also speak at the vespers program the preceding Friday night.

Valentine Atmosphere In Cafeteria Program

Hearts and flowers—at least valentines—prevailed cafeteria atmosphere last Wednesday evening as MC Lowell Plynke developed the Valentine atmosphere.

Working in conjunction with Mr. Monteith was Andrey Whitaker, the "Musical Hostess," who introduced the various "courses" on the musical menu.

With a background of holiday decorations, Jack Weeks directed the assembled students of both sides of the campus in singing various songs with the proper atmosphere.

Mr. Plynke, at the piano, also accompanied the group singing.

The evening's program was one in a series of cafeteria features presented during the year in order to provide more than a customary atmosphere in the dining room.

Lack of snow has now melted in the mountain area, making tobogganing and skiing the order of the day in certain sections.

Students not qualified to attend the picnic by merit of having obtained the required number of subscriptions to the yearbook, will continue with the regular classes.

010 Trek to Snows on Meteor Victory Picnic

Too late to receive complete coverage in this week's California, ASB President Daniel Guild received word that renewed snowfall at Big Pines has made possible the Meteor Snow picnic that approximates 150 L.C. Hites are enjoying today.

About six inches of snow has now accumulated in the mountain area, making tobogganing and skiing the order of the day in certain sections.

Students not qualified to attend the picnic by merit of having obtained the required number of subscriptions to the yearbook, will continue with the regular classes.
**Editors-Say**

**Found Your Destiny?**

If you are going to college for a reason and if you have a comparatively good excuse for being here—some of these days, as a result of scholastic attainment, you should develop in your philosophy of life a "message" for your fellow men. Something that you cannot keep within yourself. Something that will burst forth spontaneously if you do not force it.

This is what we choose to call, becoming conscious of one's destiny.

This particular thing that you will develop as a life obsession can be any of a number of things. My Zeal for Jesus Christ as manifested in the ministry. It may be a passion for music, art, literature. It may be a surpassing obsession for the furtherance of medicine. But whatever it may be, it will be a spiritual fire that you will desire to feed until it has kindled the world.

Do you know what usually happens to that fire within us? Why so many of us stumble on through life in a state of mediocrity? The fire simply dies out, just as you would expect any unfed fire to do. As the years pile upon another it is smothered and we lose the crusading spirit and even youthful daydreams change into a vanishing haze.

We have then arrived at our station in life—a drone in the world economy. We will have neither time nor resources then to set the world on fire—we shall be using our store of kindled lights to light the fires that bake our daily bread. Gone is our vision—lost in the slough of the day's exigencies.

Do you think you will have time then to develop your philosophy of life into a cataclysmic force among men? Time tomorrow—or the next day; "When I finish college," we say. Will we find our mission then?

It may be a passion for music, art, literature. It may be a surpassing obsession for the furtherance of medicine. But whatever it may be, it will be a spiritual fire that you will desire to feed until it has kindled the world.

If we indolently let ourselves slide, our development as a society will proceed in a life of mediocrity. Napoleon said that he beat the Austrians because they did not know the value of five minutes. We may never know if we do not know now. Do you think you have time then to develop your philosophy of life into a cataclysmic force among men? Time tomorrow—or the next day; "When I finish college," we say. Will we find our mission then?

It may be a passion for music, art, literature. It may be a surpassing obsession for the furtherance of medicine. But whatever it may be, it will be a spiritual fire that you will desire to feed until it has kindled the world.

Do you think you will have time then to develop your philosophy of life into a cataclysmic force among men? Time tomorrow—or the next day; "When I finish college," we say. Will we find our mission then?

It may be a passion for music, art, literature. It may be a surpassing obsession for the furtherance of medicine. But whatever it may be, it will be a spiritual fire that you will desire to feed until it has kindled the world.

Do you think you will have time then to develop your philosophy of life into a cataclysmic force among men? Time tomorrow—or the next day; "When I finish college," we say. Will we find our mission then?

It may be a passion for music, art, literature. It may be a surpassing obsession for the furtherance of medicine. But whatever it may be, it will be a spiritual fire that you will desire to feed until it has kindled the world.

Do you think you will have time then to develop your philosophy of life into a cataclysmic force among men? Time tomorrow—or the next day; "When I finish college," we say. Will we find our mission then?

It may be a passion for music, art, literature. It may be a surpassing obsession for the furtherance of medicine. But whatever it may be, it will be a spiritual fire that you will desire to feed until it has kindled the world.

Do you think you will have time then to develop your philosophy of life into a cataclysmic force among men? Time tomorrow—or the next day; "When I finish college," we say. Will we find our mission then?

It may be a passion for music, art, literature. It may be a surpassing obsession for the furtherance of medicine. But whatever it may be, it will be a spiritual fire that you will desire to feed until it has kindled the world.

Do you think you will have time then to develop your philosophy of life into a cataclysmic force among men? Time tomorrow—or the next day; "When I finish college," we say. Will we find our mission then?

It may be a passion for music, art, literature. It may be a surpassing obsession for the furtherance of medicine. But whatever it may be, it will be a spiritual fire that you will desire to feed until it has kindled the world.

Do you think you will have time then to develop your philosophy of life into a cataclysmic force among men? Time tomorrow—or the next day; "When I finish college," we say. Will we find our mission then?

It may be a passion for music, art, literature. It may be a surpassing obsession for the furtherance of medicine. But whatever it may be, it will be a spiritual fire that you will desire to feed until it has kindled the world.

Do you think you will have time then to develop your philosophy of life into a cataclysmic force among men? Time tomorrow—or the next day; "When I finish college," we say. Will we find our mission then?

It may be a passion for music, art, literature. It may be a surpassing obsession for the furtherance of medicine. But whatever it may be, it will be a spiritual fire that you will desire to feed until it has kindled the world.
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Men's Cooking Class Investigate Maze Of Culinary Arts; Tackle Bread Making

By Roger Coon

There are 18 college men on the campus who will do anything for the three semester hours of credit in applied arts. Even the art of cooking holds no fear for them. When approached on the idea of taking a "course in cooking, tailor-made for college men," these dandies lad eagerly signed up for it. After all, if women can weld ships, drive taxi-cabs, and run street cars, why can't men cook?

D-Day for Home Ec.

Tuesday, Jan. 20, was designated as D-Day, and the invasion of the Home Economics laboratory proceeded as scheduled. After the first four men went in, some of the more bold, and startled, girls ventured to the door of their sewing room to gaze with profound awe at the unfamiliar spectacle.

The "cooks" were equally startled when they found that Miss Carlson planned to start them off with bread-making—and on their very first day in the lab!

Tools of Trade

The usual routine of "checking in" was unusually noisy with shouts of "let's see what those farm fellows as they found some new and interesting piece of equipment. Watching Miss Carlson's face was very bold, and startled, girls ventured to the door of their sewing room to gaze with profound awe at the unfamiliar spectacle.

Eventually they made their way over to the demonstration table where a loaf of bread was in the making. It looked easy the way she did it. Later that day these same fellows were wondering that Miss Carlson could have placed in a warm place, the room was glad for a chance to re-enter the classroom for a brief respite. A few pleasantries were exchanged, and then they went back to their loaves.

Metaphors

When inspection all were surprised—some that the loaves had been made from exactly the same original size, and some that the loaves remained in their original shape. After a little more working the men doubly put the debilitated hunks of dough into the oven.

They brooked over the oven like vultures, every few minutes opening the oven door to watch the progress—some with satisfaction and some with disappointment.

One thoughtful member was launching "Home on the Range" as he sat alone with his thoughts and his loaf.

It Takes an Optimist

While the temperature of cold air by the intermittent opening of the oven doors, the room became more and more the usual length of time to bake. The night watchman claims that around 8 a.m. he saw an optimist still looking into the oven and jabbing his bread to see if it had risen any higher.

Hard Tactics

Most of the fellows finished around 5:15 p.m., however, and the delightful (?) smell of fresh bread permeated through the room. Some were forced to use rather harsh means in cutting their loaves, and a few fortunately fellows who had previously taken cabinet making were saving aways in the best of wood shop technique.

Miss Carlson requested a simple from each of the 35 experimental and it is amazing how much that baker's dozen weight! She had a rather hard time getting them out to her car.

At 5:45 p.m. all had left but the bakers of Unit B, who were busy sharpening their hatchets for another try at their bread. They claimed, in self-defense, that their loaf was "slow-baked for lasting turn to page 4, col. 2".

Prep Parade Staff

Because of the added extracurricular activities which the second semester brings to nearly every student, the need has arisen for more organization and more definite duties for each member of the staff than there have been in the past.

In reorganizing the staff proper, little use was made of positions the personnel. However, the plan which was adapted by the group last week tends to distribute the responsibility more evenly among the students. Rather than the former plan of having two associate editors, there have been substituted editors of various phases of news, such as social, feature, and straight news writing as well as technical editing.

Those who have held the position of reporter at the beginning of the semester will retain that position unless assigned to work directly under one certain editor.

Let's Get Acquainted . . .

It was in Brazil, ind., on Sep-tember 10, 1921, that a baby boy came to live with Mr. and Mrs. Glover Ooley. "Olsey" was a small rural town, and was Edward Ooley’s home for many years. In a a man is home to this jolly senior class president until he came to La Sierra in January last year. Ex-cept for his junior year at Broad-view academy in 1941, "Olsey" as he is known to all, has stayed close to old turkeys. Mr. Ooley and his wife, Geneva, who works at the Book and Bible house, live in Atkinson. Ooley and his little ear are a familiar sight around the campus.

When asked about sports he mentioned a liking for tennis and added that he would like to learn to play it. However, after further thought he settled for a known weakness for softball, "I’ve played it twice," he explained, "and bottled in the hospital both times. I guess I’m too old for that stuff!"

Just before coming to La Sierra, Ooley worked for the Castle Produc-189 companies as assistant main-agent to Mr. M. C. Finney of In-dianapolis. He said that Mr. Finney is also one of our readers. His work consisted of "wholesale and retail distribution of soap and sanitary chemicals," to use his own words. He related it like a poem because he had worked for several years on OPA questionnaires and applications. Edith Kelley's mother (Edith is one of our count), who is one of his customers. Small world, isn’t it?

One interesting thing about Edward Ooley is his sense of humor which is illustrated by relating one comment. "Every time the Army rejected me I got another promotion," he explained. "By the third rejection I had jumped from working in the packing room to being assistant manager.

Prep Parade Staff Now Reorganized

On September 8, a few years ago, a ship from Loma Linda, Calif., on her first voyage, Colton, Calif., because her port of call was about two weeks and the little ship stayed close to harbor for several years, not daring to sail into the high seas. Years sped by and the little ship grew more and more sea-wor. At last, as a matter of fact, quite Maxine Hubbs has learned to place more and more confidence in the tiny craft. In May of this year Maxine will at last set sail for the horizon. The launching ceremony will be the commencement exercises of the class of ‘46.

Miss Maxine, "Mickie" to her friends, was looking forward to the order of "Siesta Harbor" for two consecutive years now.

The reports are that the ship will carry a very curious cargo—namely, toasted cheese sandwiches, Maxine’s favorite food; an album of snapshots, her hobby; and a shipment of basketballs that others may enjoy her favorite sport.

Decorations for the voyage will be in red, Mickie’s favorite color; with her favorite flower, red roses, on the outside.

All right! Maybe it is a little far-fetched but you see, Maxine is interested in ships especially in the one which brought her beloved home from Oklahoma last November. It was this experience which the terrier terrorized the terrible moment, as she watched the ship come into the San Diego harbor, thus compelling the seashore to Gladwyn hall this year. Maxine is five feet, six inches tall, with light brown hair and gray-green eyes, she is a true daughter of the "sun-burnt country." She has never been outside of California. Some-
No Laughing Matter

★ "Laugh, and the world laughs with you; weep, and you weep alone."

A feminine reader who wants to settle a little argument, asks if the preceding lines are not from Shakespeare. I do not claim to be an authority on Shakespeare, but I believe that the lines are taken from a poem by Ella Wheeler Wilcox, which states something like this:

"Laugh and the world laughs with you; weep, and you weep alone."

But do they not want your smile?

Ravine, and men will seek you:

Glories, and they soar and go.

They want full measure

Of all your pleasure.

That is the story.

Back in the days when the cry "Go west, young man!" rang forth, thousands of men, adventure in their veins and faculty of invention in their heads, packed up and covered wagons, started for the Golden West. As they journeyed their way across southwest Kansas, they came to a fork in the great trail which led to California; the others settled in the Great West. As they jostled their thousands of men, adventure in their veins and faculty of invention in their heads, packed up and covered wagons, started for the Golden West. As they journeyed their way across southwest Kansas, they came to a fork in the great trail which led to California; the others settled in the Great West.

Bruce Nicola Heads Medical Detachment

MANILA—Staff Sergeant Bruce E. Nicola, former student of La Sierra College, is serving with the Philippines Marine combat battalion in this city.

Mr. Nicola is the non-commissioned officer in charge of the medical detachment.

Sgt. Nicola entered the Army at Fort MacArthur, Calif., on October 26, 1944, received his basic training at Camp Bailey, Tex., after which he was transferred to Camp Henderson, Mo. He has been overseas since September 1, 1945.

Men's Cooking Class

Continued from page 1

"We welcome you most cordially. . . . Our first dinner will be . . . and so into the program for the evening.

Eighteenth Century:

"Thank you for a lovely evening, I especially enjoyed . . ."

Spoken by Deans of women Margaret Champion and Kathleen Wood, it was a pleasant evening. Club President Betty Tome, and Eleanor Zimmerman, greeted the guests at Angwin hall. Muses Andy Whitside, and Barbara Moore, received them at Gladwyne hall. Muriel Qualley, president, as Masters of Ceremonies.

Taking part on the program were the Academy girls' trio, Anna Price, Alice Kiesckier, Mary Smith, Barbara Bahloos, Rute Kolo, Inge Ketterer, 10 piano variations on Younger Ddédlle, violin trio, Elaine Backsfield, Arlynce Hanson, Cherie Chough.

URGONISNS GUIDL

Concert program:

Chough, will play, "Scatza No. 2 to G Minor," by Corelli.

Guest Artist Florence Abel, at the HUMA organ, will play, Liszt's "Fantasie," RomanceSans Poids, by Bonnet; "Chorale in A Minor," by Franck; and Farnam's "Tears.

Preceding the musical program a banquet will be presented under the direction of the Home Economics department. Dorris Price, in charge, assisted by Frances Brown and students of the club. Members of the musical program of the campus may be invited to attend. Harlyn Abel, choir director, remarks.

SPK Officers Greet Faculty

By Inge Ketterer

November 26 saw the first full meeting of the 1945-46 ASB. At this meeting Dick Balkins, new President, was elected. The outgoing slate of officers consisted of Millie Keggi, President; Sunny Weller, Secretary. This year, the ASB officers will consist of President Dick Balkins, Vice President Mary Champion, Secretary-treasurer, Millie Keggi, parliamentarian; Sunny Weller, historian; Jean Johnston, parliamenter; Hilda Lambert, publicity secretary.

Sitting another "find," the chapter now includes future church, academy and college teachers, made possible by a revision of the present constitution. (La Sierra's chapter was the first to organize such a club and its constitution served as a model for General conference plans.)

In the offing is the field trip to the Lyceum area, and the completion of a directory of former chapter members who are now out in the field, teaching.

International Relations Club

Radiating enthusiasm and adjectives, President James Wilcott invited visitors and members to meet in the clubroom last Monday night and take part in the round table discussion on Iran. Group leaders representing the opinions of Britain, America and Russia started the globe rolling. Approximately 23 of the 51 United States post offices were on display during the hour long.

After Iran's place in the post-war world was stated, "decided," Mr. Wilcott revealed some pertinent facts concerning a future IBC field trip.
Three of LSC Faculty Head GC Departmental Conventions

President L. B. Rasmussen reveals this week that three of LSC's faculty members have accepted calls to preside at those of the college departmental conventions to be held in Washington, D. C. this coming summer.

To head the convention of college music teachers is Prof. H. B. Harmon, professor of music at LSC. Presiding over the convention of business and secretarial science teachers will be Prof. E. S. Cahley, director of the business department. Dean of Men, C. E. Granrall has been requested to head the convention of school homes deans.

Miss Doris Carlisle of the Home Economics department will attend a similar convention of teachers in that field.

Grades 1-4 Schedule

Tues. Patriotic Program
Sponsored for the next Tuesday, Feb. 26, a program presented by the students of Grades 1-4 in Memorial auditorium.

Featured a patriotic theme this year, the program is under the direction of Miss Claire Monteith, Nellie Odell, and Hazel Shaffer, and will come from the organ, piano, respectively.

Monteith brings 'Alps of America' Sat. Night in Lecture and Color Film

THINGS TO COME

February 23
Good Form Week

February 28
Good Form Banquet

March 2
Grade School program, HMA,
8:00

Eula Beal,
Are We Social Leeches?

Why should you participate in extracurricular activities? Why should I bother with them? Why not abolish them? They’re a proveiling nuisance, aren’t they?

You, no doubt, have felt this way about extracurricular activities, haven’t you? Perhaps, then, we should give some consideration to this problem. For a problem it is when extracurricular positions must be filled by persuasion, coaxing, and downright "begging." A far cry indeed from the ideal in which those positions would be filled by competition and only individuals with the requisite ability and diligence could qualify.

Why isn’t it so?

In the first place, there are certain disadvantages that are inseparably associated with extracurricular activity:

1. It consumes time. Time in which you and I could be studying (we keep telling ourselves). Time in which we could be relaxing, resting, or simply loafing. After all, a certain amount of "loafing" is essential.

2. Too much trouble. Why should I be a "sucker"? Let some poor moron who doesn’t know any better do it.

3. It isn’t satisfying. What do I get out of it? It doesn’t build up MY ego a bit. Why slave away spending hours that no one will ever know about, and never thank me for?

The above disadvantages are evident, aren’t they? And somewhat candidly, fundamentally, we are grasping, egocentric creatures. Every mother’s son and daughter of us. For every unit of energy we expend, we MUST have a return. And for the average, it must be a return in economic terms or in terms of the ego. Right?

And that is where the whole blessed human race is all wrong. What if your activities of aggrandizement do put you in a position superior to that of your fellow? Will you not eventually find the "mystery of life," find happiness, in giving the products of your efforts to your fellow men.

Then, if eventually, why not now?

Certainly, none of us is unwilling to share in the pleasures of—a snow picnic, for instance. And you, no doubt, have felt this way about extracurricular activity:

...more acceleration does help!"

Dr. Fulmer of Iowa State college automatically became a member of the "Things Which Prof’s Just Don’t Admit" club in this chemistry lecture recently.

From the head desk in one of the country’s foremost chemistry laboratories,” Fuller revealed to his class, “a sign reads—’YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE CRAZY TO WORK HERE BUT IT SURE DOES HELP.’"

More Acceleration

Every college has felt the pressing problems that the large increase in enrollment has brought. But, the news which comes from the University of Washington is unusual. President Lee Paul Sieg predicts that by fall of 1946 the university will be operating on a six-day week during the course of a year.

Submit your photos this week. The grand winner will be selected from the various Pictures of the Week. Deadline: March 1 at noon! Turn in snaps showing current students to the Meteor Office.

This is life, now, here in college! You are living it now! How do you stand in the eyes of the inhabitants of this community? Are you working for the general good, or grasping for yourself and the rest may look out for themselves?

But how do you stack up as a social being? Success or a failure?

**HANDS OF PRAYER**

...more things are wrought by prayer
Than this world dreams of. Wherefore, let thy voice
Rise like a fountain for me night and day.
For all men sleep, but Christ doth slumber not.
So engrossed were they in each other (at least that seems to supply a logical explanation) that they failed to notice how near the shore their little craft was drifting. The outboard motor was making more and more entangled in seaweed, eventually giving up the struggle and died a natural death. Even this situation might have solved the problem had not a speaker on the shore mischievously dumped their enthusiasm (literally) with generous and unexpected quantities of H.O. When they managed to extricate themselves from the difficulty, they felt a trifle "all wet" in more than one sense.

At least that seems to be the way that Ardyce Hanson, this week’s Floodlighted, remembers her first date.

Miscellany

Clashing back in time’s stream a bit further, she miscalculously recalls having worn straight hair and gowns, fallen downstairs, been frightened by dentists and burglars, and having been ardently devoted to paper dolls. She also remembers collecting the neighbors’ ice cream bowls in the snow—all in them—much to the amusement of lookers-on.

School days come, and Ardyce, miscalculous that she is, did her share of three-fourths of spitefuls and staying after school. During one such extracurricular session, the teacher required her and her group of attendees to try their technique 200 times—with the ceiling as a target. Psychology?

An 'Armadillo In Her Youth'

Ardyce never stopped to fighting with girls; fisticuffs with boys were much more fun. Two of these creatures, once decided to annoy her frequency by stealing her purse, which she clung to with quite the same tenacity with which the late Mr. Chamberlain adhered to his umbrella, or Churchill, his cigar. At this violation of her personal rights, her wrath was kindled. She summarily charged one offender and succeeded in frightening the other away.

The earliest flaming ambition that our friend from Arizona cherished was to be her father’s secretary. (Her father is principal of Arizona Academy.) However, although she is taking business now, she has decided to change to music—her first love. Some of these days she will teach violin—but only to advanced students she optimistically states, she can’t stand the "squak" of beginners.

Another thing she has changed her mind about: "I used to think it a good thing to sleep in class," she says; "but, either I am becoming a trifle indolent to slumber, or my profs’ lectures tend to induce a state of catatonia, at least it doesn’t seem like such a bad idea anymore!"

**LOOKS NORTH**

If Ardyce had a wishing ring, she would have no doubt wish for a trip to Alaska. She would like to go via the Alcan highway, she stipulates, and at the rate of 40 mph on hour to a green jeep! Thanks, we’ll be a bit more conservative ourselves—we prefer a tan jeep!—B. S.
Need of Missions Is Willing Men, Anderson Says

Cons. Home Page counseled the missionary, in an interview this week, "Out there is the need." With more workers in the smallest California conference than in those with the highest population approaches that of the entire United States, it is urged that the better known the world outlook, that more do their best to spread their light, the better are the mission believers.

50 Years of Progress

Elder Anderson began his work in a missionary to the dark continent in 1865—just 50 years ago. At that time, he and Elder G. B. Tripp, his superintendent, were the first SDA's to approach heathen peoples.

"For six years we labored as second generation missionaries in that field of Solusi in Southern Rhodesia," reminisced Elder Anderson, "facing that six years, we buried five missionaries or their children, and we lived just one week with a runaway slave. However, last year in that same field, more than 500 were evangelized to adventism.

"Path Opener"

Following his years at Solusi, Elder Anderson began a career of trail blazing that resulted in the presentation of the PSA officers for the eighth year in a row. The Corps review was held recently at which time many of the cadets received promotions. The Corps was reviewed by Col. F. G. Ashbaugh, commander of the MCC, and Capt. David Anderson, commander of the LSA corps.

One of the biggest to be seen was the fine group of individuals, Beth Norton, Florence Greiner; Velma Whitaker, Mrs. Wood; and John Madsen. Their performance at the Corps review was held recently at which time many of the cadets received promotions. The Corps was reviewed by Col. F. G. Ashbaugh, commander of the MCC, and Capt. David Anderson, commander of the LSA corps.


Lt. George Winter, James Mims, Harold Waddington were awarded the Order of Merit ribbon. Lts. Delmar Vipond, Jack Gridley, and Master Sgt. Jack Dunham received the Distinguished Service ribbon.

The following cadets were given the rank of corporal and Private: Cecil Rentfro and Buddy Stubbs as the rank of private first class. John Madsen was awarded the Drill-rim ribbon.

The Master Comrade Club Tains for April Investiture Service

The Master Comrade Club under the direction of Commander Marshall Hankins has been successfully preparing for a coming Investiture service to be held in April. Special star study groups have been meeting on the Investiture platform. The requirement for the benefit of the seniors, Lincoln's birthday anniversary was an event in the 1955-56 season. The committee on which the event is planned, prepared, and served by the students in Miss Lore's home economics class. The members of the Academy faculty attended the investiture ceremony as well as in the automobile repair business. A new model of the food laboratory was made by the girls.

March of Time Film Is Shown In Chapel Session

A March of Time Film was presented in chapel on February 12, and once again on February 23, in the Superior Cadet Detention home. At the present time, the 1954-55 season is in full swing, and the home, and they enjoy the weekly programs very much. Only two meetings have been conducted so far, but it will be continued each week.

"March of Time" has been the property of Moses Chalmers as a group of stories intended to interest the interest of all.
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COLD BUT FUN! — SNAPS FROM THE METERON SNOW PICNIC AT BIG PINES

Meteor Sub-Getters Frolic in Snow, Ski, Toboggan at Big Pines Picnic

By Roger Coon

On Thursday, Feb. 14, approximately 150 qualifying LSCites enjoyed the first snow picnic held by the College since 1941. All students who had solicited two subscriptions to the Meteor, the College annual, were eligible for the picnic.

The weather was perfect that morning when Campus Manager Bob Osborne pulled out with the first carload of students. After an hour's ride the canvas arrived at the lodge at Big Pines in the Los Angeles playground area. The weather proved to be just as perfect at 6000 feet above sea level as it was on the campus, and all proceeded to have their good time.

There were toboggans, sleds, and skis for all, and by generous sharing of the equipment, every student was able to enjoy all the winter sports to his heart's content.

At noon everyone gathered at the lodge where steaming spaghetti and sandwiches were consumed in unusually large portions. The hot chocolate also aided in keeping the "inner man" warm and well content.

In the afternoon a large group of snow enthusiasts trekked up the mile and a half road to Table Mountain, where excellent skiing and fun-provoking ski tow provided entertainment not only for the spectators but the促使者 as well.

Supper was prepared at dusk and the two fireplaces in the lodge were burning brightly as the tired and even though tired and somewhat bruised, each was ready for another snow-fest in the near future, if such could be provided.

Ministerial Fellowship

Meeting of the Ministerial Fellowship this Friday evening features the acceptance of 25 new members. President Dwight Walton and other officers extend the hand of fellowship to the group meets in the Music hall. New members include:


Beta Kappa

Mary Champion, dean of women, will be the speaker at the Beta Kappa meeting (men's dorm club) this Thursday evening, Feb. 21.

Clubs

Arts and Letters Guild

Holding their second meeting of the semester in the cafeteria clubroom Tuesday, Feb. 19, members of the Arts and Letters Guild made plans for the future. Beverly Reese was chosen secretary-treasurer.

Other officers carry on from the first semester.

Commercial Club

The Commercial club, under President Glenn Fink, met last Tuesday in a semi-busy meeting during which many new ideas were discussed. Prominent on the agenda was the proposed hiring of club dues from 25 cents per semester to 50 cents.

Clubobn

Sigaro Phi Kappa

"The Life of Lincoln," as narrated and illustrated with Kodachrome slides by Dave W. T. Crandall, commemorates Lincoln's birth day at the meeting of the women's dorm club last Thursday evening.

Musical background was provided by Ellis Jean Acts in the cafeteria and Cherrie Clough, violin.
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Good Form Week Ends Friday; Programs Feature Varying Aspects of Culture

Good Form Week assemblies, terminating tomorrow, have been planned to give the LSC student body a complete and instructive outline of correct behavior on and off campus, states Ella Ambs, ASB cultural vice president.

Tomorrow, according to Miss Ambs, Miss Champion, dean of women, will present a program on the appropriateness of dress. Illustrations will be demonstrated by various students.

The program of Monday, Feb. 25, featured a demonstration of introductions by Dorothy Mac-Connoughy, and church conduct as given by Mamon Metcalf. Inge Ketterer, acting as narrator during the performance of the entire program introduced Kay Neal and Lowell Plynke, who gave informative talks on a woman's viewpoint of men's grooming and a man's impression of a woman's grooming respectively.

Under the direction of Nancy Kyndell and Ralph Thompson the subject of dining room habits and etiquette was discussed at the Feb-26 session.

The Good Form banquet, scheduled for tonight, will climax the annual ASB sponsored Good Form week at LSC.

ASB Presents Beal, Contralto, in Concert Sat. Night; Proceeds for Meteor Benefit

With a goal set at $4500 for all departments of La Sierra College the annual Harvest Ingathering Field Day, with Dr. J. C. Haussler in charge, is scheduled to be staged next Thursday, Mar. 7.

In cooperation with Floyd Wood, ASB vice president in charge of religious activities, a rally has been issued for 300 solicitors and 50 cars to participate in the collegiate section of the drive. The Academy field day will be held two days earlier on Tuesday, Mar. 5.

In view of the fact that new coast districts have been made available for College solicitors, "there is territory for all who will go," Dr. Haussler reports. The interest of drive directors this year is to exceed last year's total for College, Academy, and Elementary school of almost $400.

A special, pre-ingathering rally is to be held in the assembly session next Wednesday, Mar. 6, with...

Enterling LSC Amateur Hour?

Get Applications Today at President's Office.
Vet's Organization?

There are approximately 75 veterans of World War II enrolled at La Sierra College. Most certainly such a group of American men who have had multitudes in common during the last few years have united their efforts in winning a war, would continue to have interests and ideals that are held by every man of them—in one fashion or another.

As for the criteria, we would welcome at La Sierra College the definite organization of these men; organization to preserve the ideals and ideas they have consolidated during their years of service.

Among the veterans at LSC this year are a surprising number of men with outstanding qualities of leadership—men who had that factor before they went into service, many who have developed it during their length of service.

Such desirable qualities cannot exert the influence singly that could be expressed in group unity. And certainly the influence of these men who have made the world safe for places like LSC will be a healthy factor in its growth as well as in the advancement of the individuals concerned.

Think it over, Veterans. Some of you must already have considered such an organization. Then, in that case, the group is simply waiting for the initiative of those men we call leaders. You had that initiative in the service, men. Let's see it here at LSC.

Bands of Prayer

I belong to a prayer band. A group of fourteen of us fellow vets meet every Tuesday night to spend a half hour in meditation and devotion. We've only been meeting for a month, but we've seen many definite answers to our prayers. Spending this short time with God each week, in addition to our personal and private devotions, has wrought untold changes in our own lives, and we've seen many definite answers to our prayers.

Spending this short time with God each week, in addition to our personal and private devotions, has wrought untold changes in our own lives, and we've seen many definite answers to our prayers. Whether or not this need be answered the way we desire or not. We all agree that the prayer of a righteous man availeth much. Sin—not answered the way we desire or not. We all agree that the prayer of a righteous man availeth much. Sin—

Prof. H. B. Hannum inspects the pipes of the HMA organ, Mr. and Mrs. Hannum cooperate each Sabbath evening in Organ Vespers.

Prof. and Mrs. Hannum's Organ Vespers

Set Close-of-Sabbath Atmosphere

To everyone, at the end of a strenuous week, there comes the need for spiritual refreshment as well as physical relaxation. Many who rest from labors is not enough—it is not enough to lay aside books, or put away tools, or lock the office door. For although the body needs rest and the mind diversion, the spirit also must be renewed.

Arts An Equalizer

Whether or not this need be recognized as such it indeterminate, but it is nonetheless real. He who lives only to work or to play will find himself nothing but a drudge or a puppet in his own comedy. And he who neglects the higher concepts of the mind and the ideals awakened through contact with the arts will in time discover his horizons to be the rugged edges of the conventionalized rut.

Paths untrod are soon overgrown; unpollished silver does not long remain bright; and the mind unfurled by springs of beauty soon stagnates on the shores of dull routine. But he who taps the fountainhead of art, and particularly music, has a source of continual re-newing. For great music artistically reproduced is one of the golden bridges leading the human soul from the mundane to the infinite.

Beginnings . . .

... So, on that Friday-night, a few years past, when the organist finally closed his instrument and said good night to the group of students who had listened with such eager interest to his playing. They left reluctantly, receiving the promise that the following week they might again be permitted to ask for selections from the finest of organ literature. The chapel, no longer resonant with organ tone, echoed their retreating footsteps, and was quiet.

Week followed week into the procession of the past, and still they gathered together. Then, by special request, during the next year a regular Sabbath afternoon program was substituted, enabling more students, near between 50 and 100 in number, to be present.

A Tradition Is Born

By the following year, the popularity of Professor Hannum's organ recitals had so increased that programs were printed and readings included to provide an integrated presentation of music and literature. In response to a suggested change, the program was scheduled at sundown, and a benedictory sermonette was added. Attendance was steadily voluntary, and the finest music was played.

There are many who will remember organ vespers at EMC—the BOILER ROOM.

Let Off Steam Here

How do you feel about things? Will you be glad to publish your sentiments if they are very brief, to the point, and thoughtful? Your letter will not be printed unless you include your name, although if you so desire, your name will be withheld. Remember these requirements.

Dear Editor:

Congratulations on your editorial of last week regarding the lack of extracurricular spirit at LSC. It seems evident that such a stagnant condition among a student group like La Sierra's student body, needs correction. We, as students, can at least be alert to conditions and voice opinions on them.

(Signed: P.P.A. "Wetted")

Thank's for the orchid, and congratulations to you on your civic spirit. With more students alert to trends and conditions, a more optimistic and educational atmosphere can be developed at LSC or on any college campus. Incidentally, let's have some of those opinions you referred to—Ed.

Poets' Corner . . .

So, from this glittering world with all its fire and flow of men, its stir, its march, let us have wisdom. Beauty, wisdom and passion.

Bread to the soul, rain where the summers parch.

Give me but these, and though the darkness be already great, even the night will blossom as the rose.

—John Masefield.

A SECRET

Just between you and the editor (and 5000 other subscribers), here's a tip: Watch the space now occupied by Floodlight. Something new is in the offing for that upper right-hand corner, and interesting too. Watch and wait. Next week? Could be!
Seminar Presents Student Choice of Life Work

The first seminar program of the new semester featured a panel discussion centered around the topic, "My Choice of a Life Work." Mary Smith told of her decision to be a nurse, influenced first by the crisp white uniform which the nurse wears, but now with new views of the nurse's values, influenced by the impressions of nurses she knew. "The job of service and the number of fields which opens to a nurse," Marshall Loveless said, "can make a difference in your life work," told the students that they could "never be at peace with God if he didn't study for the ministry." Others who took part in the program were John Mathis and Mrs. Lou Ekvall. Jack Dunham is the newly elected leader of the Seminar.

Junior Ministerial Selects Second Semester Officers

The Junior Ministerial Fellowship recently elected second semester officers. They are: Sydney Allen, president; James Adams, vice president; Thomas Gates, secretary-treasurer. The first meeting of second semester was held last Sabbath afternoon.

The Academy's seminar program was presented yesterday under the leadership of Jackson Dunnham, Marshall Horsman, Mary Smith, and Arlene Davis were the speakers. Dorothy Nolan rendered a piano solo.

Seminar—Are There Goals for the Future?

This year's program began at 6:45 Sunday evening in lower JMA with a group of about 175 students present. At the time they were entertained by a group of musicians, directed by Moses Chalmers. The program was properly titled "The Nine Flats." There were no more, however, than nine players.

As each person entered the auditorium, he was given a colored ribbon which automatically assigned him to one of eight groups for the progressive games which followed. After refreshments of punch and cookies the groups proceeded from one classroom to another playing a different game in each. One game was led by two students and a teacher.

Time was given for each group to attend about four different games before the students assembled in the lower auditorium for pictures.

We were sorry that the name of the PSA treasurer, Sydney Allen, was not given from last week's listing of officers.

Let's Get Acquainted . . .

I knocked at the door of room 109, MBK, and was ushered into the office of the Preparatory School Association. Its room serves as his office and if he had a name plate on his desk it would read, Robert A Clark. Bob says that he was born in Glendale, Calif., nearly 18 years ago and also that he has spent most of his earlier years in and around Glendale. This makes Bob's third year at La Sierra and he is at the present a faithful member of the senior class.

I asked Bob what his favorite subject was, and he quickly replied that it was chemistry. When questioned as to why it was chemistry, he quite suddenly decided, "Because Prof. Digneo teaches it." In the sports side of his life, Bob enjoys both baseball and basketball.

This summer Bob will be college-posturing in Nevada, and we are all sure that he will make a success. If you want to meet this tall young fellow, you'll have to hurry because Bob is always busy, but never too busy to make new friends.

CHAPEL FORECAST

March 5—Academy Harvest Inaguration day.

March 7—Prayer bands, Miss Andre.

March 6—Motion pictures—"Biographies of Great Men."

There is a social activity of the Prep Parade staff; standing—Henry Barron, Dorothy Meade, Betty Harmon, Marshall Morris, Merilyn Jacobson. Sitting—Joceline Reed, Alice Rieschen, Ann Price, Moses Chalmers.

PSA Entertains 175 at Progressive Party Sunday; Chalmers and Senior 'Orchestra' Provide Music at "IWO JIMA" WINS

The social activity began at 6:45 Sunday evening in lower IMA with a group of about 175 students present. At the time they were entertained by a group of musicians, directed by Moses Chalmers. The program was properly titled "The Nine Flats." There were no more, however, than nine players.

As each person entered the auditorium, he was given a colored ribbon which automatically assigned him to one of eight groups for the progressive games which followed. After refreshments of punch and cookies the groups proceeded from one classroom to another playing a different game in each. Each game was led by two students and a teacher.

Time was given for each group to attend about four different games before the students assembled in the lower auditorium for pictures.

We were sorry that the name of the PSA treasurer, Sydney Allen, was not given from last week's list of officers.

Let's Get Acquainted

I knocked at the door of room 109, MBK, and was ushered into the office of the Preparatory School Association. Its room serves as his office and if he had a name plate on his desk it would read, Robert A Clark. Bob says that he was born in Glendale, Calif., nearly 18 years ago and also that he has spent most of his earlier years in and around Glendale. This makes Bob's third year at La Sierra and he is at the present a faithful member of the senior class.

I asked Bob what his favorite subject was, and he quickly replied that it was chemistry. When questioned as to why it was chemistry, he quite suddenly decided, "Because Prof. Digneo teaches it." In the sports side of his life, Bob enjoys both baseball and basketball.

This summer Bob will be college-posturing in Nevada, and we are all sure that he will make a success. If you want to meet this tall young fellow, you'll have to hurry because Bob is always busy, but never too busy to make new friends.

CHAPEL FORECAST

March 5—Academy Harvest Inaguration day.

March 7—Prayer bands, Miss Andre.

March 6—Motion pictures—"Biographies of Great Men."

There is a social activity of the Prep Parade staff; standing—Henry Barron, Dorothy Meade, Betty Harmon, Marshall Morris, Merilyn Jacobson. Sitting—Joceline Reed, Alice Rieschen, Ann Price, Moses Chalmers.

PSA Entertains 175 at Progressive Party Sunday; Chalmers and Senior 'Orchestra' Provide Music at "IWO JIMA" WINS

The social activity began at 6:45 Sunday evening in lower IMA with a group of about 175 students present. At the time they were entertained by a group of musicians, directed by Moses Chalmers. The program was properly titled "The Nine Flats." There were no more, however, than nine players.

As each person entered the auditorium, he was given a colored ribbon which automatically assigned him to one of eight groups for the progressive games which followed. After refreshments of punch and cookies the groups proceeded from one classroom to another playing a different game in each. Each game was led by two students and a teacher.

Time was given for each group to attend about four different games before the students assembled in the lower auditorium for pictures.

We were sorry that the name of the PSA treasurer, Sydney Allen, was not given from last week's list of officers.
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Fellowship last Friday evening as during the College Spring Week of passing the courts and the club plans to make a reserva-

Common Club

prey, tells of plans for an early morning breakfast soon. Mr. Fink is not expecting a special meeting of Mr. E. S. Cubley will be the next speaker at the commercial club and his topic, "Busi-

Business and Economics of Our Day," will be presented as a round table dis-

Eldridge Lists Needs

Of Prospective Ministers

The Elder listed three things that were requisite for the prospec-
tive minister. First, be a perfect gentleman; second, master the tech-
niques of preaching; and, most im-
portant, be fully surrendered to Christ.

I THANK YOU...

A note from Bonnie Edwards who was injured in a skating acci-
dent recently, reads as follows.

"To the students and faculty of LSC: Please accept my deepest ap-
pelation and thanks for all of your kindness and thoughtfulness during my convalescence following the leg fracture that I received recently."

Sincerely,

Bonnie Edwards

P.S. I will try to skate on both legs henceforth!"

Rasmussen Flies to Midwest

President L. R. Rasmussen left Los Angeles by plane last Tuesday evening on a midwestern itinerary which will include Union college and other educational institutions in that territory.
INGATHERING DAY ADVANCED TO MARCH 12; RALLY TOMORROW

Harvest Ingathering, scheduled to be held today, was postponed last Monday when it was announced that G. M. Olmstead, chief of the Public Relations Section, was unable to be here today. The celebration will now be held tomorrow, with plans being finalized.

Emil Liers Presents Trained Otter, Pictures in Lyceum, Mar. 16

Trained Otter, in motion picture and stage exhibition, is to be featured in the World Adventure Series at the Lyceum, Mar. 16. The animals perform tricks on the stage that "no dog could do." Emil E. Liers, trainer, according to W. T. Corral, one of the Inspectors of the Animal Commission, is the only man in the world to have bred and raised an otter.

The otter, according to Mr. Liers, is one of the wild creatures rarely seen by man; but due to his specialization in otter breeding, he affords this opportunity for audiences to witness the capabilities of these creatures of the wild.
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Students of LSC Music Dept. Schedule Evening of Music

Emil Liers Presents Trained Otter, Pictures in Lyceum, Mar. 16

As an Evening of Music, performed by the LSC Music department, will be presented this Saturday evening, Mar. 9, at 8:15 in the Memorial Auditorium. The 15 students on the program represent four divisions of the Music department.

Students of piano performing are: Jeanne Myers and Veredella Turner (duo), Barbara Moore, Zanita Wood, Eloise Carter, Lowell Field; vocalists: George Bohn (solo), Charles Lane, Harvey Miller, Raymond Nelson, Marjorie Hupp.

Closing the program, the Male chorus will sing "Song of the Jolly Roger" and "Italian Street Song." Accompanists for the various numbers include: Patricia Truex and Bill Voom.

'Missionary Men' Hold First Meeting March 12

The first general meeting of the Associated Missionary Men will be held on Monday, March 12, 1946 in the Memorial Auditorium. The speaker, according to Harly Abell, will be Mr. Carl J. Carlson, whose topic will be "How to Prevent Delinquents." Mr. Carlson is the Regional Scout executive for the territory west of Denver, from Canada to Mexico, and the Hawaiian Islands. He has been the national staff of the Boy Scouts of America for 20 years and has worked with boys for 35 years.

The Associated Missionary Men elections of this week are as follows:
President—Dr. W. J. Airy, first vice-president—Cecil Stout, second vice-president—Harly Abell.

Senior Day Plans Set For March 20; Southern Academies To Be Represented

LSC will be the mecca of hundreds of academy seniors on Wednesday, March 20, as the various southern preparatory schools send their Classes of 1946 to be introduced at the La Sierra College. Dr. K. J. Reynolds, in charge of preparations here, releases a pre-liminary announcement of activities for this week. As the seniors arrive on the campus at 9:30 Wednesday morning, they will see the campus broadcasting system, announcing the names of their class officers, and with their school songs sung by a campus vocal organization. After the chapel sermon, the groups will be interviewed by counselors in their various fields of interest.

LSC AMATEURS!
Deadline for submitting your applications is March 20. To qualify for a prize, get your application blank now at the president's office.
A Vet Looks It Over

Ever wondered what slant a returning veteran has on things? Or, if you happen to be a veteran, if your ideas were similar to fellow vets? Beginning this week, the Criterion presents this series: VETERAN LOOKS IT OVER, which we hope will answer those questions.

The series gets off to a start with a glance at post-war LSC by Frederick Hoyt, the first LSC student to have been called into the service. From Holly, accidentally, was the editor of the Criterion at the time he was called from the Naval Reserve into active duty in the radio field. Returning this semester, Fred is enrolled as a history major.

* * *

As one who has returned to La Sierra College after several years in the service, I have been asked to look things over and to tell how it feels to be back in college again. Briefly, it is a good and a most satisfying feeling. At last, the service seemed to be no more than a marking of time as far as personal development was concerned. There were some important lessons, and some rather hard ones, that military life provided; but though good, this sort of schooling had its limitations. I am sure that all of the veterans in attendance here will agree not only that it is good to be back in college, but also that La Sierra College is the right college.

"We no doubt have changed while away, and it is certain that La Sierra College has changed. Physically it has grown, and its spirit seems to have matured also. The veterans group has already added to the size of the student body, and we hope that we can add to this fast-maturing spirit.

"Some things were missed very much in the service, and it is pleasant to have them back again. Outstanding is the spiritual atmosphere—of the school as a whole and especially in chapel, meetings, and even in classes. This every-day, practical spirituality is most wondsome and refreshing. There is also the inspirational music that is so much a part of this institution. In the service, it was possible to go for months and not hear as much inspirational music as we have here during one chapel. Then there is our beautiful campus and the restful peace and quiet of this location.

"Yes, it is indeed good to be back. We feel fortunate that we can be students in this school, and we hope to be good students. We know that La Sierra College has much to offer us, and we hope to be able to contribute at least a little something in return."

Maple Syrup, Rocky Coasts, Antiquarians' Paradise, History—That's Massachusetts!

By Dorothy and June Liese

Below is the second in a current series of articles giving snapshot views of the states that LSCites call home. This week it is Massachusetts—where the nation had its genesis, Dorothy and June Liese collaborated on this write-up of their home state.

We can hear the drip, drip, drip of the sap from the huge maple sugar by the old spring. You see, it's sugar time in the Berkshire mountains and I guess we are homesick for that delightful, delectable ambrosia—those New England commentaries of laphykeet-waffles with golden Guernsey butter. Not all the maple syrup is Vermont made.

The Green mountains become the Berkshires as they cross the boundary line into Western Massachusetts and here thousands of gallons of sap are "boiled down" into real maple syrup each spring.

To be sure, one state can be bucketed into huge Texas forty times after you call Cape Cod around the eastern harbor. We've ob- jected to this comparison, but we do like finger-licking good for them and even sweeter for the New Englander.

Antiquarian's Paradise

When the historians step off the train they are welcomed to "Plymouth Rock" in Boston harbor, but he who visits in Falmouth, the Cape Cod town at the tip of the state, will find a little more "down-to-earth" sort. One thing which visitors will immediately note is Boston's excellent museums. The Museum of Fine Arts, the Public Library, the Boston Athenaeum, the Boston Historical Society, the Stoughton Historical Society, the New England Museum, the Harvard Museum of Science, and the Peabody Essex Museum are all open to the public. In short, Boston is a museum city.

In the area of Antiquarianism, the town of Newburyport is notable. This town, famous for its fine old inns, was the site of an English settlement in the early 18th century, and is still well known for its antiques, with Newburyport being considered one of the leading centers of the trade in New England.

College and divinity are strong roots in Massachusetts. Harvard College, established in 1636, is the oldest university in the United States. It is a private, co-educational institution located in Cambridge, Massachusetts, and is one of the oldest and most prestigious universities in the United States.

The city of Boston serves not only as its capital, but here are located Harvard College with its famed Agassiz grass flower collection, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston university, and cut off a few miles in the Webbly hills is Wellesley college for girls. Groton school for boys is exclusive enough for even future United States presidents, for in the past both Theodore and Franklin Roose- velt attended classes here. There are also Holy Cross college, Boy's path institute, the famous D. L. Moody school in Northfield, Amherst college, and of course our own denominational Atlantic Union college to mention a few institutions of learning.

Souvenirs of the Past

Near the end of Mohawk Trail you can go through Hosmer's hotel and almost immediately climb to the top of Mt. Greylock, the high- est peak in the Bay state. The history of the Indian occupation of this country is accurately told by the grim, blood-shot eyes that look left on the flat, stone grave markers which bear the simple inscriptions "Mary Smith, massacred by the Indians, February, 1675." Massachusetts sent her full comple- ment of men to every war. The energy released by one incident when "by the rude bridge..." the embattled farmers stood and fired Cost on his gal. cal.

Jean Parratt, Former Student Vets Frederick C. Knight

Jean Parratt, former paratrooper who was married on Sun- day evening, Mar. 3, to Frederick Wayne Knight, at the Allhambra Seventh-day Adventist church.

Three former students served as the bride's attendants: Alberta Par- rett, maid of honor, Helen Marscall, and Virginia Richards Cason.

My Opinion

HERE IT IS! The Criterion's newest feature—an open forum for the campus. "What are the students' questions?" Those are the questions of significance—either national or local—will be discussed by YOU. Our Roving Reporter, Beatrice Short, will conduct the interviews each week.

This week's question: "Is the civic spirit of LSC's student body adequate? If not, what may be done to improve it?"

* MARCELAIN EVILICK, (over 16), Minnesota, junior, English:

"Mary" begins: "What's there to be enthusiastic about? Speaking of activities—they can't even entertain, but they seem pretty curricular to me. You bring your dinner into a classroom, and what do you listen to? A lecture! It's just like coming into another classroom! Besides, it's not good to think while you eat, anyway!"

Many advocates having projects that mem- bers can take part in and also advise. "There's sure there's a field trip, every- body shows up. Why can't there be more things like that arranged?"

* AL ELLING, 29, Ohio, sophomore, industrial arts, teaching:

Al believes that the school spirit, which is fairly good, could be improved by greater spirituality in the activities of the campus. He advocates prayer before and after each social affair. "I don't ap- prove of competition such as we have in our campaigns, either," he adds. "It leads to dishonesty and wrongdoing. The goals should be won in a Christian sort of way, I believe. I'm working with the students, rather than against them.

In short, Al states that greater spiritual- ity would bind students and faculty together, and would lift the morale and spirit of the school.

* HELEN EDWARDS, 20, Calif., sophomore, liberal arts:

In Helen's estimation, school spirit would be improved if more "social get-togethers" were arranged. "It's too bad that the people who are too quiet in schools in which more can take part," she says. "I think the students should be quite exclusive, are very formal and business-like. There should be more informal activities so that there can be more personal contact between the students. If they could have more fun and get better acquainted, the school spirit could be improved considerably."

* FRANCIS COSSENTINE, 21, China, junior, ministerial:

What do you listen to? We'll be discussing by YOU. The students need a greater apprecia- tion of what the school offers—not only intellectually and culturally," is Francis' opinion. "They must be led to appreciate the opportuni- ties that are available for self-improvement and participation in school activities."

The p roblem, of course, is to get them to do this. Francis suggests that the people who are too "busy" to take advantage of school activities should be urged to budget their time so that it would include these things. "Attendance at hymn programs should be compulsory... " In case, you get what he means? Do you agree with these—or do you not? Mail your observations to the Boiler Room.
Reynolds’ Research Being Published

Being issued in three install- ments, the first release is of the original source materials for the thesis of Dr. Keld J. Reynolds, appearing in the Historical Society Quarterly, published in San Francisco.

Principal Actions of the California Junta De Fomento (1825-27) deals with organization in Mexico City of California as an established part of that period in a promotion campaign embracing complete plans for the colonization of California.

The first installment, with annotations by John H. Whately, appeared in the December issue of the quarterly.

College Press Club Holds Initial Meeting Sat. Nite

Holding its first official meeting of the year, the College Press club, consisting of employees of the press, was organized with Ed Moye as Secretary. The meeting was preceded by the concert program.

Featured on the agenda was Ed Moye, E. E. Van Vliet, who returned from imprisonment in the Philippines, speaking regarding the establishment of denominational publishing houses in the Philippines and in Japan. A motion was made that the program be the motion picture, "A World of Paper."

At the evening's session, the entries for the Press slogan campaign were received. Results will be announced later.

COLPORTEURS—Cont. from page 1

HMA. Elder Struble listed the five motives that lead individuals to purchase books, Elder A. E. Von Noty of Southeastern, presided at the meeting.

Colportere evangelists at Loma Linda this year are divided into hands, work. Noel Haney and Dorothy Vipond in charge of respective groups. Amelia Beckoff is in charge of all women colportere activities.

Baptist Evangelist Speaks To Ministerial Group

Dr. Bem Clifford, young Baptist evangelist, speaking to the Ministerial group, situated the present needs of youth today, and the building up of ministry in the church.

In the afternoon, Dr. Clifford engaged in an informal discussion with the students. He discussed with them the present needs of youth today, and the building up of ministry in the church.

Veteran Leland Shows Japan Problem in IRC

John H. Leland, veteran recently returned from his trip to Japan, reported on the International Relations club on Monday, Mar. 11, regarding current American problems in Japan.

With the session meeting in the cafeteria, Mr. Leland discussed the situation and the threats that now exist there, and the future of America in the Orient.

College Hall Scene Of Hist. Celebration

Tuesday afternoon, Feb. 20, at the American History classes met in College Hall to celebrate the success of the recent Patriotic program. The ceremony, which included the first and second prize for the evening, were the guests of honor. Following the presentation of the trophy for the summer, short, dear, and energetic describes him best.

Douglas Agee, the left-handed vice president of the class, like football, track, and played basketball.

Joanne Loveless, sixteen-year-old student, was lost her Saxophone playing.

Patrick Willkirk, the class of 1949, was the first word, "It was raining pitchforks, declared, "It was raining pitchforks, and it was soaked asleep in my corner rocker with energetic voices, rustling in the boughs, the other enjoying a good laugh.

Dorothy Nelson fell in the creek with her parents, and while they were on the campus she will need to be about subordinated firmly.

If you know of anyone who is interested in college and has enjoyed your school years at La Sierra?

Joanne Loveless, sixteen-year-old student, was lost her Saxophone playing.

This week's column presents the officers of the class of 1949.

Bob Smith, president, lives in San Bernadino, Calif., where he practices medicine. He spent last summer at Lake Arrowhead, entering into this contest with his lead with the team called "The Counts." He comes from Yorba Linda, Calif. Doug is also a member of the school of the PSF, if you see some communism, just look a little closer and you will probably find that lead with a head of hair and an infectious grin.

Joanne Loveless, sixteen-year-old student, was lost her Saxophone playing.

The donations are usually small and amount nothing.

Festivities began at 3:30 p.m. with a little closer and you will probably find that lead with a head of hair and an infectious grin.

Well let's see, I started out as a baby, were the first words of Richard Arthur Rose when asked about his life. Richard was born on November 3, 1929, at the Loma Linda Sanitarium. At the age of two, he, with his parents, moved to Burbank where they lived until the first of August, 1943, when they moved here for Richard to start his high school at the La Sierra Academy.

Though Richard is now a senior he still remembers the time during which he was in the Class of 1949 father practices medicine. He spent last summer at Lake Arrowhead, entering into this contest with his lead with the team called "The Counts." He comes from Yorba Linda, Calif. Doug is also a member of the school of the PSF, if you see some communism, just look a little closer and you will probably find that lead with a head of hair and an infectious grin.

The donations are usually small and amount nothing.

Well, at least her spirits weren't down.

"Black Magic" and musical pantomime are being planned for future current events programs. Perhaps you think this will be hard work, and maybe you are shy about meeting and talking to strangers, but those who have gone out every year have many interesting experiences to tell.

For instance one group of boys, one year solicited a gentleman and knew the house, and were invited to swim in the private pool at his home. But of course, it's not all fun and games, there are long miles to trudge, door after door to encounter, and innumerable as well as convictions to meet. The donations are usually small and amount nothing.

In the end of the day when you come home foot sore and tired, it will be a pleasure to look back over the day and think of the people you have met. You can hope that you have been able to bring a little cheer and inspiration to the people in return for the offerings they have given you.

Current Religious Trends Prof. Digneo Discusses

Last Wednesday's chapel was held in honor of the arrival of Prof. Elmer Digneo. He stressed the fact that Adventists need to be interested in current events trends of the time and explained a part of the system by which the Catholic church is operated. In the past week 92 new cardinals were elected. Francis J. Spellman is one of the most recent cardinals from the United States.

Professor Digneo also told of one of the most recent disturbances in Washington, the division which has arisen in the cabinet. As a result, Mr. J. H. Galbraith, the place of Harold Ickes as Secretary of Interior.
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Photos by Mr. Cushman reveal goings-on at last Thursday’s “Hall of Fame” Banquet and during the chapels of Good Form Week. TOP ROW: 1. General scene of the festivities; toward speakers table. 2. Bess Gearhart Morrison in her talks and readings. 3. MC Dwight Wallack sparks the program; on Wallack’s right—Mrs. W. J. Airey, Dr. Airey, Mrs. Morrison, Muriel Qualley; on Wallack’s left—Mrs. Wallack, Howard Weeks, Frances Brown; Elle Jean Potts in left foreground. LOWER ROW: 1. “They also served”—the waiters. 2. Soloists Weeks, Striplin, Potts. 3. Shot during Good Form Week; Narrator Dick Nies points up students’ program conduct.

Massachusetts—Where a Nation Was Born; Liese Sisters Report to Criterion on Home State

Cont. from page 2

the shot heard round the world” has not stopped for the motto has always been: With the sword she seeks quiet under liberty. And fighting for this liberty has made history in Massachusetts.

Quartemaster Depot for Nation

The industrial revolution of the late 1800’s invaded Massachusetts and today she boasts of Lady Pep, rifles from Springfield; fine bond paper for United States currency from Dalton.

Worcester; tapioca from Orange; sweet-scented mayflower or trailing arbutus. Because of this sweet-scented perfume it has been ruthlessly picked but now it is unlawful to destroy these tiny plants.

One Way Traffic

Your Thanksgiving cranberries are from the flat salt marshes of Cape Cod, a exquisite hand preserved as museums. The homes of the literary men and women are well preserved as museums. The homes of Longfellow, Thoreau, Emerson, Whitier, Alcott, also the House of Seven Gables, Old North Church, block houses, and the “little red school house” still stand for the admiring literary eye.

C. S. LONGACRE HERE FOR WEEK

Elder C. S. Longacre, associate religious liberty secretary for the General Conference, and affiliated with the American Temperance society, is scheduled for a week’s services on this campus beginning this week end, and concluding on March 16.

Morrison, Dramatic Reader, Featured at Banquet As Good Form Week Climaxed Thursday Night

Elder Longacre, father of Mrs. H. B. Hamann, is on an itinerary which includes approximately a month of appearances in Southern California churches. His talks to the students during the week to come will deal with his work in the religious liberty and temperance phases of denominational work.

GRAND WINNER

CITATION as grand winner in the Meteor Snapshot contest during the past month goes to Velma Roed who submitted the accompanying dramatic snapshot. The selection was made on a basis of pictorial quality and inherent interest. Other PICTURE OF THE WEEK winners during the contest have been Harvey Miller, Muriel Qualley, and Bob Foss. Their pictures will be featured in the snapshot section of the 1946 Meteor and will receive special mention.

BEAL PROGRAM— Cont. from page 1

---

AMM was organized February 25, 1946 by the men of the La Sierra College church to provide an outlet for the abilities of the men of the church. It also proposes to foster a wholesome Christian fellowship among men.

Boy's Activities

AMM has adopted as their current project the promotion of boys' activities.
$10,000 Library Campaign Begins Today

INGATHERING DAY BRINGS $3,577; 160 SOLICIT; HOME BAND GIVES $198

Bringing in to a total of $3,578.20, 20 cars rolled back to LSC last Tuesday morning, closing the Spring Ingathering day for La Sierra College. The Home Band, contributing $198.55, raised the total to $3,377.61.

Approximately 180 students participated in the actual soliciting, and faculty members and students contributed the use of 20 cars in the day of mission work.

The total reported in last night's rally program in HMA is incomplete, Dr. J. C. Hansler, chairman of the Ingathering drive, since the Elementary school will not complete its ingathering program until today. The lower grades annually bring in virtually from $500 to $1,000.

In addition to the 160 students soliciting, an additional group worked on the campus, contributing to the credit toward the Ingathering fund.

The various groups dispersed early Tuesday morning, covering territories over all of southern California. Highest among the Ingathering bands were those covering Indie, San Juan Capistrano, and Oceanside.

Individuals making arrangements for the drive besides Chairman J. C. Hansler, were Dr. K. J. Vollmer, of Southeastern. Floyd Wood, of Sierra College. The Home Band, conducting interviews of the various members of the senior class.

College Day Plans Set for Mar. 20

Scheduled to flock to the campus next Wednesday, Mar. 20, senior classes from six southern academies are in store for a full day of activities, reports Dr. K. J. Reynolds, College dean.

From the arrival at the College at 9:30 a.m., to their departure approximately 4:30 p.m., the visitors will inspect the College and be regaled in the traditional manner—including campus tours and selling periods, and a special chapel program.

Musicians Perform

The chapel program at 10:45 a.m., will get off to a start with a 15-minute concert by LSC's four intelligent programmers from the vocal division of the Music department will also perform, H. B. Hume, organist.

The chapel program proper is under the direction of Mrs. Miguel Cortés, Amor, professor of speech. The class in radio speech is scheduled to stimulate a radio broadcast giving news highlights of a year at LSC—including items of personal and humorous interest.

Roving Reporters

At 11:15 a.m., in the cafeteria, Dean of Men W. T. Crandall will be a "roving reporter," complete with microphone and a tape machine, conducting interviews of the various members of the senior classes.

Otter in Exhibition And Motion Picture

Otter performs tricks that "we dog could do," trained otter will be presented in real life and in motion pictures on the World Adventure series this Saturday night by Emil E. Liers, the only man in the world to have bred otter in captivity. The program is slated to begin at 8:15 o'clock.

The otter is one of the wild creatures rarely seen by man, even among woodsmen, the only ones to glimpse these animals are those who trap them. The animal lives near a stream, often on the bank of a river or brook, and does much of its hunting in the water near which it lives.

Among themselves, otters are playful and affable, and transfix this affection to a master, making intelligent pets. Mr. Liers has over 20 of the animals on his otter farm, and, according to reports, has been training them for years.

THINGS TO COME—March 14-April 7

Library Campaign

Tonight 7:30 Colporteur Meet, HMA

Friday, Mar. 15

6:45 p.m. Missions Band, Music Hall

5:37 p.m. Summer Bulletin, Music Hall

Sunday, Mar. 20

Deadline for Amateur Applications

CAMPUS SESSIONS BEGIN APRIL 20

Pres. Rasmussen Visits

Oriental Colloquium

April 20 Is Deadline

For Amateurs to Apply

Warning: Amateurs

Next Wednesday, March 20 is the deadline—the deadline on which you must submit your applications for the LSC Amateur Hour to be staged on April 20. Amateurs do not necessarily have to be members of this group, but must be residents of La Sierra Heights or vicinity.

Campaign Leaders Armien Johnson, Kay Neal, Jimmy Wilcott, manager, and Ralph Thompson, in the background—the rapidly rising Administration building.

LEADERS PROMISE EARLY CAMPAIGN VICTORY

Campbell Publishing Freshman Handbook; Club Open to New Members—Williams

The fresh air club, which has been inactive for several months, returned to the active club list Friday, Mar. 8. Under the temporary co-chairmanship of Jack Weeks, editor of the Criterion, and Audrey Williams, news editor, the club has been recognized with immediate business including several projects of interest to the student body as a whole.

Sponsor Freshman Handbook

Occupy the attention of the club currently is the compilation and printing of a freshman handbook to help in orienting the freshman to the campus new fall.

This publication will contain the LSC traditions, information about the campus organizations, general information about the campus, campus procedures, ASB organization, school songs, etc. Plans are underway for the gathering of information and pointers from other Fresh handbook of universities and colleges in Southern California; however, the editor of this publication has not been selected to date.

Open to New Members

According to Miss Williams, students who have had experience in newspaper or magazine work, or who are interested in the activities of this type of work, are invited to join the freshman club. The club meets at noon on Tuesday of every week in the cafeteria club room.

Drives Launched For Furnishings

And so it is officially under way—the most ambitious campaign to the Associated Students' long history of ambitious campaigns—$10,000 to be raised by faculty and students toward the furnishing of the J. E. Fulton Memorial library by April 7. The library is an integral part of the new Administration building, now under construction.

Campaign Strategy

As students rally today in a special-called assembly, campaign leaders unfold campaign strategy.

With James Wilcott at the helm, and Assistant Kay Neal, Ralph Thompson, and Armin Johnson backing him up, the entire student body will be separated into 40 groups, including both 20 groups of women and 20 groups of men. These groups will be presented with "Faith and Devotional" awards that will be made both to individuals and groups, if a group, those rewards reflect the equivalent goal of each member, the entire group will participate in the award.

Steering Committee

The steering committee, which will coordinate campaign strategy, is composed of the campaign leaders, ASB President Dan Gillard, ASB Adviser Dr. W. J. Airey, Prof. E. S. Collins, and R. H. Grady, chairman. Each faculty member will be a part of one of the campaign groups.

Following today's booster program, students and faculty will meet at 7:30 p. m. Airey, Adviser, and S. Cubley, business; Prof. E. S. Collins, business; Prof. Lester Cushman, physics; Prof. E. J. Digges, sciences; Prof. L. E. Downs, biological sciences; Edna Farnsworth, piano; Prof. L. L. Hare, physics education; Prof. Harold B. Hamman, organ; Prof. Edward Heppenstall, Prof. P. C. Hackworth, Dr. Verner Johnson, religion; Prof. K. J. Vollmer, of Southeastern.
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College Criterion

The following editorial is written by Prof. A. H. Hamann, chairman of the committee on Liberal arts at LSC.

Too frequently individuals mistake the real values in life as too elusive to be had, while they pursue those things which are only an outward sign of value. The form is there, but too often the real values are behind the facade. Such an experience is frequent in the religious life. It may also be the experience of the college student in the pursuit of culture and a liberal education.

If culture and an education in the arts were a matter of accumulating credits and the satisfactory completion of so many courses, then there would be some assurance that every Bachelor of Arts was an educated individual. Such an objective measure is unavailable, so try the following questions as a partial evaluation of your cultural achievements.

Are you becoming educated?

1. Are your tastes in music, in literature, in reading, better today than the day you entered college? Do you read the sonnets of Wordsworth or Shakespeare because you enjoy their beauty, or because they may be a part of some course of study? Do you choose to read better literature now than you did before you entered college? Have you added to your knowledge of music an acquaintance with some of the fine masterpieces?

2. Do you choose to enjoy a concert such as the symphony? Do you believe in the usefulness of a particular type of music? Are you open minded enough to listen to songs by Brahms, Debussy, Faure, even though they be in a foreign tongue? Can you catch the beauty of melody, the emotional setting of the song, the subtle expression of beauty in such music? Are you making progress in getting acquainted with this kind of music?

3. Are you satisfied with organ music which has been played for centuries and is considered classical? Do you crave for sentimental and sensational organ music to please your fancy? Do you see beauty in simplicity, in straightforward harmonies, or must your music be cloaking and lush?

4. Do you expect entertainment from the choir, the minister, the organist during the church services? Do you attend church to contribute your spiritual worship in an atmosphere of reverence? Or do you attend church to contribute to the minister, the organist during the church service?

5. Do you find your tastes, your appreciations, your enjoyments rising to a higher plane than those of the crowds around you?

If you find that you are not only accumulating credits, but you are becoming changed in character so that you enjoy the better things in art, music, literature, and the cultural subjects, then you are not missing the mark in liberal education. Are you choosing to enjoy a concert such as the symphony? Do you believe in the usefulness of a particular type of music? Are you open minded enough to listen to songs by Brahms, Debussy, Faure, even though they be in a foreign tongue? Can you catch the beauty of melody, the emotional setting of the song, the subtle expression of beauty in such music? Are you making progress in getting acquainted with this kind of music?

The Boiler Room

Let Off Steam Here

How do you feel about things? Will you be glad to publish your sentiments? If they are good, brief, and thoughtful, your letter will not be printed. If they are gross, be brief, and thoughtful. Your letter will not be printed. If you so desire, your name will be witheld. Remember these requirements.

Dear Editor:

Many of us have noticed that there is a distinct lack of patience in the display of our flag.

Some days it does not fly, others, it is at half mast.

We heartily recommend a change in policy.

A. Ver.

Your name please? Ordinarily, the Criterion does not print anonymous letters. If you have a sincere conviction, do not hesitate to make your identity known.

As for the ideas expressed above, the staff of the Criterion heartily concurs, and, after literally hours of investigation, we have found that no one even knows where the LSC flag is! However, sufficient has been raised by our prying around so that something will be done about it.

Ed.

Dear Editor:

I have been getting and enjoyably reading your excellent school paper. But I hope even a person of a higher station can gracefully negotiate a sincere criticism.

I think it would be fitting and proper for you to honor you un

paid photographers with at least a credit line beneath their respective pictures. A mere "photo by John Doe" at the end of the caption below the picture would make the photographer very happy to help you out next time and would give you journalistic prestige. That's just good manners in the profession.

I've been in the business for a long time and will continue to read your sheet with interest.

Thanks for listening!

Edward M. Marten.

SDA Church, Mountain View

---

A notable suggestion, Elder Martin. Proper credit to assisting individuals should be printed in every category in any business. So far this year, Prof. L.H. Cofman has done a ten week photography class and the students have done a fantastic job.

Do you know anyone that has a rich uncle who can supply you with a camera, or if not, perhaps you could get some old ones and use them.

Thanks for your suggestion.—Ed.

The following editorial has been written by Prof. A. H. Hamann, chairman of the committee on Liberal arts at LSC.

Yes, $10,000 is a lot of money—ifa you have to produce it alone. But, as the LSC library campaign begins today, remember that that amount evenly distributed among all LSC students is no more than one student, plus a faculty and students—places an individual responsibility of a mere $14 upon the individual student. That is, provided everyone has the same income. Naturally there will be those students who, in dragging their feet in a project of this kind, make your responsibility much greater. Take that for granted, LSCites, and aim for the top!—The Editor.

$10,000

Why Do I Have to Take That? Students' Query

Answered by Indiana University Professor

"But why?" they say. "Why do I have to take that?" A history major wonders why he is required to study history or geography. A math major wonders why he is required to take English composition. They shake their heads in bewilderment and feel very mistreated.

It may seem strange to some of these students that the truth is that the powers-that-be are not demons who concoct the required curriculum in boring, watchful conditions. They have the students' interest at heart.

Age-Old Problem

What is the point of really making a good education is centuries old. Even then educators struggled to put in a curriculum which would be perfect, one that would draw out the best in each person.

Prof. O. P. Field, of the Indiana University government department, in his "The Problem of American Higher Education," published recently in "School and Society," is the latest to advance his ideas on higher education. According to Professor Field, the superior students are being placed at a disadvantage by the curriculums which are now popular. In his article, he agrees with Charles Evans Hughes, who said, "I am one of those who believe in the classical and mathematical training and I do not think we have found any satisfactory substitute for it.

Insurance of Failure

"On the other hand," Professor Field writes, "to compel the average student to choose the curricula which the able student should take is only to insure the former's failure in his studies. Other students know that they cannot successfully cope with mathematics and the more difficult and abstract subjects.

For a college to offer to these students such subjects as mechanical drawing, typing, short-hand, newspaper reporting and other subjects along this line, with some history, government, sociology, music and art, is perfectly justifiable. It may be ideally such students should be put on such a campus with students of medicine, law, higher mathematics and philosophy.

You can lead a horse to college, but you cannot make him think.

- Hubbard

DOUGLAS COLTON, 29, Mass., junior, math.

Diggling deeply into his extensive knowledge of mathematics, "Doug" comes to the conclusion that since the new Ad building costs twice as much as the cafeteria, it will involve a campaign twice as great as the formerly greatest one in the history of LSC. After this introduction he begins to say, "Well, I don't have any rich relatives, but . . . . He then proceeds to give some suggestions: having benefit programs such as amateur hour, scientific demonstrations, a 'lobby party.' He also suggests making a miniature duplicate of the Ad building to be used as a 'pigeon hole' for campaigns.

BEVERLY FRESEE, 17, Wyoming, freshman, English or psychology.

Bevery also learns the benefit angle and enthusiastically advocates staging student programs of various nature—orchestras and band concerts, quiz programs. (Everyone enjoys his sense of humor, "We will be debating his ignorance," he said.) "If we could make programs that would make the gals say, I'll give you the money. They would pay, and then, she suggests we could do some- thing else—like staging food sales: 'All the kids love to eat.' Unfortunately, as our rapidly in-

increasing circumstances testify, she truthfully adds.

RUSSELL DAVENPORT, 25, Chilton, premied.

"I believe that if the students know that there are twin buildings, the cafeteria and new Administration building fulfill similar purposes, the former as a source of actual food with the latter supplies mental nourishment!" Then he remarks, "In these days everybody has money. (Except college students, presumably.) So students should especially contact those who are well-to-do, who are able to benefit the school, and all who are interested in LSC, or education in general. Especially should the fact he stressed that the funds are for the support of education—it will be a good project for anyone to support.

Well, that's what a cross section of LSC has to say about their finances. Of course, not in how much is said, but in how much is DONE.
We're Seeing Red

From where we sit today, it appears the world might well take another look at young William L. White's record and against the Russians, and reconsider it in the light of history.-

It would seem that everybody, including Russia, is hardly favor of the war. Russia is said to interfere with private aspirations. Russia, for instance, in yesterday's Washington Post, declares, "the United States is forced to secure all its frontiers, it will tend its own road without turning aside, without encroaching on other people's interests, and without ceding those which are its own."

**Elastic**

The only difficulty, we foresee, is that one of the two premises expressed is to be sacrificed, it will be the little clause reading, "in the light of history."-'

That is somewhat natural in a world of ours, where the up and down of primitive patriotism—so the cry of the proponent of this conclusion is affiliated with "patriotic"-bigie collective selfishness.

It will be interesting to note the total effect of this week's exchange of breakdashes between Washington and Moscow as the next UNO session convenes in the US (F). To one, it will not suffer the same with only fancy calling "Federation of the World."

**Russians with a New Slant**

Academically, or, if the Atlantic for March, 1946, happens to be handy, read the current article, "Time-table for the year in Academia" by Thomas Finkler, which points out an encompassing and yet realistic approach to the sort of patriotism of "a United States of the World."

**National Free For All**

At home, the cause of meliorists seems to be faring no better. In connection with the Library Furniture Campaign, being launched here today, it is interesting that, according to Leo J. Heer, vice president of the National Retail Furniture Association, the nation's furniture industry is "operating on a hand to mouth basis."

New financing techniques, made more specific application to "dining room and bedroom" furniture, neither as far advanced, nor any closer to the "national free for all" dream, is germane to the library furnishing problem.

**Census of Congress?**

Vital, though unspectacular, is the current move afoot in Congress to take a census of the nation's population. Prompted by the recent and initiating Senate filibuster regarding "The Federal Housing Act," the House would feature a policy committee which would sharply reduce the number of "domestic trees," and also give the legislators a hand in policy-making, all miracles which are long overdue to the cessation of leadership.

**EDITORially**

One of the games played at the PSA party last week consisted of telling stories of members of the Library faculty:

Once upon a time very long ago, while sitting on the front porch of his Principal, was a Jolly Good Fellow. He was young and spry and happy, so Clifton begged him to "Get the Bye on the road without turning aside, without encroaching On other people's interests, and without ceding those which are its own."

By Dorothy Nelson and George Caceh
Let us tell you a story—a story of members of the Academy faculty:

-So, too, it will see the end of the year in Academia—and again of the "United States of the World."

**Midwinter Party**

The warm night of July 2, 1937, found Marilyn Elizabeth Herman a newcomer in the library of the world. Her story was told in the Fourteenth Chamber.

One of Marilyn's chief ambitions now, is to get top grades in her school work because her reward is definitely worth while. If she doesn't get below a "B," her father promises her a car. Marilyn loves to sing. Perhaps some of you have had the privilege, (not given to everyone) of hearing her run up and down the scales every afternoon.

After telling some of her good qualities, it is only fair that you know, friend, that with all her worries, she is bound to score a success. Naturally, when speaking of her favorite subject, "Food," chocolate ice cream seems to head the list.

Of course, anything that is exciting and interesting and with a scientific angle to it comes next.

That may be the reason that Marilyn has been an outstanding basketball, tennis, and baseball player. Although his hobbies seem to center around "sports," this member of the "P" still admires that he enjoyed "meaning around" with radios.

Warren was born in Des Moines, Iowa, June 9, 1929. Even though this is his first year at LSA, having attended the Loma Linda Academy previously, he has been engaged in many school team activities. Playing with the Grenada basketball team, Warren is now serving as second vice president of the PSA.

Warren doesn't consider whether he would consider a future in a "doctor or a minister, but we know that with his "good nature" and all the other essentials, he would go with that, he is bound to score a success.
**LSC Orchestra Outlines Tour For 1946 Season**

The La Sierra College Concert orchestra, under the baton of Prof. Otto Racker is soon to begin its eighth annual tour through Southern California towns.

The first concert presented by the entire orchestra is scheduled for April 8 at the Roosevelt high school auditorium in San Diego.

April 20 it will appear at the Glendale Union academy in Glendale. Other stops included on the schedule for the last week of April will be at the White Memorial hospital in Los Angeles and a possible engagement at the Los Angeles County fair. The tour goes this week end to Arizona.

The orchestra began with 85 members at the beginning of the present school year although several others were added at the be- ginning of the second semester. That is the first year that the orchestra has received sympa-thetic status and has been composed of College students only.

This year’s program includes Schubert’s “Fifth Symphony,” and “Roumanian Overture,” the “Loo- sely” by Tschielkovsky, “Russian Sables’ Dance,” by Giebenn, the last given by the late Alexei Eseninski, and “Two Slavonic Dances,” by Dvorak.

Schmidt, White Tell Evangelistic Methods

“Practical Evangelism in Action” was the topic for the Missionary Fellowship meeting to be held in the Music Hall at 8:30 p.m. on March 10.

Members and visitors are invited to hear and ask questions of Elder F. F. Schmidt and Elder Wayne Wartman, men of experience in the field. During the question period, emphasis will be placed on:

1. Advertising.
2. Preparing the church’s attitude.
3. A typical evangelistic meeting with emphasis on devices, music, the use of films.
4. The evangelistic appeal.
5. The mode of performance, four

House, by 91 inches. We don’t know whether to get rid of it or to consider it just a big practical joke. We don’t know how to make the outside obstacle.

$100 a Word

**Incidentally, how observing are you? Have you noticed the offer posted in Room 311F? Here is where you can win 8,000,000—three thou-

sand, that is. enough to make the rest of your college career a mere six-tenth of one per cent. It won’t cost you anything.**

**What is the summer doing?**

“Ladies in waiting,” we shall tactfully say; Dr. W. J. Foster, Marilyn Ham, Noel Foster, Patricia Muncey, have been selected as hostesses to Mu Beta Kappa Thursday night, Mar. 7, at a boxlee at The Pit. Rooms were built at 6:15 and after 45 minutes of singing and apple-eating cards and fellows tramped back to the campus to begin the regular grind of STUDY.

**Wahlen Chosen Prexy Of Arts and Letters**

Robert E. Wahlen was re-elected to the position of Francis Cossentine, Marguerite Wahlen, liberal arts, 48, was re-elected secretary. Fifteen students of the Music department were being represented on the program.

Sigma Phi Invites Mu Beta Kappa

The women of Sigma Phi Kappa acted as hostesses to Mu Beta Kappa Thursday night, Mar. 7, at a boxlee at The Pit. Rooms were built at 6:15 and after 45 minutes of singing and apple-eating cards and fellows tramped back to the campus to begin the regular grind of STUDY.

Summer, Fall Sessions Set by Registrar; Bulletins Available at Office of Dean

For information on the various activities for married students. All those wishing to attend the summer sessions save the bulletins provided on the blanks provided not later than one month before the opening of the sessions.

Acceptance Notice

Notice of acceptance will be sent by the Registrar Office. No one should come without this acceptance, according to the registrar.

Field Day Coming

The campaign plans include a field day on April 7, which the campaign opens today—an all day devoted to methods of operation. Students are urged to take week end for the field day. Plans will be made to have week end for the field day.

Nikki Maxwell is in charge of poster making, Mr. Wiltott reports.

Men of MBK Scheduled For College Hall Tonight

College men of MBK will assemble tonight at College Hall 7:30 p.m. for a program of skating and basketball, Club President Deane reports.

Academy fellows will attend a special Academy banquet at the cafeteria, under AKA sponsorship.

Rolland H. Howlett, College Press editor, scheduled to speak to the club members tonight on “Voodooism in Haiti,” will appear on Thursday, Mar. 21.

EMIL LIERS AND HIS OTTER

The Valley Symphonic choir will present a program of sacred music on Monday March 17, at 7:30 in the Music Hall. Profes-

sor Abel will direct the group which consists of approximately 20 members from the local community and neighboring cities.

In the incident, the composition of the enter-

tainment will be three lighter songs: "Matson Bayou," a Creole song; "Fireflies," and George Wald’s adaptation from "The Bell." Between groups, solo artists will be included. Ellen Sher- th will perform in two piano solos, and Frances Brown will sing a group of vocal numbers.


The program is to be a benefit performance, with proceeds going toward the purchase of choir robes for the group. Tickets, at 50 cents each, may be obtained from Professor Abel or from members of the organization this week.

**Students of Music Dept. Give Evening of Music**

Fifteen students of the Music de-

partment and the Male Choir united last Saturday evening in pres- enting "An Evening of Music," the second such program of the school year.

Selections were varied as well as the mode of performance, major sections of the Music depart- ment being represented on the pro-

gram.
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CAMPAIGN ENTHUSIASM IS HIGH; MacCONAUGHEY'S BAND IN LEAD

"Enthusiasm is running high," stated Campaign Manager Jim Wilcott last Monday as returns of the drive for $10,000 to furnish the J. E. Fulton Memorial Library came rolling in on Monday, after a special week-end surging of campaigning energy by both teachers and faculty.

According to Wilcott, as a result of Monday's reports, Dorothy MacConaughy's band was in the lead with several other groups pulling at their heels.

With streams of letters leaving the LSC postoffice, other phases of campaigning were channeled by the Commanders, as explained on page 4, col. 1.

160 LSC-ITES ASSIST YOUTH'S CONGRESS

Approximately 160 students of La Sierra College are scheduled to participate in the annual Youth's Congress to be held at the Shrine auditorium in Los Angeles on Saturday, March 30.

Among the groups participating will be nine student speakers chosen from each department of La Sierra College.

Organizations scheduled to appear on the program as the Commanders go to press are the Speech choir, directed by Mabel Curtis; the Canto Bella, A Cappella, and Men's chorus, directed by Harlyn Abel.

WEEK OF PRAYER FEATURES YOST

Scheduled to begin on April 6, the Spring Week of Prayer will feature Fred H. Yost, professor of church history at the SDA Theological Seminary, according to President L. R. Rasmussen and word received from the Seminary this week.

Elder Yost, only last week completing a Week of Prayer series in New York City, states that the theme of the prayer week is to be "The Man—Christ Jesus."

The morning meetings will feature discussion of Christ's place in the "Christian walk," while the evening sessions will deal with the commandments of Christ and their application to life.

Preceding his visit to La Sierra College, Elder Yost will conduct a consecration series at the College of Medical Evangelists, Los Angeles.

LSC Harvest Ingathering Now Listed at $4,888

Since the last issue of the College Criterion, the Harvest Ingathering totals have been revised upward.

May Reach $6,000

According to reports from the business office, the results of last Tuesday's field day total $4,888.69—surpassing the goal of $4,500.

Additional returns are expected, according to Dr. J. C. Haussler, field manager, that may boost the ultimate total to $6,000.00.

Of the total cash receipts, the elementary school reports $293, with an eventual $1,435 expected by Maybel Jensen, school director.

LSC-ITES assist

'Songs Without Music' Booked by Speech Choir

"Songs Without Music."

Sure they're songs—spoken songs. And they're scheduled for Saturday night program goers at LSC on April 6.

Sponsored by the department of Speech, directed by Mabel Curtis Romant, speech students will combine voices in a presentation of the unique Speech choir.

Radio Broadcast

Directed by Mabel Curtis Romant, professor of speech, a simulated radio broadcast will be staged featuring the year's activities at La Sierra College.

Following the chapel period the broadcast will be sent into groups corresponding with their college interests; these groups meeting with the various departments.

Roving Interviewer

During the noon hour, Dean of Men W. T. Cornbliss, as a Roving Interviewer, will be cross-examining the students on the first Monday in May—eliminating the last-minute rush to get signatures during exam week.

Classes Represent Six Academies

From six preparatory schools of Southern California and Arizona, 188 academy seniors flock to the La Sierra College campus today in the sixteenth annual College Day.

With virtually all departments contributing to the day's program, the seniors will be greeted as they arrive on the campus at 9:30 a.m. (Arizona guests arrived last night) by speeches of welcome by students of various classes, faculty and their school songs sung by students of the Music department.

Chapel Program

After a minute inspection of all dormitory rooms by the visitors they will assemble in Idaho Memorial auditorium for a three-hour long chapel program produced by a 15-minute concert by the La Sierra College orchestra, directed by Otto Racke.

Directed by Harlyn Abel, the Canto Bella, a cappella will perform twice on the program.

Roving Reviewer

During the noon hour, Dean of Men W. T. Cornbliss, as a Roving Interviewer, will be cross-examining the students on the first Monday in May—eliminating the last-minute rush to get signatures during exam week.

Special credit goes to the photographers, says Bristol, Prof. L. H. Cushman, laboring night and day, has produced the bulk of this year's Meteor photos. Marshall Hornman and Dick Balking have also contributed generously. States the chief, Glenn Fink has assembled the snapshot pages.

Vernon Kelstrom having completed his task as advertising manager, Jim Wilcott, the man of many duties, takes up the details of circulation.
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THE MILLING THROUGHE—COLLEGE DAY

For you, visiting seniors, some of LSC’s graduating class of 1946 look back over the road that you, too, must travel to get that sheepskin—and point out what, in their opinions, are some of the pitfalls you are likely to encounter.

• • •

ARMEN JOHNSON, ’1939,” N. Dak., Senior, Ministerial

To all would-be ministers—take up the mantle of Charles Harrison. He suggests: "Go into ministry. If you don’t, you’re missing out on one of the best activities of the College.

"But what if you can’t sing?" queries the Roving Boyester wittily.

"Learn to sing," is his optimistic reply. "You will develop a better ear and a speaking voice that will be of tremendous benefit to your future ministry.

As important as music, he advises, is the development of a "collegiate attitude," and a more generous regard of the future.

• • •

CAROL DUNN, 20 Calif., Senior, French

Carol urges those students just beginning college to have their eyes on the goal which they wish to attain before they register and then they may pursue it without deviation.

"Meandering aimlessly from one course to another wastes a lot of time," she warns. Carol also suggests that if the academic senior isn’t certain of the course in which he should major, it would be a good idea for him to take a general course during the first year, and then he might develop a "collegiate attitude" and a more generous regard of the future.

• • •
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Local Musicians Stage Concerts For Campaign

Boosting the current library campaign, the Canto Bella choir, the Men's chorus and soloists, have scheduled several engagements in neighboring cities with proceeds to be applied on the campaign.

At Corona

First in the schedule is an appearance at Corona on March 28, next Monday night-at the High school auditorium. Tickets are listed at 25 cents for adults and 15 cents for students.

Riverside

On April 16, the groups will present a concert in Riverside at the Central Jr. high school auditorium on Magnolia ave. Tickets are listed at the San Bernadino prices.

The two organizations will appear on the same program, the Canto Bella choir, along with the Canto Amore portion of the program and the Men's chorus, the secular.

While it is not intended that these engagements will be staged after the close of the campaign, due to the schedules of these organizations, their arrangements have been made with the steering committee for the project. Applied. Prof. Harry Abel, director of both groups, is in charge of arrangements.

All students may sell the tickets to the concert performances, regardless of their entire collection of the sales on their campaign goals. Tickets are available now, Mr. Abel in charge.

Field Day Focus

Phil Dunham received $10, a few minutes after starting school meetings. At noon, his group worked all over the city hunting in a park to which one (Tim Phil knew the town backwards and the workers.) But it turned out to be a picnic conundrum.

Betty Hannum reported a lecture given her by a preacher who said she should be spanked!

Sydney Allen told of one house where he received such competition from a parrot that he decided to leave. A dog started after him, but the parrot called the dog back perhaps on apology!

Lyle Fox and Jim Book entered a hotschop. After the current man replied that they were vegetarians, he could not give them a butcher shop. After the canvass was over, the man replied that since they perhaps on apology!

Phil knew the town backwards and the workers. Perhaps on apology.

While two of the concerts will be held in Riverside, the third will be held in Corona. The Cornean will be held at 50 cents for adults and 35 cents for students. With both College and Academy bands performing as a single unit, Director C. O. Trubey outlined this weekend's schedule, which the band will follow for the remainder of the year.

Most immediate in the band's engagements is a special 45-minute concert for the benefit of the temporary senior comprehensive. The concert will be given at the Lorance School, which has been approved for use, 10 cents for adults and 5 cents for students.

At noon, Elder C. S. Longacre, General Conference associate secretary of religious liberty, as guest speaker in chapel last week.
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Leaders Today—Leaders Tomorrow; Criterion Presents Senior Presidents

THES ARE THE MEN AND WOMEN who head the respective senior classes on our campus. They are students who are looking forward to the future. At the request of the Criterion, their sponsors have sent the accompanying sketches of their origins and destinies. Pictures accompany all those who submitted the requested portraits.

ARIZONA
From Arizona Academy, Frieda Wallben, president of AA's senior class, desires to obtain the office of a nursing instructor. Taking her preparatory work at AA, Frieda has attended Arizona Academy for one and one-half years, having led a somewhat nomadic life previous to 1943. During her year at Arizona, Frieda has won distinction in varied activities.

GLENDALE
From Glendale Union Academy, George Vanity, 16, president of the senior class, is a budding M.D. Owing to a long, hard career, he is working at St. Louis and since then he has continually added to his wide range of interests—excluding mushroom growing—until at present his interests have culminated in an earnest pursuit of chemistry, all in preparation for his life work.

LA SIERRA
From La Sierra Academy, Planning to continue his educational work at La Sierra College—taking a theology major, with music minor—15-year-old Phil Durham has been a live wire since he came to LSA at the beginning of this year. He is active in the junior ministerial fellowship, and in other social and religious phases of La Sierra Academy life.

Valley Choir Begins Rehearsing 'Creation'; New Members May Join Before Sunday Night

188 Academy Seniors Visit La Sierra Today

Interviewer, will stroll through the dinner room equipped with portable microphone, greeting various seniors at random. The afternoon is to be devoted to tours of the campus during which, among other things, students will see the College Campus in actual production.

Refreshments and Music
After the afternoon itinerary, the visitors will gather in the cafeteria for refreshments and a 45-minute concert by the College 10. Directed by Clarence O. They.

Loma Linda
From Loma Linda Academy, Harry F. Taylor, born in Savannah, Ga., has spent most of his life in the Southland. Coming to California in 1941, he has spent three years at LL. Among his many activities and positions of responsibility in extracurricular activities, he was a president of his student body. Harry plans on college and the medical profession.

Lynwood
From Lynwood Academy, Richard Hunter, 17, wants to travel around the world as a missionary. Richard says that for the last four years he planned to be a physician, but about a year ago, he became convinced of his current aspirations. Lynwood’s senior class president is a native son of Southern California. Born in Fullerton, he has spent his life to date to that city and Birne. Perhaps that is why he aspires to travel.

San Diego
From San Diego Union Academy, Charles (Rey) La Grange has been a San Diegoan, scholastically, from the start—all of his college preparatory work having been taken at SDA. An active lad he has been, too—serving as class secretary in his junior year, junior class president, and is taking a work course with interests to the development of his arthritic talents, he plans to begin college work at LSC next year.

Education is an ornament in prosperity and a refuge in adversity. —Aristotle.

Having stayed an "auditorium-filling performance" last Sunday evening in the Music hall, the Valley Symphony choir, directed by Harold Abel, is now laying plans for the rehearsing of Haydn’s "Creation," on May 11. The first rehearsal of the oratorio is scheduled for next Sunday evening, reports Mr. Abel, and individuals wishing to join the Valley choir are to report to Dr. J. C. aussler, field director. "It is a very good opportunity for a contributor to furnish immediate cash, commented William Hofstar, pledge will be accepted, made payable by May 15.

One of the indictments of civilization is its happiness. How are we today? —D. A. Wynant.

Enthusiasm Runs High in Library Campaign; Dot Macnaghey’s Group Leads In Receipts

Last Year’s ‘Visiting Seniors’ Tell Why They Came to La Sierra

WHY DO VISITING SENIORS decide to come to La Sierra College? In a moment's notice, the College Criterion will have a representative LSC freshman from each of the academies that are represented on the campus today and get the information. The answers are varied—just as LSC's attractions are.—By Beverly Symonds.

ARIZONA
Hollis Field, pre-dental student, is one of our representatives from Arizona Academy. The pastor of his senior class last year, Hollis came here to take his college work because it is located near his home and because of La Sierra College's excellent science department. He is interested in science and reports that he enjoys working in LSC's well-equipped science laboratories.

GLENDALE
From Glendale Union Academy comes Bill Lodlees, popular, blond, and pre-missionary theology student. The spiritual atmosphere on the campus encouraged Bill to come here to college, and he finds the chapels and prayer bands inspirational. Bill's enthusiasm makes him an active member of the International Relations club as well as several other college organizations.

LA SIERRA
From La Sierra Academy comes Elaine Sheldon, the vice-president of her senior class of 1943. This year, Elaine, a pre-missionary student, is the president of the Filoneco club and secretary of the pre-professional senior class. Elaine was particularly attracted to our College because of the friendly willingness to help one another that is exhibited among the student body.

LA SIERRA
Hofstar.

Our friendly Meteor photography editor claims Loma Linda Academy as his alma mater. Esther Hofstar, also a P.B. switchboard operator on the campus, was attracted to LSC because it is near her home. The friendly atmosphere of the College made her feel as if she belonged here from the moment she came, says this future missionary nurse.

Lynwood
Elaine Sheldon comes to LSC from Lynwood Academy. She was the assistant secretary of her senior class last year, and we know her as a popular member of the College orchestra. She promises future students that they will find unlimited fun in living in one of the dorms on the campus, Elaine, an English major, will be a boarder with the English and literary departments at LSC.

San Diego
Bob Foss, the men's hockey assistant, hails from San Diego Academy and is taking a liberal arts course at LSC this year. La Sierra was attractive to him because he has lived in the city for many years and the quiet, peaceful atmosphere and location of the College are relaxing. Bob will highly recommend dormitory life as a part of everyone's experience. It is a conditioner, he says.
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Welcome -- Seniors of '46!

A Larger Scope

standard.

literature, science, and art.

ahead of you in knowledge, in things he gained. There are still high standards to reach for higher goals of success, for higher levels of culture.

Do not be satisfied with a cursory glance at things material, buttonholing experience—and we'll be pleased to see you here today--have a good time, an enlightening experience—and we'll be looking forward to seeing you next year at LSC.

As a matter of interest to you, we list below the officers of all academy senior classes visiting today:

Arizona Academy—10 Seniors

Freda Wilhite

President

Lara Statham

First Vice President

Patricia Milsaps

Second Vice President

Gloria Blackwell

Secretary

Bob Wallace

Treasurer

La Sierra Prep School—60 Seniors

Phyllis Dunham

President

Melvin Smith

Vice President

Mary Smith

Secretary

Mary Theresa Carson

Treasurer

Colfax Preparatory—6 Seniors

George Vannix

President

Marilyn Cone

Vice President

Janet Houston

Secretary

Deryl Leggitt

Treasurer

Loma Linda Academy—21 Seniors

Nancy Taylor

President

Virginia Alexander

Vice President

Ruth McDonald

Secretary

Colton Academy—14 Seniors

Collie Ross

President

Marilyn Anderson

Vice President

Bernard Mallory

Treasurer

Palm Academy—62 Seniors

Mark Hardin

President

Bill Langford

Vice President

Lucille Esteb

Treasurer

Alumni Association—4 Seniors

Vivian Ellington

President

Gloria Kinch

Vice President

Bernard Mallory

Treasurer


ASB PRESIDENT DANIEL GUILD SAYS 'JOIN US NEXT YEAR'

LSC SENIOR PREXY KELSTROM REVIEWS THE FOUR-YEAR ROAD

Extra Curricular Life is Important.

College is not only hard work, study, but it is an opportunity for practical development in the religious activities of the college and student organizations. The cultural and social advancement is much enhanced by the ASB-sponsored campaigns, cultural, social, and literary activities.

We invite you to join in our Christian fellowship with us next year.

The aim of our organization is to promote the spirit of cooperation and friendship of the student body and to aspire to new heights—spiritually, culturally, and socially. We do this spiritually by student participation in religious activities of the college and student organizations.

'We welcome all of you to be a part of this spirit of cooperation and friendship. Many of you have held offices in your own student bodies. LSC's student officers are men and women just like yourself who have developed this civic spirit.

And in addition, a host of some 13 clubs organized for the pursuit of individual interests. Don't miss these activities when you come to LSC. They are as important as your curricular pursuits.

Interest Interviews Scheduled for Seniors

A special period this morning (11:45-12:15) will be devoted to senior interviews.

Following the chapel program, the senior classes will be aggregated into various interest groups, each group going to the department of interest. Those heads of these departments will discuss relevant problems and questions.
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Library Named for Fulton, Pioneer in SDA Work

By Jacqueline Bauer

The new La Sierra College library which will occupy a major portion of the new administration building now in construction is to be titled the "J. E. Fulton Memorial Library" in honor of the late John Edward Fulton.

Full Life

Elder Fulton was born in Nova Scotia July 1, 1869, and 83 years later began his ministry as a student conductor. He soon after became a minister in Oregon and California and in 1904 he accepted a call to New Zealand where he served for one year. The next ten years he spent in the Fiji Islands except for one year spent at the Australian Missionary college.

Executive Career


Because of his failing health his last trip to Australia was in 1937. He spent a month of months in California following that year. He spent his closing days as a counsellor, in honored member, Union committees, and a preacher of the gospel, passing away on April 23, 1945, in Glendale, Calif.

Active in LSC's Founding

As chairman of many of the committee meetings held to decide the location of the school, he was especially active in the early days of the founding of La Sierra.

Because of his activities in connection with the school and with the sending of this message, we consider it an honor to dedicate our new library to his memory.

Gregory Summarizes

Ad Building Progress

By Carol Dunn

The new administration building, begun November 12, will be ready for occupancy by next June, and perhaps before if everything continues as planned, according to Mr. James Gregory, the contractor.

The manner in which materials have been obtained has been "miraculous," states Mr. Gregory. At a time when it was thought work would have to be halted, 50,000 feet of lumber and almost 10 tons of steel beams arrived.

Sound Proofing

To reduce noise in the reading room, rock linoleum will be used for the entire floor and Johns-Manville quiet tile for the ceilings. Fluorescent lighting will be used.

Seating Capacity 275

The main reading room of the library will seat from 250 to 275 students at any one time. In addition to this, by each window in the stack room there will be chairs for individual research work. The stacks will be all metal and there will be eye-level between the upper and lower stack rooms.

Music Campaing

Music Campaing

At the close of the Music Campaign, now launched into a drive for $10,000, we drive to furnish the J. E. Fulton Memorial Library. Students of LSC are making history today.

La Sierra College is engaged in the most extensive campaign in its history—the drive to raise $10,000 for the purchase of furnishings for the J. E. Fulton Memorial library, located in the Administration building, under construction.

Recognition

The floor plan of the Library reading room on the left, illustrates the extent of the project. Solid oak reading tables and chairs—each table that is furnished by a patron of the College being marked with a bronze plaque, indicating the contributor.

Students, Faculty Unite

Beginning in last Thursday's extra assembly session, the campaign is backed by the combined forces of Student Association and faculty. Student Leaders James Wilcott, manager; Ralph Thompson; Kay Neal, and Armin Johnson, in conjunction with Dr. W. J. Alvey, E. S. Cubley, and K. P. Amb, direct the 40 divisions into which the students and faculty are divided. Each group, as well as the individuals comprising it, are promised substantial rewards for their support of the campaign.

Contributions Invited

Patrons and friends of the College are invited to contribute to the Fulton Fund, regardless of whether or not they are contacted by representatives of the campaign. The sign of the two angels in a V becomes a friendly sign to all the Allenites, white, yellow, or brown; and a dead sign to the foe.

On to Victory

We have no one to fight, but we have a victory to win! We begin to realize just what the quotation means that says, "The Christian life is a battle and a march." Our ingathering campaign over, we are on to victory for funds to furnish our new library.

There’s no quitting place for our endeavors, we must step on from one job well done to another and get the victory habit!

Many Willing

And there are many who will be willing to give, parents, ministers, doctors, friends, business men, who know about our College. Even we students should want to give a two-pence—or two-as a token of our esteem for our alma mater.

So up with those fingers—V for Victory! Let’s roll up our sleeves again—and sing with the soldiers—"We have done it before, and we can do it again!” Let us work! And let us win!
Red Cross Drive Near Completion
The Riverside chapter of the American Red Cross has announced the sum total for the Riverside county and city in the 1946 Fund Campaign as being $9,500.75. This total is $1,350 short of the goal already set; therefore, the campaign is being extended to April 15. This money has been raised through the efforts of local city figures who have served on committees to contact various groups of people in Riverside city and county districts.

The national campaign of the American Red Cross has been under way for several weeks to date, with the purpose of raising funds for the devastated countries of Europe and Asia.

During the war the American Red Cross has served to bring help to the prisoners of war, to the people of war stricken countries, and as an international ambassador of good-will. During peace time the American Red Cross serves those in need of help.

Frank Wyman is the American Red Cross representative on the LSC campus. Anyone wishing to contribute to the 1946 Fund campaign should contact Mr. Wyman in Calkins Hall. Every American has been asked to contribute something to the Red Cross this year.

Fulton Library Campaign Closes Sunday;
Choirs Schedule Benefit Performances
According to Jim Wilcott, campaign chairman, grand total to date in the Fulton Memorial Library Campaign is $4,500 with individual scores running high. Ralph Thompson is reported to have approximately $850 credit, Dick Balkos $450, Dr. W. J. Airey $500, Jack Weeks $350, Jim Wilcott $350, and Marguerite Hansum $250.

* Campaign Field Day Today
$100. Dorothy McConaghy’s band is still in the lead with the highest total credit to date.

Mr. Wilcott stated that the Victory picnic will be sometime during the latter part of April. He is expecting to have a final decision when all LSC students will be given an opportunity to go out and sell tickets for the Fulton Memorial Library.

In order to raise additional funds to reach the $10,000 campaign goal, Mr. Wilcott, with the assistance of Prof. Harly Abel, has scheduled concerts to be given by the LSC music department in near by cities. The first of these benefit concerts will be April 9 in San Bernardino and the second will be April 16 in Riverside.

Sales for the April 9 concert will continue all this week. It is expected that at least 1500 tickets will be sold.

Mr. Wilcott says that the deadline is definitely April 7 when he hopes that the goal of $10,000 will have been reached. He urges those who have not yet received letters from the campaign to make a supreme last minute effort. "It is the many small gifts that are going to make our victory," says Mr. Wilcott.

Campaign stationery is available to those who may need additional supplies through the individual group leaders.

Fisk Jubilee Singers Slated for April 13;
Rated Tops Among Spirituals Singers
The fourth program in the Arts Course series will be presented on April 13 when the famed Fisk Jubilee Singers will present a musical variety program. The Fisk Jubilee Singers of Fisk University are rated by contemporary critics among the best interpreters of Negro spirituals in the world today. The program will begin at 8:15 p.m. in Hite Memorial Auditorium. All seats will be reserved. Tickets are on sale in the business office.

The front-page aerial view of the LSC campus in the College Day issue of the Claremont was erroneously credited to L. H. Osgood. The photo was taken by Zone Price and was used by the courtesy of W. J. Crandall.

Fisk Jubilee Singers
Perform at Glendale
The music department will give a performance at the Glenendale Union Academy on the evening of April 6 sponsored by the Parent-Teachers Association of Glenendale. The combined and advanced choirs under the direction of Prof. Harly Abel will present a variety program and will feature several local artists as soloists. This concert is to be similar to the one to be presented in San Bernardino on April 9.
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A Vet Looks It Over

A Veteran Looks It Over and gives his slant on the postwar world. In this second in the current series, Gerald Friedrich, religious major, contributes. Gerald was inducted into the Air Corps in October, 1942, being discharged in December, 1945, and enrolling here with the second semester.

La Sierra College, "the school with a friendly spirit," means more than that to just those returned service men. To those of us on the campus this year, LSC has been a dream for the past two, three, or four years; a dream that has now become a reality. Where Christian fellowship can be enjoyed with others of like ideals, where prosperity is not heard, where a cigarette is not seen danging from every man or woman's lips, where the topic of conversation is somewhat other than the amount of beer and whiskey consumed at the previous night's fling. These are just a few of the so called pleasures and habits of the world that find no place in the Christian life. We are happy to be associated with a student body and faculty such as is here at LSCI.

To those of us at La Sierra and every other Christian school, where life is carefree and happy, where thoughts are fairly well filled with assignments and campus activities, let us not forget that outside of our small circle of activity is a world of sin, and without a firm foundation. When we leave the protecting arm of our college and meet the world on her own ground, will we be true to the principles and ideals that we have learned here? Will our lives be as Eighhouses in a dark and troubled sea? Or will we be swept along and swallowed up by the sin all around us?

Many of us were taken from school and put in a worldly environment. Some of us perhaps did not find God until we felt an actual need for Him. Fellow students, may we who have seen both sides of the picture suggest that each one of us make God a personal friend now.

* UNSATISFIED YEARNING *

Down the silent hallway
Scammers the dog about,
And whistles, and bangs, and scratches.
In order to get out
Once in the glittering starlight,
We find happiness for the asking.

—Munkittick

## Plynke Stoutly Affirms That Minnesota Is Worst State In Union—Unconvincing

Hereafter, readers, is the third in a series of articles about the states that LSCites call home—written by students from those states. Lowell Plynke, erstwhile staff member of the College Criterion, unconvincing.

By Lowell Plynke

It seems as if nothing great can be done or written any more unless the originator strains himself to do something that has not been done before. And the longer the world stands the tougher it is to dispute the theory that there is nothing new under the sun. And so I fall in line with the Twentieth Century writers who believe that to express one's self in an orthodox fashion is to be—express one's self as people have been doing for centuries is to be dull. Be different at all costs! To do this I must go against all spontaneous and natural inclinations. It would not do to say as everyone else—"My state is the best!"

There are other ways of proving that Minnesota is not a Utopia, but that Minnesota is not a Utopia, but

How do you feel about things? We'll bring up to discuss the subject of Minnesota. First of all, we have the statistics. The college should have newsreels to keep it up to date. Most of them have little contact with the outside world. And it's embarrassing when someone asks you what you think of the morning's news and you don't have access to a radio or paper. Of few of us get a chance to read the daily newspaper, either. We'd be a lot better off in current events if we had regular newspapers—either in the student papers or in joint worship. They should be able to read the students' views, and perhaps have their opinions. It's only a question of time, but let's be sure that we get the best state in the Union! But let us not forget that Minnesota is the worst state in the Union! But

Does someone have an answer?

—Doce Colton

## THE BOILER ROOM

### Let Off Steam Here

How do you feel about things? We'll bring up to discuss the subject of Minnesota. First of all, we have the statistics. The college should have newsreels to keep it up to date. Most of them have little contact with the outside world. And it's embarrassing when someone asks you what you think of the morning's news and you don't have access to a radio or paper. Of few of us get a chance to read the daily newspaper, either. We'd be a lot better off in current events if we had regular newspapers—either in the student papers or in joint worship. They should be able to read the students' views, and perhaps have their opinions. It's only a question of time, but let's be sure that we get the best state in the Union! But let us not forget that Minnesota is the worst state in the Union! But

### Social Conditions

Said to you, Minnesota probably has as many mentally disabled people as any state in the Union. (Pro ratio, that is!) Now, why did you have to bring up such a topic? There are other ways of proving that Minnesota is not a Utopia, but that Minnesota is not a Utopia, but

### Field trips

Field trips are good if there should be a lot more of them. The general agreement is that LSCites call home—written by students from those states. Lowell Plynke, erstwhile staff member of the College Criterion, unconvincing.

By Lowell Plynke

It seems as if nothing great can be done or written any more unless the originator strains himself to do something that has not been done before. And the longer the world stands the tougher it is to dispute the theory that there is nothing new under the sun. And so I fall in line with the Twentieth Century writers who believe that to express one's self in an orthodox fashion is to be—express one's self as people have been doing for centuries is to be dull. Be different at all costs! To do this I must go against all spontaneous and natural inclinations. It would not do to say as everyone else—"My state is the best!"

—Munkittick

## My Opinion

Much advancement has been made in the field of education during the past few years. The trend has been to clarify the subject matter in the minds of the students by presenting the material as vividly as possible. Two three education majors were asked if they thought there was room for improvement in the line of visual education. Here are the opinions:

### SYLVA WOOSLEY, 19, Soph., education, Mo.

Sylva heartily believes in visual education as a means for learning the facts painlessly. "If you see a thing, you remember it a lot better than when you read it out of a book! Why then it really works! Movies can be applied to history, geography, the sciences, and everything except Bible, I guess." Speaking about using cartoons and humorous films to illustrate certain points, she says that they are used for educational purposes and succeed in putting the point across, they are definitely unobjectionable.

### JEAN JOHNSTON, 20, soph., education, Calif.

The college should have newsreels to keep it up to date. Most of them have little contact with the outside world. And it's embarrassing when someone asks you what you think of the morning's news and you don't have access to a radio or paper. Of few of us get a chance to read the daily newspaper, either. We'd be a lot better off in current events if we had regular newspapers—either in the student papers or in joint worship. They should be able to read the students' views, and perhaps have their opinions. It's only a question of time, but let's be sure that we get the best state in the Union! But let us not forget that Minnesota is the worst state in the Union! But

### HARVEY MILLER, 21, senior, theological, Cuba

There is a lot of room for improvement, as far as visual education is concerned, in the field of evangelism. We ministers have to use old-fashioned charts, ancient film strips, or some old contraption that sometimes works and sometimes doesn't. We'd like the best that is available, something modern that is up-to-date, and appealing to the educated, cultured classes. Movies are being made in technicolor, now, so such things as Daniel and the sanctuary service. They are a step in the right direction, and will be very helpful. On the whole, we are only beginning to see the possibilities of visual education in evangelism."
LOCALLY SPEAKING

* Campaigns
As the Fulton Memorial library campaign goes into the home stretch this week end, it looks from where we sit if, unfortunately, too many are only vaguely aware that a campaign is on. We have told to the lack of chapel time utilized and individual initiative, except on the part of leadership and the main reason is that the hour is just before dawn (a thoroughly unscientific, but illustrative) and that the possibility that a field day may be called before this is printed, campaign success is in no way assured.

* Futurama
Due shortly is an announcement from the president's office regarding additions to LSC faculty for the coming year. Additions to the building enrollment expected.

Beginning this week—the Spring Week of Prayer with Dr. Frank H. Yost of the Truth Church—is in order. A week such will doubtless give renewed spiritual stimulus to those recently war-weary, as well as more permanent problems.

THE LARGER WORLD...

* Settlement
UNOptimistic outlook in international affairs of the past few weeks seems to have the same effect as having your arm turned for the better, with hope that the Italian and USSR-Czeckoslovak conflict may be settled and that the trouble in the Far East will not worsen.

* Out of the Deep
John E. Lewis is making his bid for power. He strikes while the cold situation is hot, and 600,000 mine workers are idle this week. It is a state of affairs that in June "may bring a virtual shutdown of coal last week restored" industrial production." Lewis' public insistence that the strike is almost completely over the "safety measure" angle, unfortunately puts mine operators in the position of having had a lot of horse talk—unless it is realized that Lewis' measures consist largely of a "safety" measure at best, and a pre- vision that a riot be levied on every ton of coal produced.

EDITORIALLY

Dear Readers:
With a long weary sigh I sunk into the old straight-back chair in the President's Office just now. I can hear Elder Madsen teaching one of his classes at dawn of one day and this Andre propounding Spanish conjugations at the other end.

Tomorrow begins the spring vacation that we have all looked forward to with such anticipation. To all of us it means a rest from the ever pressing studies, to recharged church trip or just a chance to relax.

It seems to me that one could easily get a gosip of breath before a track runner makes the dash for the finish line. Our school year will soon be over now. I wonder if I have profitted from this year as should. Through the lens of time, I see the new year.

Elder Robison said that the native brethren do their part in curing diabetes. I feel just as faithful and sacrificing as any of our believers are in striving to stretch out these tidal waves. Originating in the Pacific tidal waves. Originating in the same area, it was revealed that the widespread spiritual need through Chile. Mr. Anderson's talk was the only opportunity to pray for needs of our war ravaged planet.

Elder Milton Robison, missionary from Africa, brought us greetings from the Southern African division. Mar. 25 in chapel. Elder Robison has served as missionary for 20 years in that field.

He gave interesting word pictures of his travels this past year which were published in the Church News.

Elder Robison said that the native brethren do their part in curing diabetes. I feel just as faithful and sacrificing as any of our believers are in striving to stretch out these tidal waves. Originating in the same area, it was revealed that the widespread spiritual need through Chile. Mr. Anderson's talk was the only opportunity to pray for needs of our war ravaged planet.

ALUMNEWS

(The mother of Franklin and Helen Webster submitted this little story which I'd like to pass it on to our readers, dedicated to those of us who find themselves, in the face of old times, in the same boat as the old times, in the same boat as the old times, in the same boat as the old times, in the same boat as the old times, in the small world.—Editor)

The time was September, 1943.

Two little boys started to school for the first time at the Riverside church school. They were in the same class. She was one of those consciences that those who knew how to make little folks feel at ease even on the very first day.

The boys' paths parted and each went their separate ways.

At the close of the year, their paths part and each went their separate ways. The boys kept in touch and went their separate ways.

She is a lover of sports activities, especially soccer, and is happiest in those situations these days. It's a blessing to have them back to normal peacetime living.

S. A. Presents Seniors in Colorful Ceremonies, Junior Prexy Leads March

Trumpet fanfare played by Wil- son Cole and Delano Ham in chapel on March 19 with the design of all Bob Smith, junior class pres- ident, marched to the platform with the emblem of the senior class '46—a shield and crown made in red and white roses. The trumpets then announced the winners of the various needs of our war ravaged planet.

The class chaplain, Edward O'Sky, conducted the devotion.

Theme Contest Extended

Very little has been said of late about the Prep Parade theme contest which was to have ended this month. However, it has not been forgotten by the campus of G. C. and plans are being made to repeat activities of last two weeks end of the contest has been extended to Wednesday noon of April 10.

The only theme used in the initial contest was one by Joyce Templeton, entitled "Lights to Light Our Campuses.

Come on now, students, can't you give her a little competition? There are three H's but also planted the seed day. She not only taught them the same class and had the same

Kathryn Wood.

DO IT NOW!

The class motto is "Put on the whole armor of God," and the aim is "Grooms after conflict."

Musical numbers were a clarinet quintet by Florence King and John Madsen, a song by the senior gals' trio, and a song by the senior boys' quartet.

The seniors marched out tri-umphantly while hits of red and white paper fluttered down upon them from above the rostrum.

Officers
Class officers are as follows: president, Phil Dunham; vice president, Miriam Smith, secretary, Mary Smith; chaplain, Marshall Hors- mann; parliamentarian, Moses Chalmers; chaplain, Edward O'Sky; secretary, Elder Madsen and Mrs. Kathryn Wood.

Prep Parade

What? A bundle of surprise. Where? February 19, 1947. Why? A baby girl. What for? She is a lover of sports activities, especially soccer, and is happiest in those situations these days. It's a blessing to have them back to normal peacetime living.

Let's Get Acquainted.

Everyone is in for a surprise. The boom is expected. The seniors are arrayed in their senior gowns. The trumpets fanfare played by William Anderson, college professor of business administration, Mr. Ar- den, who is a returned missionary from China, related several of his experiences in the widespread spiritual need through- out China. Mr. Anderson's talk was the only opportunity to pray for needs of our war ravaged planet.

Trumpet fanfare played by Wil- son Cole and Delano Ham in chapel on March 19 with the design of all Bob Smith, junior class pres- ident, marched to the platform with the emblem of the senior class '46—a shield and crown made in red and white roses. The trumpets then announced the winners of the various needs of our war ravaged planet.

The class chaplain, Edward O'Sky, conducted the devotion.

Prep Parade

S. A. Presents Seniors in Colorful Ceremonies, Junior Prexy Leads March

Trumpet fanfare played by Wil- son Cole and Delano Ham in chapel on March 19 with the design of all Bob Smith, junior class pres- ident, marched to the platform with the emblem of the senior class '46—a shield and crown made in red and white roses. The trumpets then announced the winners of the various needs of our war ravaged planet.

The class chaplain, Edward O'Sky, conducted the devotion.

Theme Contest Extended

Very little has been said of late about the Prep Parade theme contest which was to have ended this month. However, it has not been forgotten by the campus of G. C. and plans are being made to repeat activities of last two weeks end of the contest has been extended to Wednesday noon of April 10.

The only theme used in the initial contest was one by Joyce Templeton, entitled "Lights to Light Our Campuses.

Come on now, students, can't you give her a little competition? There are three H's but also planted the seed day. She not only taught them the same class and had the same

Kathryn Wood.

DO IT NOW!

The class motto is "Put on the whole armor of God," and the aim is "Grooms after conflict."

Musical numbers were a clarinet quintet by Florence King and John Madsen, a song by the senior gals' trio, and a song by the senior boys' quartet.

The seniors marched out tri-umphantly while hits of red and white paper fluttered down upon them from above the rostrum.

Officers
Class officers are as follows: president, Phil Dunham; vice president, Miriam Smith, secretary, Mary Smith; chaplain, Marshall Hors- mann; parliamentarian, Moses Chalmers; chaplain, Edward O'Sky; secretary, Elder Madsen and Mrs. Kathryn Wood.

Hates to be teased? Oh, yes! She is another one of our natives of beloved California, Whittier to be exact, an up and coming "Junior" who hopes to make the grade of "Senior" in three years. She definitely dislikes people who always insist on being late to everything. When you see her making a dash for Hole Memorial Auditorium with music under her arm you know she is usually on the way to practice her organ lesson.

Her favorite sport is basket ball. Favorite dessert — two pieces of chocolate cake. (Take note — she loves to eat!) Those three hours she spends in keeping up her music book.

Who is this girl who is spending her second year here in the dorm? None other than Lois Almskog.

Get acquainted! You won't regret it.

IN SYMPATHY

We wish to extend deepest sympathy to Mary Smith and her family in the death of her grandmother, Mrs. Dunham Smith.

The funeral was held at the Riverside church, March 23. Members of the senior girls' trio provided music at the graveside service.
**Clubbity**

**Arts and Letters Guild**

President Marjorie Whalen has announced that the activity schedule of Arts and Letters Guild will be alternate meetings on Tuesday at noon in the Cafeteria Club and alternate Saturday morning in social meetings. The first of the Saturday night parties was held on Mar. 24 at the home of Mrs. Siskin, faculty advisor in art.

**Sigma Phi**

Tuesday, March 20, was celebrated by the Sigma Phi at Mrs. Mary Champion’s birthday. Rehearsals were served in the worship room and a cake and flowers were presented to Mrs. Champion. Elaine Bartlett, vice president, announced that the Sigma Phi membership pins will not be ready until shortly before the end of the spring semester. The pins have been designed in a triangle form to be done in black enamel on gold metal.

Mr. Duncan Bradley, president of the Beta Kappa, has announced plans for an exchange function for the Sigma Phi to be given very soon. The plans include a program to be given by some of our Hawaiian students on the campus. Because of several unexpected difficulties, this program has been postponed from the originally scheduled date of April 4; however, Mr. Duncan Bradley says that the program will be given very soon.

At a recent meeting of MKB Mr. Howerton was the guest speaker. His topic dealt with the practices of Vocational in Haiti. Mr. Howerton is a local figure on the campus and has traveled in Haiti and French Indo-China. Mr. Howerton was one of the last to leave Haiti before the Japanese invasion.

**Commercial**

The Commercial Club went on a field trip to Los Angeles, Tuesday, Mar. 21. Some of the club members left the campus late for a three o'clock appointment. You should have been here at three o'clock.

**Why? What happened?**

**That’s What Canto Bella Does**

**Frank Wyman**, monitor and page boy for Callins hall, knows for his ringing voice, was shouting for silence. "What’s all the noise about?" asked a neighboring Moody. With much concern, Frank Wyman is trying to talk to Los Angeles," was the reply. "Well, why don’t you use the telephone?"

---

**Editor Swamped—News Ed. Rescues!**

Editor Jack Weeks, formerly a character of somewhat ubiquitous propensities, has quite suddenly lapsed into penury! This but true that comprehensive's begin SOON; thus, this fact is creating a complete riot in the well regulated habits of our dear editor. In his absence, Audrey Williams, news editor, has taken over his duties for the next few weeks. Perhaps this might serve as a gentle reminder to all other seniors that the great day is not far off when you’ll be expected to give all you have learned in your four years of college.

**Minnesota Is Worst State In Union!—Plyne; Qualifies Opinion Regarding Whilom ‘Fatherland’**

Dear Mr. Plyne:

I am a hearty orator and believe that I can conduct a platform at any time. I am a poltcal economist and have studied the empirical methods of the state. I have also written several books on the subject.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

---

**Minnesota Is Worst State In Union!—Plyne; Qualifies Opinion Regarding Whilom ‘Fatherland’**

Dearest Plyne:

I have been discussing the subject of Minnesota with several of my friends. They all agree that Minnesota is the worst state in the United States.

Yours truly,

[Signature]
FULTON LIBRARY FUND REACHES $13,000

Cash and Pledges Continue to Pour In

At the April 7 meeting of the ASB, Dan Guild, Student Body President, officially closed the F. Fulton Library Campaign, with a total of $13,521.75 raised by the Student Body of LSC and as-

According to latest reports, cash and pledges are still coming in to business office, and campaign leaders expect the ultimate total to reach $15,000. “Pledges must be in by May 15.”

claimed the leadership of Jim Wilcott, Kay Neal, and Ralph Thompson during the campaign.

Jas. Guild, ASB campaign manager, estimated that at least 300 LSC students participated in the campaign held on April 4. LSC students went as far south as San Diego and as far north as Pasadena, Glendora, and Los Angeles to contact individuals for the Library fund campaign. Many groups and individuals have been contacted, and the ultimate total of these was the gift of $875.00 made by Forest Lawn Memorial Park to Jim Wilcott.

Optimism

“I was optimistic from the first that we would go over the top and I am happy that we came out so well,” said Dr. W. J. Airey in his short speech to the Student Body before the assembly. Dr. Airey has personally accounted for over $500 of the sum total. Dr. Airey further stated that some individuals who have worked hard on the campaign without much material reward, but that whether or not they should receive any recognition now, they will have been justified in their faithfulness to the campaign. Dr. Airey, ASB advisor, admitted that he has always had confidence in the ability of the LSC Student Body and he said that his confidence has been entirely rewarded by the results of this campaign.

Laudation

Mr. K. F. Amba stated that the STUDENTS put the campaign across and he commended the students for the wonderful spirit shown during the campaign.

“These weeks and $13,000 is a wonderful record,” said President Rasmussen. “Future students will think this student campaign years to come for what you have done for them.”

Picnic Set

Mr. Wilcott announced the date of the Victory picnic at Lake Arrowhead as being April 23. Students who have a minimum of five dollars in the campaign are to go on the picnic. All pledges must be returned by April 15 in order for the individual to receive credit.
FIVE EASY LESSONS

With the memory of mid-term examinations still vividly in mind, no doubt, many LSC students have resolved to study more and better from this point onward. This resolution is, indeed, a noble one. But how long do you actually expect it to be effective?

Many college students are greatly disappointed with the grades they receive. In a large percentage of these cases the trouble is in the student's understanding of the subject, study methods, it might be a good idea for all college students to take a "How to Study" course.

The following questions are samples of a study habit analysis that can be conducted by well-known, contemporary psychologists:

1. Do you study with people talking in the room?
2. Do you study by diffused light?
3. Do you read so slowly that you have trouble in covering your assignments?
4. Do you have to wait for a mood to strike you before you attempt to study?
5. If you can answer these questions satisfactorily, you are probably among the high scholarship group of LSC. If you cannot answer these questions satisfactorily, you should try to work for improvement.

First, concentration while studying is one of the most important factors to aid in the retention of the facts studied. You cannot possibly concentrate if your room is full of chattering people or if your roommate is singing or shooting bits of conversation at you constantly.

Second, your eyes must be cared for. Indirect lighting is always the best because it diffuses the light evenly, thus eliminating glare and eye fatigue.

Third, you must practice reading until you can be classified as a good reader. Your eyes should be able to scan a line without many fixations on the line. If you are a slow reader you might practice the reading tests given in the April "Reader's Digest." Along with speed of reading you must be able to comprehend and remember.

Fourth, if you are an upper-class individual—just try to keep up your vanishing panic stricken condition during mid-terms—that should be enough of a stimulus!

WEEK OF PRAYER

As you have listened to the Week of Prayer sessions this week, how much of its spiritual benefits do you intend to have two weeks from now? Will your Christian experiences of the week have made this week as vivid to you in two weeks?

If you make "The Man, Christ Jesus" a personal friend and influence people on a daily basis, you can have as vivid and vitally interesting Christian experience two weeks or two years from today as you have today!
Mock Trials Provide Effective Education

The two American Government classes held a series of mock trials during class periods last week. Both trials were conducted by students who had formed such offices as judge, defendant and plaintiffs, attorneys, for the purpose of presenting the student's knowledge of the effects of tobacco and nicotine on the tissues of the body. Both trials featured the fact that carbon monoxide, which gets into the body by smoking cigarettes, is the most rapidly fatal poison known to man. Approximately one half the adults in the United States are users of cigarettes. Smoking has been proved to affect longevity. It affects the higher centers of the brain very rapidly.

Business — God's Work

Tuesday morning April 2, the chapel hour was given to Mr. Charles Nagle, the secretary-treasurer of the National Catholic Conference of Seventh-day Adventists. He was in Berkeley stating that we, as students, should choose our professions early in life and not just attend school without an aim for the future. In closing he remarked that whatever our work is, we can find a place in the service of God.

Musi cally

The academy band under direction of Professor C. O. Trohey gave the final chapel peformance of the year last Friday. The arrangements were rendered by the following students: Dianne Purdy, trombone; Delores Harvey, trumpet; and Marije Hupp, flute.

Elder Eric B. Hare, visiting the school for the day, played the horn in the absence of one of the band members.

WHAT IF? — The girl's dean were a forest ranger. If— Marg's preferences are something of which very few can boast; she has been swimming in both the Atlantic and Pacific oceans in the same day. She has spent many a day on the ocean both in her father's launch and on board big transports, and has also traveled across the United States four times.

The Prep Parade is privileged to have "Marg" as its News Editor. Along with her other duties she has had herself to see her name there, Biology and English III are among her liked subjects. Like many others Marg's "pet peev" is getting up "early" with the sun. "I usually haven't made my bed, you see." She's a jolly, friendly junior even though she might seem a little shy. If you've only learned to know her, you'll love her as we Gladys girls do.
From Fisk University, Nashville, Tenn., come the Fisk Jubilee Singers, in Saturday evening concert.

Fisk Jubilee Singers Present Lyceum; Rated High in Spirituals Interpretation

From Fisk Jubilee, soprano, she is expected that the Salle Gavcau in Paris as no one is not many years since they packed quarters of a century is still a spirituals as sung by the Fisk Jubilee Singers through three quarters of a century is still a unique and moving experience. It is not many years since they packed the Salle Gaveau in Paris as no one but Cartau ever did. They sung command performances before King George and Queen Mary of England, Lady Astor, Ambassador Herrick, Finucane, Clemenceau, Eva Gauthier, and the late Premier Mussolini were their patrons. In America, one of the first groups of Negro singers to appear in the Hollywood Bowl. They have sung with the great symphony orchestras in Boston, Los Angeles, and Detroit. In the early days, their songs were folk-lore of their race, but now their songs belong to America and have found their place in the great body of folk music of a continent.

Tickets are on sale in the LSC business office. It is expected that there will be a very large audience.

Speech Choir Performs

The LSC Speech department sponsored a performance of the Speech Choir Saturday, April 6 at 8:00 p.m., in Hole Memorial Auditorium. Directed by Mrs. Mabel Currier, supervisor of the Speech Department, the Speech Choir began the program by reciting the Barrel-Organ by Noyes, a favorite of the original members. In addition to several selections presented by the Speech Choir, Bill Harbour, Barbara Blount, Floyd Wood, Evangeline Kirkland, Martha Lorenz, Shirley Marcus, Carol Dunn, and Virginia Dunham submitted. Vernon Hall, professor of speech, awarded O.G.A. pin as the club prize for best essay submitted. Entries. Don't let your ideas die. With a group of approximately 30 variegated men, women, boys, and girls cavorting over the campus and in the near vicinity, doing everything from digging ditches to planting onions, Professor Kruse would, of course, be the propitious tree for the able assistant of Earl Ostrander, general assistant supervisor and water commission, and John Dean, whose supervisory capabilities and eagerness to reign supreme over the local arboreal deity. Which statement established the case of our budding young tree surgeon Ben Le Duc and Earl Gallogly who will annually maintain that any romantics to the effect that they have contributed to any serious shortages of late vintage by the process of flooding or by other illegal means are not only entirely false, but are vastly exaggerated and without foundation in fact.

Tillers of the Soil and Landscape Artists Turn the Earth Upside Down—a LSC!

By Ted

A thunderous roar as of a squad of B-29's taking off for Tokyo shattered the peaceful morning calm of the La Sierra campus, jarring late sleepers in Argus Hall to shudder-waking watchfulness. The age-old struggle between man and machine is resumed once more as Charles Lindsay (or perhaps Ray Bartel or Warren Kirkwood) battles manfully to maintain his perpendicularity against the irresistible pull of the wildly charging, firing power cultivator which threatens at any moment to uplift its heels and toss its protecting operator high into the ethereal blue. Suddenly a tiny speck moves into view over the horizon at the far end of the campus. Roaring like an infuriated bandit just released from wherever infatuated bandits are released from, it carries the length of the lawn, its wailing, whirling wings ridiculously clapping great swaths of the plump grass blades that hopefully attempt to stem its onward rush. As with an earth-shaking roar the monster rushes past and disappears in the distance, the open-mouthed beholder is able to catch a glimpse just sufficient to recognize this formidable impeding catastrophe as none other than Tommy Cates and his gas-powered, grass-cutting phenomenon.

Milwaukee's 30 Human Specimens

And so begins a typical day with the La Sierra College, Academy, and Girls School Grounds Crew more familiarly referred to simply as "the grounds crew." With a group of approximately 30 variegated men, women, boys, girls, and still others in the near vicinity, doing everything from digging and planting to planting and digging right up to midnight making sandwiches for one of the frequent picnics. They always have merit and merit on the mind. If the time is "I've been working on the railroad" the words would be: "I've been working in the kitchen."

All the live long day, Figs are working in the kitchen. My bill I've got to pay is coming, coming. At night and early in the morning. Can't you hear the dock gates "Save our beans and corn."

We have several entries to the poetry contest announced last week in this column, but we could detect no merit on the mind. Next week we will be able to break the deadlock and print one of the entries. Don't you forget about this contest with the colossal grand prize—a round trip ticket to Chicago on the Pacific Electric.

Well, it looks as if we have scraped the bottom of the barrel—alas!—this is the last time as it looks from here!
Lindsay Heads
Third Honor Roll

Elaine Lindsay leads the third nine-weeks honor roll with a grade-point average of 2.50. She is in the sophomore class of LSC and is in the executive secretarial program. Miss Lindsay heads the third class of degree seniors and the first to have been formally presented by the College: FIRST ROW, ascending: Robert Osborne, William O. Souther, Dwight Wallack, Lee Meidinger, Vernon Kelstrom, president, Rhoda Youngberg, Lydia Cole, Pearl Wong, Carol Dunn, Doris Kannenberg, Dan Guild, Floyd Wood, P. C. Heubach, adviser, Kenneth Juhl.

LA SIERRA COLLEGE PRESENTS—

The second class of degree seniors and the first to have been formally presented by the College: FIRST ROW, ascending: Robert Osborne, William O. Souther, Dwight Wallack, Lee Meidinger, Vernon Kelstrom, president, Rhoda Youngberg, Lydia Cole, Pearl Wong, Carol Dunn, Doris Kannenberg, Dan Guild, Floyd Wood, P. C. Heubach, adviser, Kenneth Juhl.

Speech Choir Performs
At Santa Ana Church

Appearing at the Seventh-day Adventist church at Santa Ana, the LSC speech choir filled another of its spring engagements, April 19. Kay Neal, Floyd Wood, Verna Groemer, and Barbara Blount were featured readers at the Friday night performance. Directed by Mrs. Claire Coffey, the choir recited Psalms 23, 46, "The Bellad of the Trees and the Master," "This Too Will Pass," and the "Beatitudes."

CHIMES

President L. J. Ramsmon announces this week that two new teachers join the LSC faculty during the summer and fall terms, 1946. Other changes and additions in personnel will be announced later.

Dr. L. J. Thompson, L. H. Gibson Join Faculty;
L. H. Cushman, L. C. Palmer Take One-Year Leaves

Dr. J. L. Thompson, L. H. Gibson Join Faculty;
L. H. Cushman, L. C. Palmer Take One-Year Leaves

DR. J. L. THOMPSON

President L. J. Ramsmon announces this week that two new teachers join the LSC faculty during the summer and fall terms, 1946. Other changes and additions in personnel will be announced later.

Dr. J. L. Thompson

PHYSICIST

Dr. Thompson arrived at the College late last week. He is in the physics department at Em- manuel Missionsary college. Dr. Thompson received his B.A. at Fa- velic Union college, M.S. at the University of Oklahoma, and his Ph.D. at the University of Chicago. At Southwestern Junior college, Dr. Thompson was instructor in sciences and mathematics for ten years and, for one year, instructed in physics and mathematics at Broadview college. Following that period he began his term of service at head of EMC’s physics department.

Cushman on Leave

Dr. Thompson arrives at the Col- lege late last week. L. H. Cushman, professor of physics and mathematics, has been granted a leave of ab- sence during next year to pursue his doctorate at the University of Southern California, although he will possibly teach a few selected classes. Beginning with the 1947-48 term he will specialize in mathemat- ics and electronics.

LA SIERRA COLLEGE PRESENTS—

COFFEEY, MULDER MARRIAGE

At Alhambra April 18

Alice Coffey, of Portland, Ore- gon, and Jack Mulder exchanged wedding vows on Thursday evening, April 18, at the Alhambra Seventh Adventist church. Joy Mulder is a former student of LSC and is in the sophomore class of medicine at the College of Medical Evangelists, Loma Linda. In the wedding party was Clyde Boll, also a former student of LSC.

Orchestra Plays Sat. Night At Half Mark in Concerts

The LSC concert orchestra will perform in a Saturday night pro- gram at HMA on April 27, under the direction of Professor Otto Rocker. The orchestra has nearly completed its spring concert en- gagements. These engagements have included appearances at San Diego and Glendale and will ap- pear two more times at Eyewoood and Los Angeles. The program to be presented at LSC Saturday night will include the following selec- tions:

Rosamonde Overture
Schubert
Symphony No. 5
Handel
Allegro vivace

Londond Suite
Coates
Concert Garden (Tarantella)
Westminster (Melodite)
Knightbridge (March)

Prayer from "Philadelph"a
Shelhes
Sonata- Dvorak No. 1
in G Major

Ropak
from "Nachtnerker"

Suite
Twelvelnhsensides Nevada Saloon Dance
from "The Red Poppy"

WON

THINGS TO COME—

Friday, April 26
6:30 p.m. Sunset
7:30 p.m. Vesper

Saturday, April 27
8:45 a.m. and 11:30 a.m. Warner College
5:00 p.m. Organ Vespers
8:15 p.m. Orchestra, HMA

Sunday, May 4
8:45 a.m. and 11:00 a.m. Senior Class
7:30 and 9:00 p.m. Karl Rob- "Inaugurating the presentation tradition, Dr. Paul C. Heubach introduced each senior individually, giving a brief report on his personal, scholastic and extracurricular activities.

President Speaks
Following the introductions, President L. E. Ramsmon deliv- ered a brief address. Regardless of the material success that these seniors may attain, remarked the presi- dent, I would rather see them de- vote their lives to God’s work than to acquire material success in the world. If they have devoted their lives to the services of humanity, he continued, “the College will be even more proud of them than it is today.”

Officers
Officers of the Class of 1946 are: Vernon Kelstrom, president; Dorothy Sheldon, vice president; Lydia Cole, secretary; Calvin Ster- ling, treasurer; Robert Osborne, parliamentarian; Dwight Wallack, chaplain; Howard Weeks, sergeant-at-arms.

The entire class roll, according to curriculums, includes: Theology and Religion—Vernon Kelstrom, Calvin Sterling, Robert Osborne, Dwight Wallack, Daniel Guild, William Harbour, Kenneth Juhl, Clarence Larson, Lee Meidinger, Paul McFeeters, Harvey Miller, Frank Rusche, Floyd Wood, Frank Wyman, Doris Kannenberg, and Howard Weeks.
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College Inaugurates Senior Presentation

Orchestra Plays Sat. Night at Half Mark in Concerts

Land and Sea
Catellan island, and the Ar- rowhead mountains were invaded yesterday by hordes of LSC Ba-ilies as they reap the rewards of the successful (over $15,000) Library campaign. Picture and report on page 4.

Coffey, Mulder Marriage
At Alhambra April 18

Alice Coffey, of Portland, Ore- gon, and Jack Mulder exchanged wedding vows on Thursday evening, April 18, at the Alhambra Seventh Adventist church. Joy Mulder is a former student of LSC and is in the sophomore class of medicine at the College of Medical Evangelists, Loma Linda. In the wedding party was Clyde Boll, also a former student of LSC.
Dear Editor:

One thing which was omitted in the Good Form Week is the matter of applause—when, how much, and how many hours after.

The nurses’ homecoming chapel program was a good illustration of what I mean. Some sacred numbers were applauded, some secular were not, while others were. And sometimes it was impossible to tell whether the applause was for the preceding number or in expectation of the next one. Through the entire program there was an embarrassing feeling of hesitancy and doubt which I’m sure was detected by the nurses as well.

Isn’t there some standard of applause which the entire student body can follow?

Name Withheld

★ We urge our students to evaluate as criteria of program decorum, but we have observed that in most concert halls, the accepted procedure seems to be that in a program not inherently sacred, sacred numbers call for applause just as any others.

And, certainly, since applauding is the only means an audience has to express polite or enthusiastic appreciation, secular numbers should always rate applause, except when they obviously are intended to create an effect of piety. Any other suggestions?

★ ★

Dear Editor:

We wish to call your attention to the following item appearing in the April 11, 1946, issue of the College Criterion:

"April 25, 1945. Day La Sierra’s second class of four-year seniors come face to face with their sins of omission next week as comprehensives get under way. With the finishing of the class of 1946. . . ."

We believe that this is making light use of spiritual and sacred things. The theme of the Judgment Day is a very serious one, as well as the matter of sins, and they should not be used in a careless manner.

We realize and appreciate the value of the service that the staff of the Criterion is rendering the students; yet, since we have noticed similar mis-use of sacred words, we feel that more care should be exercised in matters such as this. Whatever Biblical words or serious nature are spoken or written, God expects us to be just as serious in their use as he is.

Aubrey Robertson
Robert Odell

★ Thanks for your courteous remarks. The Criterion explains apologies to any who are offended or written, God expects us to be just as serious in their use as he is.

—Ed.

A Howard’s Tour of the Science Dept. Via Montgomery Ward’s Magic Carpet

By Ted Howard

Hail to science, that incomparable revealer of secrets and purveyor of knowledge to the ignorant! Why, were it not for science, men would still be running around sticking each other with swords instead of flying around dropping atomic bombs on each other. And is there a household anywhere who would dispose with that supreme triumph of modern science, the openuner? But science without scientists is like democracy without democrats.

Then what is a scientist and how does he get that way?

Some maintain that a scientist is a sort of holy man who knows exactly what he is doing all the time and who knows what to do in every case. Others theorize that he is a nut so hopelessly insane that he can’t do anything right—his last, final, and let us lace a question of great consequence; to wit: Is there a scientist anywhere who would put to much more educational purpose. So saying, he seats himself thereon, and with the aid of our own super powers, begins an imitation of a whirling dervish with a weight in each outstretched hand. He pulls the weights in toward his body, his RPM jumps up to 30,000 and breaks the tachometer. And thereupon we sail away on our magic carpet seeking adventure elsewhere.

Whirling Dervish

Astounded by the brilliant accumulation of confirmations we stumble over what seems to be a delirious potter’s school sans pedestal extremities, but which, so far as the accredited professor admits us, may be put to much more educational purpose. So saying, he seats himself thereon, and with the aid of our own super powers, begins an imitation of a whirling dervish with a weight in each outstretched hand. He pulls the weights in toward his body, his RPM jumps up to 30,000 and breaks the tachometer. And thereupon we sail away on our magic carpet seeking adventure elsewhere.

Chemical Abstracts

Oops-crash landing that time! Gather yourself quickly together and let us face a question of great immediate consequence; to wit: Where are we? Preliminary investigation of our environment leads to the conclusion that we are somewhere on the outside of the earth. Our first hone-wrecking stop is a fiendish-looking gadget sitting between the front of the plane and the tower of the control tower. Our luck is good; the gadget is a housewife anywhere who would dispense with that supreme triumph of modern science, the openuner? But science without scientists is like democracy without democrats.

Hereford, Texas, 1949. Our next stop is a fourteen-hundred-mile flight across the equator into the northern hemisphere. This gadget is a Whirling Dervish at its best. We fly through a tornado, the eye of which is a great whirlwind. The Whirling Dervish spins around with a weight in each outstretched hand.

To turn to page 3, col. 2
Student Teachers Take Over Grade Schools in So. Cal.

Five students of the Junior College of Education have "tried their wings" during the week of April 3-5, and, according to reports, their first real taste of the teaching profession was "appetizing."

The girls spent their week of comprehensive teaching in Seventh-day Adventist elementary schools in Southern California, taking complete charge of the daily routines.

First day was spent in watching the regular teacher and then they were "on their own."

The largest group of pupils was taught by Hilda Lambert, who took charge of the school at Lemon Grove, Jerusaleen Guild taught 15 pupils at Santa Barbara, Jennie Lee Lewis, 9 at Homer; Muriel Car- scallen, 7 at Elmore; Jerry Schmitt ton, 13 at Parnerence.

Sylvia Woydla took charge of Mrs. Mary Groone's room at the La Sierra home for the week last week. Under Mrs. Groone's supervision, Sylvia took charge of the classroom.

Said Hilda Lambert, "Each of us came back more enthusiastic about teaching than when we left. Each of us has seen the true need of Christian teachers in our schools that every prospect that will live to a ripe old age.

THE LARGER WORLD . . .

"Children Who Have Never Laughed"

"Birthright sanitation, millions of Europe's children will grow to manhood and womanhood in a lifeless world."

But regarding the now-born tradition was Christ's command: "I came that they might have life and have it to the full."

They have the dull, fixed stare of a machine, and their prospects for the future is not certain.

"They will cripple some forever; tuberculous children will make others invalid." They have the dull, fixed stare of a machine.

"God and his work."

Continue from page 2

Continued from page 2

Amid the reek of H

Ham presented the candidates with

 commissions as second lieutenants

Medical Cadet Corps received their

Greiner to technician third grade;

Pfc. Jim Book to corporal; Pfc. Gertrude Estey to tech- nician fifth grade; Pfc. William D. Hay to technician third grade.

Howard Carter, Jack Dunham, Sydney Allen, and Ray Vipond

Four Lucky Loosies!

Meet Miss Lila Jean Gooch, soprano, dark eyes, dark hair, and fond of knitting! Lila has been at La Sierra for two years and

enjoying off! Already Miss Hopkins and three helpers were at the Corona Lake for the breakfast to be held. Back at school, the freshmen were piling into cars with mouths watering for a good breakfast.

Miss Hopkins and Mrs. Eric had a quite a time learning how to regula-
mate of the daily routine. Although Lila

to be a success in life"?

in any way.

soil, frantically pour malignant liq-

"Wrong!" Quick, James, the carpet

"That's a Life's Call!"

What have we started into! This three meals with formaldehyde and alcohol, and

Note to Smo. Light in the eye of those schoolboys—"beasts" as they viciously slash through noiseless, unresisting men.

The afternoon featured a base-

Freshmen Wake Up Early To Breakfast in Corona

At 5:30 Sunday morning in the homes and rooms of 30 freshmen and seniors, alarm clocks were going off! Already Miss Hopkins and three helpers were at the Corona Lake for the breakfast to be held. Back at school, the freshmen were piling into cars with mouths watering for a good breakfast.

Miss Hopkins and Mrs. Eric had a quite a time learning how to regula-
mate of the daily routine. Although Lila

to be a success in life"?

in any way.

ASB Inaugurates 'Annual Amateur Hour' In Sat. Night Variety Program in HMA

From La Porteia to "Down by the Old Mill Stream," a la bambou sodo! Quite a range of musical quality, indeed, but that was exactly what was accomplished at the ASB's First Annual Amateur Hour last Saturday night, April 20.

Cash prizes to the amount of $90 were awarded to winning contestants in the variety classifications that constituted the program. Each group carried a first prize of $10, a second of $7.50, and a third of $5.

Winner Prize winners in the junior section were Charles Toews, vocal, Wilsome Shove, piano, Junior Section, and Gladys Giess, soprano.

In serious music, Inge Kettrcher, pianist, captured first prize; Marcelle Ulwick, reading; Ar- nell Striplin, vocal, third; and in light music were Glenn Foster, accordion; Du- anne Purney, trombone; Bill Loveless, second soprano.

In the novelty group, prize winners were Kenneth Mc Gill, reading; The Trouble Bugs, Delma Glover, Doug Colton, and Edson Foster, and Jack Weeks, vocal.

Johnson, Mo.

With program arrangements made by Melvin Qualey, ASB so- cial vice president, Arren Johnson presented as master of ceremonies and, incidentally, as between-sections entertainment.

Collegian Quartet

Featuring in between-section entertainment, the Collegian quartet Arren Johnson, Wayne Hooper, Bob Seamont, and Gerald Fried- man, were nominated of the day when the same quartet was promi- nent in Southern California before Hoover and Seamont joined the Voice of Prophecy's King's Herald.

Ehing Jugglers

"Crashing" the novelty section, Jim "Arkansas Traveler" Wilcott gave a bambou rendition of "Down by the Old Mill Stream," sounding unexpectedly like a bamboo.

As final ballots were collected, Al Ehing juggler, performed in a short exhibition.

Students Reap Rewards of Campaigning In Excursions to Catalina, Arrowhead

Taxi! Taxi! Only this time, they were water faucets. Taxes come once a year, as a rule. ASB sites showed off from Long Beach and took a great ocean voyage—to Catalina!

Headed is the appeal of some 200 other LCSites, trek- king to Lake Arrowhead for a day of boating, lunch, fishing, and a miscellany of other diversions.

Rewards

"Why the sudden exodus? Simply that the students at La Sierra College who actively supported the re- cent Pullman Day Campaigns were reaping their rewards yester- day. Campaigners who solicited at least $800 per crew were awarded to La Sierra Island—all the expense of the College.

Early Start

Students bound for Catalina shook off the clutches of Morpheus at approximately 6:30 a.m. in order to be in Wilmington when the boats pulled away at 8 o'clock. No missing the boat there!

HOWARD TOURS SCIENCE DEPARTMENTS; DEPICTS PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY AND BIOLOGY

SATURDAY'S OPTICIAN dispenses the Vision nears, serving here a leg, there a head, with perfect skill, for what? Must the study of zoology and ve- locerate anatomy so ruthlessly de- dress the wondering gaze of nature! Professor Dowswell!" with tears in my eyes and anguish in my heart. I beseech you, what have these dear, innocent young bull frogs and kitty-cats done to deserve such horrible fate?

Let her! I seem to recall times when I have struggled vainly to get some sleep in spite of the incessant noise of some bass-voiced bull frog or loafer-toned perchet not at all above her reach. In fact, we cannot refrain from asking, "What connection is there between frog anatomy and human anatomy? But the answer is obvious. Except for the number of gills, muscle formation, integument, nerv- ous and digestive organization, and the fact that the frog is a species exactly like a human being.

Rugger Every Minute

Anchors aweigh! We relentlessly clambered over yawing gazing so intently through their long-barrelled micro- scopes. Our pleasure would be nothing if the world's best microscopy—like too small to be seen with the naked eye, Mastered by the "bug" of curiosity, we focus

Avalon bay—Catalina—where 100 students reveled in one of yesterday's outings. More photos next week.

By 10:00 a.m., the boats had arrived at the Catalina. The return voyage was looked forward to with a tinge of remembering the inconGRUOUS reactions of the middle- distance animal region provoked by the training couch, but naturally, so undue hardships were involved, and the closing of the day reminded most that their campaigning was more than ele- gantly rewarded.

(Continues on next page)

New Teachers

Continued from page 1

professor of chemistry. A gradu- ate of the University of Wyoming, where he was employed as a graduate assistant in the chem- istry department. Since 1943 he has been working on his doctorate in chemistry at the University of Wyoming. Professor Gibson has been active in teaching for a total of 13 years.

Palmer on Leave

Professor Gibson will be in charge of classes in chemistry dur- ing 1948-49 when L. C. Felmer, professor of chemistry, is on leave of absence, completing his doc- torate at USC.

Ojala, Pressman, Joins LSC College Press Staff

Melvin Ojala, pressman, joins the continuously growing staff of the College Press this week.

Mr. Ojala, recently discharged from the army, has been employed until now at the Pacific Union Col- legiate and will remain here until May 25, or longer if conditions permit.
LSC SENIOR CLASSES PRESENT CHURCH SERVICES ON SABBATH

With the cooperation of College church officers, the combined senior classes have arranged to conduct complete services of the church and Sabbath school services this week end. Fresh ushering will mark the beginning of the entire church program, and will be conducted by graduating students.

Each church service (8:45 and 11:30 a.m.) will be presented by a different group of seniors, although themes will be similar, and participants in the Sabbath School program will also be seniors.

First Service

During the first service, Daniel Gahl, AS president and theology student, will speak; as head elder—already holding the office of a elder in the College church. Other direct participants on the program will be Robert Osborne and Calvin Sterrett, both seniors, and each giving a brief sermonette. Following the talks, Howard Weeks, English and religion, provides appropriate special music. Head deacon during the first service will be Clarence Larimar, theology.

Second Service

William Harbour, theology, and also an elder in the church, will serve as head elder. For the second service, "Here Am I, Send Me," will be announced at the theme of sermonettes to be given by Dwight Walton, theology, and Vernon Kelso, theology, president of the senior class. Lydia Cole, French, will present a vocal solo following the talks. During the second service Kenneth Juhl, theology, will act as head deacon.

Thursday Classes Held Next Sunday, May 5

Classes will meet, following the Thursday schedule, next Sunday (May 5) and will be the last of the four Sundays that were scheduled for classes due to the abbreviation of the school year.

Seniors, Faculty, Attend 'UN Session'; 'World Service' Stressed at Banquet

Wilcott Inaugurates Cleaning Service

LSC students may now come clean with Jim Wilcott, manager of the new LSC Cleaning Service. The service, known as Community Maid, is an on-campus service designed to provide cleaning services in the residence halls. The service will be conducted in a state of elegant repair.

Forty new Master Comrades will be awarded for their activities in the in-service service planned for this Friday evening at the regular Missionary Volunteer meeting. Twenty-two teaching students, under the leadership of Sylvia Woodley, have completed Master Comrade requirements during the school year, having formed an organization for that purpose.

Eighty young students, with Marshall Horshan in charge, have fulfilled Master Comrade requirements and will also receive awards Friday evening.

All present Master Comrades will be asked to assemble on the platform, with their vocational award sashes, while the new Master Comrades will take precedence to the front of the auditorium where they will be awarded.

Local Photographers Take Southern Cruise

“Take Southern Cruise” is the title of a color exhibit on display this week. The exhibit is located in the College church. The photographs are the work of students who have participated in the school year's Southern Cruise. The cruise was undertaken to bring the students closer to the people of the South, to learn about their way of life, and to gain a better understanding of their culture.

‘We Live in Alaska,’ May 4, Lyceum, Depicts Last Great American Frontier

“‘We Live in Alaska,’ a spectacular color motion picture story of life on the last great American frontier, comes to the LSC screen in the last number of the World Adventure series Saturday night, May 4, in two showings—7:30 and 9:00 o'clock.

“The motion picture depicts the cycle of the seasons and their effect upon the climate, flora, and wildlife. Beginning with winter scenes and the frozen snow, the film progresses to the Spring season and the awakening of plant and animal life. The closing scenes portray the color of a landscape slipped by early frosts, the southern migration of birds, terminating with a photographical summary of the highlights covered.

“Adventurer” will bring the story of the adventures of several of Alaska’s animal families. Robinson has also captured the spirit of the Alaskan people at home—family life in the cities and in the open spaces.

Register Announces Honor Roll Corrections

The registrar announces the following corrections to the honor roll list published last week's name: "Shein's Klein and Howard Weeks, who were included in the error, and are removed. The final average of 2.76 rather than 2.95, as announced. Carol Dunn, received an average of 2.73 instead of 2.56.

Symphonic, A Cappella Unite May 11 In 'Creation' Oratorio; Brown Directs

The Valley Symphonic choir and the LSC A Cappella will combine under the direction of Frances Brown, in a presentation of Haydn's oratorio, The Creation, on Saturday evening, May 11, at 8 o'clock, in Hulse Memorial auditorium.

The Creation, recognized as one of Haydn's great works, depicts, in musical impression, the creation of the world, the terminaling in the creation of man and his prattles to the Creator.

Soloists for the performance include: Armin Johnson, baritone; Zaida Wood, soprano; Francine Cossentino, baritone; Benjamin Harding, tenor; Dorothy Vipond, alto. In duet will be Annette Striplin, soprano, and Howard Weeks, bass.

Journals Take Extended Field Trip

Seven aspiring journalists, with instructor W. T. Crandall, invaded Los Angeles and intermediate points last Tuesday in a field trip that encompassed the field of journalism from paper making to radio news reporting. With a preliminary stop at the Pomona paper mills, the itinery also included a visit to the Los Angeles Times, where paper, similar to what they had seen in Pomona, was manufactured. Also an hour at the Los Angeles Engraving Co. where cuts for the 1946 Richfield Reporter were produced.

The day's activities terminated with a rarely obtained visit to the home office of the Richfield Reporter, as well as other programs.
Dear Editor:

It has been said that the pen is mightier than the sword. Please offer some method to correct those who consistently "cut in line," or have their places "saved" by pseudo-friends. Boys will be boys, but girls should be ladies.

Perhaps it will be necessary to resort to the canal for "hydrotherapy treatments," but this would not be college.

Naturally, there are emergencies when even teachers must get through the line in a hurry. This can be understood, but isn't there some way to let it be known that it is not becoming for college gentlemen or ladies to intrude where they do not belong?

Please offer some suggestions.

Name withheld, "for security reasons."

—H. B. Hannum

**Make a Discovery!** H. B. Hannum Gives Primary Basis for Enjoying Organ Music

_in conjunction with the column of opinion on this page, regarding music appreciation at La Sierra College, the editors present the following article by Prof. H. B. Hannum, chairman of the fine arts committee at LSC. Mr. Hannum entitles it, "On Enjoying Organ Music."

By H. B. Hannum

There is no question but that a list of great organ music would include such pieces as "Chorale in F" by Cesar Franck; "Fantasia and Fugue in G minor" by J. S. Bach; "Symphony, No. 6" by Wolfer; "Sonata No. 16" by Mendelssohn; "Chorale Preludes" by J. S. Bach; "Preludes" by our Franck, and many others. To name these are only names which mean nothing or which suggest that the music will be hard to listen to. What is the proper approach to this music?

Understanding of Terms

An elementary understanding of words or terms is the first step. One must know what to expect in a choral or a fantasa or a fugue. While this knowledge is unnecessary, but a more important requirement is a willingness to listen to music in order to become acquainted with it.

Repetition

The intelligent listener will observe in this music much more than can be grasped at only one hearing. Instead of saying the music is unintelligible, he will say that the music contains so much in melody, harmony, and rhythm, that he must hear it over and over again to get its full meaning. They with repeated hearings he will truly find a wealth of beauty in this music.

Much organ music of value contains a number of melodic lines in strands of melody. To get the full beauty of this music one must listen carefully so that his ear can follow several melodies sounding at the same time. When this experience is realized it becomes truly thrilling.

Awareness of Melody

Some listeners expect from organ music the wrong things. They expect an obvious melody of a sentimental nature, similar to the melodies of popular music or a gospel song. There is organ music of this kind. But music of this type is usually of little lasting value. We soon tire of it. But the melodies found in a fugue of Bach for example are truly melodies of a more enduring quality. They may not be so obvious, but they are beautiful melodies which stand the test of time. When we become aware of this type of melody we soon realize the true musical quality.

There are many mis-statements made about "heavy" music and music of another kind. There is a large crowd of average people who are satisfied to find entertainment in an easy type of light music which calls for no depth of feeling and which makes a quick appeal to surface emotions. The commercial interests of the radio must appeal to this element in the population.

Make the Discovery!

But college students should not gather from this the opposite idea. There is a kind of music beyond their reach, music which is "heavy" or "classical" or cursed by some other damning word. But musical and cultured people have discovered that beautiful organ music, such as the pieces listed above, is not at all beyond their comprehension. On the other hand, it is often light, refreshing, and thoroughly enjoyable. True, it calls upon the mind and emotions to a greater degree, but it is also more rewarding.

It endures through the years because it is of more value than the "fades" in college are the ideal time in which to make this discovery.

PRAYER

Lord, not for light in darkness do we pray,
Nor that the slow ascension of our day
Dawns not at all beyond their comprehen-

Thoughts That Inspire

Several in our chapel programs we have presented programs of music. The years in college are the ideal time in which to make the discovery of the various instruments and heroes, so that they could know what the music is all about.

F. Muriel Quelle, 16+, junior, liberal arts, Wash.

"I think that there should be more programs devoted to music, with both lectures and demonstrations. These programs should be put on by students themselves so as to break down prejudice. I'd start out first of all by telling the students what's the matter with jazz—why they should listen to better music. Then I'd feed them on light music that they can understand, gradually introducing them to the heavier music. I would teach them to recognize the various instruments and heroes, so that they could know what the music is all about."

Dr. William Loveless, 18, freshman, ministerial, Canada.

"I think that there should be more programs devoted to music, with both lectures and demonstrations. These programs should be put on by students themselves so as to break down prejudice. I'd start out first of all by telling the students what's the matter with jazz—why they should listen to better music. Then I'd feed them on light music that they can understand, gradually introducing them to the heavier music. I would teach them to recognize the various instruments and heroes, so that they could know what the music is all about."

Inge Ketterer, 21, junior, physical therapy, N. Y.

"First of all, I think our music weeks should be more diversified. So far, they've been limited to the Music department; but our amateur hour revealed a lot of hidden talent among other students. If more students took part in our musical programs, a greater variety of music would be stimulated. I'd like more music in the cafeteria. They ought to have it on "their" Mondays, especially. Friday night programs and chapel concerts should be devoted to serious and saved music.

"I think it might be a good idea to have a required course in music appreciation."

Bill Van Ornam, 17, freshman, music, California.

"In our chapel programs I would show students the need for good music and then provide them with it. I don't suppose that many realize that their musical tastes are low; I'd begin with program music such as the "Cinderella Overture" by Coates, or The Sorcerer's Apprentice by Dukas; most people like music with a story behind it. It is difficult to bring artists here, but the music classes could go to concerts in L. A. or on the weekends, when prominent artists appear."

It was believed by some that the level of music appreciation is coming up, but slowly. Does someone want to experiment with some of the ideas expressed here in order to raise it more rapidly?"
Medical Cadets Stage Bivouac

Sunday rounding found 30 members of the Medical Cadet Corps on a lonely hill far from civilization awaiting the next possible night’s battle. Despite the cold and darkness, despite the numerous wounds (scratches and bruises) received during the live fire exercise, the cadets left their helmets, gas masks, and weapons (flashlights) and gathered around a crackling fire: Bill Murphy and Forrest Chaffee began to pour pancake batter and eggs onto a sizzling piece of sheetmetal. Howard Carter lost no time in preparing hot melted milk for the hungry group of fellows who had come to the annual bivouac of the club. By the time discipline was forgotten as the “mess” was served. After breakfast, the cadets gave a few field problems with the use of the litter. At 9:30 the group wearily climbed into the farm truck but soon discovered that the truck had “managed” to run out of gas. So the boys “died while pushing” the truck back to La Sierra.

Let’s Get Acquainted

The year 1929 seems to have been rather eventful in that it was during this time that the laws of our Junior class members made their first appearance.

Joseph and Madeline, being so exceptionally able, have decided to re-paint a cell in the chapel to use as a storage place for their game collection. We are sure that they will be successful.

ELDRIDGE

Our student body was privileged to have Elder Paul Eldridge as guest speaker in chapel, April 17. He spoke on the three rules of success in the business world. He started with: 1) Planning, 2) Working, and 3) Keeping going 3) and being at the finish. He also related several of his experiences in Japan and the Philippines.

MARCH OF TIME

Two films were shown during the chapel hour, April 10. The first, “March of Time Film”, was about Iran. The second was a Walt Disney production, in color, which revealed valuable information concerning California for the student.

It was appropriate to present the film at that time as many of the students had been vaccinated a few days before.

Paul Fernstrom

April 10 was a day of unusual excitement for Paul Fernstrom, with a film called “How to Win Friends and Influence People”. It was his first experience in watching a film at that time as many of the students had been vaccinated a few days before.
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MARCH OF TIME

Two films were shown during the chapel hour, April 10.

NEITHER PARTY

But whichever way it was Bill found out the hard way. Yes, Bill learned that the “usual” custom to retrace the steps of the driver unless you have a driver’s license. No, well, that is the way it has been for Bill Baker all his life. Ever since that memorable day on February 10, 1929, Bill has been learning things.

A large share of his life has been spent at Southwestern Junior College in Kennes, Texas, but, as most good “Texans” do, he decided to Homestead in sunny California to spend his “last days.”

Of course Bill hasn’t admitted that he plans to stay here the rest of his life, but it is easy to see by the twinkle in his eye and his broad smile, that he thinks California can just about match Texas.

This jolly senior likes about everything from “apple pie a la mode” to “chocolate cake.” He is looking forward to earning a scholarship summer by cofounding something good.

Jean Howard Awarded in Instructor Contest

Jean Howard, a member of the English III class, was honored last week for a theme submitted in the Instructor Pen League contest. The subject of the theme was “weather.” He is the third year this has happened. From 22 academies, 224 themes were entered in the contest.

SEMINAR

A seminar program, led by Jack Dunham, was presented in chapel April 22. The work of the Holy Spirit in its various phases was discussed by Dr. L. H. Lonergan from the Loma Linda Sanatorium and Hospital. The students were given a chance to follow the Lord's way even though being different from the crowd. We must have the same courage. He stressed the point that we are responsible to the Lord for the use we make of our mental abilities. If we follow the Lord we can use the advantage of every educational opportunity in preparing for His service.

LONGERON

Dr. L. H. Longeron from the Loma Linda Sanatorium and Hospital brought the students his second temperature lecture during the chapel hour on April 20. The doctor's lecture was accompanied by a film, which was labeled, “It's the Brain That Counts.”

During his closing remarks, Dr. Longeron spoke forcefully of the dangers of many so-called “soft drinks.” Cafeinated drinks topped the list of harmful stimulants.

CHIT CHAT

Ask Edward Oleskey sometime how it feels to “fly through the air” from a horse's back. Must be the horse was a little too playful to suit him.

Then there was Mary Smith! For some reason her horse was always getting bitten or kicked by some other mount during her ride. Too bad the horse didn't have Mary's personality.

Miriam Smith was the only other rider displaced during that ride. She was good because she couldn't reach the stirrups and we can see why.

He says that there is no such thing as an honest man, you may be sure he is a fellow himself.

—Beckley

If he really thinks that there is no distinction between vice and virtue, when he leaves our houses virtue, when he leaves our houses
**AD LIB**

By the Ghost Writer

Crystal Ball

★ Only 13 more exhausting days until final exam! That, dear student, is less than two weeks! And we dare say that LSCites, and thousands of other college students over the land, will learn more in that two weeks than in any other two months before. Remembering the coming days of examining, it is well to remember the words of Emerson. "Frustration is a given in life; everything is an accident--we try to learn the meaning of such things: "In skating over thin ice, remember safety is our speed!"

Earley

★ Calvin Stirling (to his roommate between classes): "You're telling me!"

She Has a Word for It

★ After long and eye-burning hours of pondering, poring, concocting, portioning over, examining—ever reading—the pages of Webster and Bogert, we must confess that we have come to the conclusion that we cannot even find an etymology of the word "dozing." Except of course according to Francis Galton, it is what a data does! Webster missed the boat on that one.

Family Tree

★ A faint echo of senior complications may still be heard reverberating around the campus. In conjunction with such, we recall the case of one Daniel Guild, B.A., M.R., A.S.B. This highly intellectual case was at one moment's repose just before the examination began when a heartless person pushed up against him, and exclaimed that Dan's sister was the proud possessor of a brand new infant. More or less startled, Dan sputtered, stuttered, then came up with this: "What is it? How many? What on earth? Poor overcramped Danny—didn't know whether he was an aunt or an uncle.

All in Knowing How

★ We bet that Deane W. T. Crandall really outdid himself in getting reservations for his journalism class of seniors to the opening of the Richmond Field Reporter last Tuesday night. "It just isn't done!" one secretary and reporter after another informed him. But, in view of the fact that it was done, seems that he underinvestigated the diplomatic proprieties of the dean.

Bigger and Better

★ As a slight tip—look for one of the 32 largest American advertisers a whopping $82,196,000 million last year. (Doesn't include any expenditure less than 3 mill. lists.) Proctor and Gamble led the list with an outlay of 8,327,945,962. This explains the burst of soap sprin- gers that clutter daytime radio. And, for a fact, P & G spend almost twice as much on radio advertising as its nearest competitor.

It Costs to Advertise

★ According to the Advertising Age, the 32 largest American advertisers spent a whopping $250 million last year. (Doesn't include any expenditure less than $3 million lists.) Proctor and Gamble led the list with an outlay of $2,327,945,962. This explains the burst of soap sprin-gers that clutter daytime radio. And, for a fact, P & G spend almost twice as much on radio advertising as its nearest competitor.

Life Goes Ahead

★ Beginning on July 22, Time-Life International generates a new publication—Life International. Distribution of the new magazine will be to the world except the United States, Canada, Alaska, and Hawaii. Issued fortnightly, the magazine will be a condensation of two issues of the U. S. publication, selling for 20 to 35 cents.

Solution

★ Atlantic Monthly's Rusell Ma- hony has the solution to the problem of how to speak words of assurance to a performer whose per- forming isn't exactly of the caliber that rates assurance. His standard remark (accompanied by enthusiastic grapping of the hand): "My dear sir, you have simply no idea what it was like!"

### ARROWHEAD AND CATALINA—RANDOM SHOTS

![Image](image_url)

Pictured here are some of the activities that kept LSCites busy on Wednesday, April 24, in outings to Lake Arrowhead and Catalina as rewards for the successful Fulton Memorial Library campaign. TOP ROW—ARROWHEAD. 1) It was a healthy swing! But baseball wasn't the only activity for the group of students. Craft roars in to the pier as a group of students endeavor to master the technique of starting an outboard motor. LOWER ROW—CATALINA. 1) One of the two water taxis that took 100 LSCites to Avalon. 2) Time out for a satisfying picnic lunch. At the table, right end, are Campaign Manager Wilcoott, ASB Adviser Aliny, Prof. E. S. Cubley, and President Rasmussen. Photos by Balles, and Cobbman.

### R. S. P.

Contest from page 1--make amends—probably because they happened to have some extra money. Seems to us that if all the conscience in this nation of ours was eager, that figure would have another three digits to it.

### CHINESE UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR RELATES PROBLEMS FACED BY CHINESE STUDENTS

President Y. P. Met of Teaching university in Peking, evacuated to Chushu after Pearl Harbor, has been a guest lecturer at Occidental college during the past semester. In a recent article on "The Chinese College Student," he describes stu-dents in China.

The scholar is the brain-trust of the government, the arbiter in local affairs, and is expected to be the ideal example of the modern Chinese. But the modern Chinese is one of profound acumen and learning. "Many students have been bene-fited by the World Student Service Fund. Under such impossible cir-cumstances the institutions, faculty, and students have been working desperately to maintain standards. All in all, students in China have undergone a period of suffering as acute as it is prolonged, and they are coming through it un-daunted in spirit.

"Some teaching students were unable to flee from Peking and Dr. Leighton Stuart, 73-year-old chan-cellor, and some faculty members stayed in the city, under constant surveil-lance. In last September, they reopened the university for freshmen and for preparatory stu-dents, against the day when the university moved back from Cheng-tou. Peking Union Medical college was completely destroyed.

### Clublicity

Science Club

Jan Baule, Esther Holster, and David Janis were initiated into the Science Club at the business meeting of April 25.

Sigma Phi

Two performers of the ASB Amateur Hour of April 20, Bill Loveless and Ken McGill gave a repeat performance at the April 25 meeting of Sigma Phi Kappa. Betty Tune, president of the Sigma Phi has also revealed plans for a May day program to be given for Mk.

Commercial Club

President Glenn Glen Fink has disclosed plans for an early morning breakfast May 12 at Corona park. Shirley Marcus will be in charge of general plans.

LSCites Answer Call For Blood Donors

Ballying to a call from Leonia, Linda hospital three LSC students gave themselves as blood donors on Tuesday for Elder A. E. Van Noty, Southeastern California confer-ence field secretary. Elder Van Noty has been afflicted with in-ternal hemorrhage, with other com-plications.

Students answering the call for types "O" and "4." were Paul Schooley, Doug Colton and Austin Jackson. Other students, ready if necessary are Bill Gordon, Ellisworth Wellman, Dean Stauffer, Russell Davenport, and Frank Foshee.
WHEN DO WE GET THE METEORS? MAY 20, PREDICTS PRESS MANAGER

WHAT'S INSIDE . . . ?

When will the Meteor be finished? Mr. Walter Kennedy, College Press manager, tentatively answered the universal question this week, "By May 20." Earlier plans to have the annual completed and ready for distribution during the first week of May have been scuttled by circumstances of production— including the engraving, printing, and binding. However, in spite of pressure of other projects, Mr. Kennedy anticipates that the three-fourths completed printing will be finished by Sunday.

To Binders

Among other surprises in store for Meteor readers are the padded covers which arrived here Tuesday. Another important point, the editor states, is that the 144-page yearbook is printed on 80-pound paper. The heaviest available in any year so far has been 70-pound.

Symphonic, A Cappella Choirs Combine Saturday Night to Give Oratorio, Creation

WORLD FAMED HARPSCORDIST

With Frances Brown, associate voice instructor, directing, a 100-voice choral group will present Haydn's oratorio, Creation, this Saturday evening, May 11, at 8 o'clock in Hole Memorial auditorium.

The Creation is held to be one of Haydn's most outstanding works and portraits, by means of musical effects, the complete creation of the universe is depicted. Madame Alice Ehlers, Southern California lyric soprano, made Paris instrument has traveled the world. Saturday night marks the first presentation of the Creation at La Sierra in more than seven years.

The oratorio chorus, the combined Valley Symphonic choir and the LSC College A Cappella choir, has been rehearsing for the past month under the leadership of Miss Brown who is substituting for Harlyn Abel, the regular director.

Soloists during the hour-and-a-half presentation will be Benjamin Greening, tenor; Arren Johnson, baritone; Zaida Wood, sopranos; Frances Cusimano, soprano; Annetta Striplin and Dorothy Wood. Works will be presented in duet.

NEW PHOTO LAMP STOPS 'EM DEAD!

Turning the pages of musical literature back to the 17th and 18th centuries, Miss Alice Ehlers, Viennese harpsichordist and one of the world's leading scholars of the music of that era, will be presented in the last lyceum program of the year. Tuesday, May 18, at 8:15 p.m.

Appearing with Miss Ehlers are Margaret Christman, prominent southern California lyric soprano; and Virginia Majeski, Miss Majeski is an artist of the viola d'amour and is said to be one of the ten people in the world actually playing that instrument today. The viola d'amour is a 17th century instrument slightly larger than a violin, with 14 strings, 7 of which vibrate "sympathetically" with the seven played directly.

The harpsichord is also an ancient instrument, appearing as early as 1400. Miss Ehlers' special Paris instrument has traveled with her throughout the world on her concert tours in spite of its half-ton weight.

The harpsichord is also an ancient instrument, appearing as early as 1400. Miss Ehlers' specially made Paris instrument has traveled with her throughout the world on her concert tours in spite of its half-ton weight.

LSC Church Gives $3030 for Relief

According to W. E. Anderson, church treasurer, $3030 has been contributed through the La Sierra College church to apply toward the $500,000 offering requested by the General Conference for relief to Seventh-day Adventists in starving lands.

With a membership of slightly over 900, the offering represents a per capita contribution of approximately $3.30. The money, transmitted to Washington, D. C., will be expended by the General Conference for food that will allow the church members in destitute countries.
On Being Awake

It is clearly evident that an individual may spend four of the best years of his life in an institution of higher learning and, when they are done, be uneducated still.

True, he may have an impressive fund of information. He may know the 12 virtues of Aristotle. His background may be a bewildering assortment of key texts, "arguments" pro and con. He may know exactly what is meant by "commis-sarlet." After the manner of Gilbert and Sullivan, he may be the "very model of a modern major general--" or you underrating ignorant.

Ignorant in that he is totally insensitive to the meaning, the vortices of life.

It is not necessarily the fault of institutions. It is more the fault of the student. He is not awake. He is not aware of the magnitude of the work that is being lived. He does not see.

We may say that it is necessary that someone awake the sleeper. But stuper of the spirit is not like physiological somnolence. The sleeper must be self-waking. Of course, he may be assisted by giving him access to the products of the world's great minds and his personal choice.

Without this reaction, the individual's vital use to society is seriously obstructed. For it is only those who have reacted are those who become the leaders, the prophets, the apostles. They are the ones who are actually in a kind of god to the masses. They have reached into the realm of the spirit and viciouously transmit these impulses to the lesser man who either is incapable or is unwilling to search them out.

The man who lapses into spiritual torpidity, who lapses from himself complete with the ever more factual knowledge, becomes but a segment of the masses—a drone in the world economy. His use to society, if it goes no further than making mundane existence more tolerable, is not a minute in comparison to the importance of that man who makes clear the meaning, existence, and why it is being endured.

Certainly, the students of a Christian institution ought to be the foremost in the ranks of those who are "awake." All men should be most quick in exploring of life and its purpose. It cannot be done with a list of memorized dialectical conclusions—the conclusions of someone else at that. It cannot be done with a comprehensive knowledge of the Holy Writ alone.

The man who delineate the way of life to other men must be what Emerson called "Man Thinking."

How does one get to be "Man Thinking"?
The process is an outgrowth of that first voluntary reaction to existing thought. It is the conscious development of that "muscle" called the mind. When the individual recognizes a vital issue of life, too emotional, too philosophic, too intellectual, he stands by and is awakened. It is not merely the man who has reacted, but the reaction itself that is necessary if he would comprehend it. And when he comprehends it, he sees that the mind is not just a muscle for the expression of thought, but the expression of life itself. Life does not creep in its petty pace from day to day—it leaps, in seven-league strides. It is not if he refuses to open the door. That door is never barred, but it is heavy.

The reaction to existing thought. It is the conscious determination of higher learning should be foremost in the ranks of those who are "awake." Of all men they did and those you did not agree with. Our heartfelt thanks. And thanks to you.

To all members of that organization, have been willing—"The officers of the Associated Student Body, 1945-46; Criterion Editor Howard Weeks, Secretary Dorothy Sheldon, Assistant Dorothy Martin, Meteor Editor Ansel Bristol, Religious Vice President Floyd Wood, Business Manager Kenneth McGill, President Daniel Guild, Assistant Business Manager Andrew Peters, Advisor W. J. Agey, Social Vice President Muriel Qualley. Ella Ambs is Cultural Vice President.

ASB President Pronounces Valedict; Presents 'Bouquets' to Assisting Officers

By DANIEL GUILD, ASB President

The Associated Student Body was organized in order to create and foster loyalty and devotion to the spiritual and social ideals and standards of Christian education, and to promote and direct the general activities of the student body. The elected officers took up their duties this year with a feeling of importance, but with a determination to fulfill the above purpose.

Orchids to ASB Members

The members of the organization have willingly supported the officers in carrying out the plans which the officers have prepared and loyal access, have endeavored to introduce plans which would help to make this school year more enjoyable for the largest possible number of students. All of you have been very loyal in your support of these projects—both those you did and those you did not agree with. Our heartfelt thanks. And thanks to you.

The organization has furnished a place that has been of inestimable value to us, so we gratefully acknowledge the privilege that has been mine in endeavoring to lead and to represent a student organization as ours this year. You, the members of that organization, have been willing—even anxious to cooperate.

Orchids to Officers . . .

The officers of the Associated Student Body have been enthusiastic in their promotion of school activities and the new proverbial friendly spirit of LSC. The cultural vice president, Ella Ambs, who so capably directed Good Form Week, was always willing to perform other duties when requested to do so. Social Vice President Muriel Qualley set a high mark in social relations, and in her promotion of the spiritual activities and in planning of many elevating chapel programs, has rendered great service. I salute the vice presidents and their committees.

The secretary, Dorothy Sheldon, and her assistant, Dorothy Martin, have rendered faithful service. The innumerable letters they have written! Business Manager Kenneth McGill and his assistant, Andrew Peters, have conducted well the business management of the ASB, the Criterion, and the many campaigns we have had this year.

The editors of your publications and their staffs deserve credit. Criterion Editor Howard Weeks has produced a paper of which we can well be proud. He has also been active in promoting student organization activities. Ansel Bristol has edited the almost Metro for ever to have been published by student LSC. if proofs received are indicative . . .

and to the Treasurer

Very special thanks and appreciation to Dr. W. J. Arrey for his wise and progressive suggestions. But his assistance was not limited to this. In all the activities he stood by and gave active and loyal support. He had left his heart in LSC, and when times came to be sicking, he taught us to swim!

To all these, to the Campaign Managers Sterling, Osborne, Wilcott, and their leaders, to Mrs. Van Ausdle for her culinary art, to the Cultural Vice President, Ella Ambs, as Cultural Vice President.

"Since we have the experience of the year behind us, what suggestions would you give for improvement in ASB activities during the coming school year?" The following four, teaming with ideas, speak up:

1. Shirley Mohr, 18, freshman, prenurs, New York. In ASB chapels, Shirley would like more musical programs and more presentations by different departments. She enjoyed the lively and flow discussions in chapel service, but thinks that it would be a good idea if more lively and formal matters of the ASB were moved to the discussion from the floor.

2. William Wallach, 12, junior, ministerial, Kansas. "There seems to be a tendency to choose ministerial students as officers of the ASB (especially for ASB offices for the present year). Although they may have developed greater freedom, we need a wider and deeper audience. Besides this, I think that there are fine young men pursuing other courses of study that would do just as well.

3. Dwight Wallack, 35, junior, ministerial, Kansas. "It might be a good idea if one semester a year the ASB appropriated funds for the improvement of the College. And, the way an officer was selected for a position should be that they could vote on the officers for their approval, more than one alternative ought to be presented to them so that they could vote on which they liked best.

4. I'd like regular columns in the paper devoted to alumni, religious, and student activities.

Shirley Leonard, 21, sophomore, phys. th., Ohio. "I think it's deplorable that we don't even know the school song. If we were taught it and were given an opportunity to sing it, we would be able to express our loyalty to the school with a lot more vim and vigor.

"Furthermore, I don't think it's democratic for the students of this year to pick out the candidates for next year's offices. The student body should be able to nominate its own officers each year.

I'd like the Criterion to have dormitory reporters and a column devoted to the activities of the dorms.

Eugene Casabas, sophomore, ed., Philippines. "I agree with the idea of having real "political" campaigns for the annual election of ASB officers. In the present method, students vote for pre-selected candidates lined up in pleasing array upon the platform when the only basis of them have for judging is how intelligent they appear to be. I think it would be if speeches were made by the candidates and they were given an idea of their qualifications and personal views. Elections would thus become real issues arousing the interest and enthusiasm of the students. I think the Critter is a good paper, but a column like that would add a lot to it.

ASB President Howard Weeks, Secretary Dorothy Sheldon, Assistant Dorothy Martin, Meteor Editor Ansel Bristol, Religious Vice President Floyd Wood, Business Manager Kenneth McGill, President Daniel Guild, Assistant Business Manager Andrew Peters, Advisor W. J. Agey, Social Vice President Muriel Qualley. Ella Ambs is Cultural Vice President.
Strength via Unity

* The lure for iteration in the regular copy this week was the meeting of the annual convention of Southern California ministers, doctors, ministerial students, and premedical students to discuss the infiltration of a new and better minister-doctor relationship. Speaking for the group was D. Small. At first a lack of understanding, the group was explicit in the matter of resolving problems of individuals who seek assistance. Still to be solved, however, is the question of means of cooperative evangelism. Future meetings should be interesting as well as precedent setting.

In Brief—

* Government submits proposal to end the 90-day soft coal strike that according to Senator Lucas, Ill., is a “national disaster.” Congress was not in a good mood this week.

* Los Angeles still paralyzed by the week-old transit strike. Wouldn’t be a bad idea to bring in the shortage of shoes.

* Speaking of shortages, CFA Administrator D. Small predicts that the shortage of men’s suits may continue for “a year or two,” and housewives were beginning to line up to buy the half-normal supply of bread. Maker can’t compete with the 30-cent bounty on export wheat.

* Italy’s monarchist party leader announces that Victor Emmanuel III is expected to abdicate or leave Italy. He has suffered ever since he seemed awfully futile anyway. 

Class of ’46... Prep Choir Tours

By Martha Lorenzo

And it came to pass in the sixth year of the reign of Amaziah, who was also called Parker, that these gatherings gathered together at La Sierra, beyond the Mississippi river in the vicinity of Fort Madison, a goodly company, both small and great, old and young, learned and those seeking after knowledge.

Now this company was not as those that have no purpose nor as those that range together to find ways of pleasantness. Nay, these had received a vision of a great and mighty work to be accomplished and they purposed in their hearts to prepare themselves so that they might help finish this work according to the talents entrusted unto their fellow-men.

And it came to pass that each considered how he might best make use of his talents and his tasks and, lo, many were the ways in which they chose to do their work, the least of whom were evangelists, and some pastors and teachers.

Pasts and Present

Now foremost of this company was Philip Dunham. He was a man who dreamed like that Philip of whom the apostle wrote, a student of the Holy Scriptures. He desired to study them through and through unto his fellowmen all that was written therein. And he led his little flock not only endeavoring toward their first goal, graduation.

And one day, seeing the field white ready for harvest, joined Philip and went on forth as laborers among the nations.

And these are the names of those who chose to work as pastors and ministers of the gospel.

George Goco, Sydney Allen, Howard Hardcastle, Marshall How- man, James Adams, Jack Dunham, Ray Vipond, and Bob, the son of Julian, and Bob, the son of Clark.

Evangelist

And there was who chose to be an active and a forthgoing, a new angle in the world of religion, a new angle in the world of the new, the church, and the world of people. And that they be teachers shall we say as near the brightness of the firmament.

Teachers

And these are they who chose to do the work of teachers:

Barbara Foote, Patricia (also called Pat) Murray, Alice Verrry, Leona Carmen, Ardy Whitsack from the land of the Mormons, Ber- nae Hary, Lois Johnson, Dorothea, Greiner, and Lewis Robison.

Physicians

And these there were who set forth to follow in the footsteps of the Great Physician:

Bill, the son of Philip, and Bill the son of Baker, Warren John, and John Madsen, an able leader among his fellows.

But not all those concerned with the healing of the sick and afflicted were young, for here were men of middle age, but their love and devotion to God was a source of inspiration and encouragement to others.

And they were Fay Dora Moore and Nancy Ford, workers and spinsters with Faith and Care, regidor, the years of captivity and suffering, the final victory and the hope of a better day. They were the “grateful people” making this a fascinating story of courage, hope, and a belief in ideals which are the basis of any work of people.

Academy Choir in Spring Tour Performs in Cities of Santa Ana, Glendale, Los Angeles

For this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in all the world as a testimony to all nations, and shall then be ended.

The Lord gave the word: great was the company of those that published it.

And they numbered this company of workers, and lo, they were three thousand.
WHAT'S MAY DAY WITHOUT A MAY POLE?

"Over the fences and through the fields to Cassielake lane we go. Looking for "Santa" blue, black, and combinations."

As over the like thing singing, "Blonde McFaul"—

* Some 15 biology students invade the LA Sierra College campus on May Day afternoon to locate and identify at least 35 different birds. This is the best way to go bird hunting, they said, and, in the last few years, approximately 125 different varieties of birds have been seen, each within 25 miles from LA Sierra. Watch for them on the campus—you will have given them their internationals.

Conflict

* We now call Paul McFeters—"Seminarian Council." The "Irishman" said that he ate at the "United Nations" banquet last Thursday night and that his name was having given him the internationals.

PUC, LSC, Give College Aptitude Exams To Academy Seniors in New System

In collaboration with Pacific Union college, LA Sierra College is currently experimenting with a new college aptitude examination, reports Dr. K. J. Reynolds this week.

Rather than waiting until the student is enrolled at the College, the College plans to take the entrance examination directly to the senior classes of surrounding academies where it may be given in an environment less distracting than that of College registration day. This procedure will give the student a better opportunity to produce maximum results, states Dr. Reynolds.

The test currently being given is the American Council Psychological Examination. English, reading, and preparing mathematics placement tests will continue to be given at the beginning of the school year.

During the next few weeks, states Dr. Reynolds, all academies in the Pacific Union conference will be covered under the new plan, either by Dr. Reynolds, or Charles E. Weniger, dean of PUC's college. The American Council test will continue to be given at the College for those individuals not reached by the new system.

GRADUATION

Continued from page 1 in the local issue of the Carrion on May 23.

In a departure from tradition, the LA Sierra Academy will hold its graduation services separate from those of the College this year. Beginning a week before College exercises, Academy congregation will be held a week from this Friday evening, May 17.

With baccalaureate held as usual in the school auditorium, the College commencement will be delayed until the following Thursday evening, just preceding the College weekend services.

Speakers for the respective services are: congratulation, P. C. Harrbach; baccalaureate, Alger Johnson; commencement, Harold Snyock.

Nita Burwell, '44, Weds in Oakland Ceremonies

Nita Burwell, class of 1944, was married on Sunday evening, May 3, to Lt. Frederick Warren Brown, U.S. Army, in rites at the Chapel of the Christian Boarding School.

Future plans have not been revealed.

Robinson Shows Film, 'We Live in Alaska'

Following their return from Alaska, Homer, Oregon, appeared in person on the LA Sierra College lecture platform last Saturday evening, giving a running commentary to his all-color film, "We Live in Alaska." Mr. Robinson has spent seven years in Alaska in territory, exploring, adventuring, taking the motion picture which comprise his lecture entertainments.

Clubs

Filomeno

Meeting on Monday at noon, the Filomeno club (promenades) was shown a red cross film, "Nursing in the Home." The film showing was in the Science hall.

MBK—Sigma Phi

Sigma Phi Kappa (women's club) opened wide the doors on May Day last week in an open house party for the Men of Brother Edna Kriehuhn, (men's club). Includes "room inspection," a program of special entertainment was given and refreshments—strawberries and ice cream.

Featured on the program were a violin trio, Arleene Hansen, Cheri Clough, Elaine Sheldon, reading by Margie Fuhl, Murna solo by Verdelce Turner; whistling by Shirley Leonard; vocal trio; Annette Simpson, Dorothy Vining, Muriel Quality; piano solo by Inge Ketzer.

Commercial

Art Klein becomes the president of the Commercial for the first semester of next year, following last week's election. Vice president will be Jimmie Hoggen; secretary, Mli Bose, Loyne, publicity secretary. Also on the agenda of the meet-

ing was the idea of new additions to the club constitution: The president becomes chairman of the board, and an advisor is chosen by club members, to change office after no more than two consecutive semesters of office; partial membership eliminated; a new office publicity secretary—created.

MBK

According to Rizzo Coon, publicity secretary, Mr Beta Kappa (men's club) was scheduled for an evening of tennis, volleyball, croquet, baseball, and various other sports this evening during the regular club meeting time.

'UN DELEGATES' GIVE MISSIONS CALL

Delegates and officers at the senior-faculty "United Nations" session:

Joyce Kang, Korea; Rosita Jensen, Philippines; Mrs. O. O. Mattison, Elder O. O. Mattison, India; H. B. Hannum, secretary; L. R. Rasmussen, president; Elder J. M. Heston, African Bill Ledington, Europe; Noel Haye, Inter-America.

Seniors Are Guests of Faculty at Banquet

Featuring Call to World Mission Service

Faculty members and 1946 seniors in a session of the "United Nations" last Thursday night. It was the usual semi-annual faculty banquet—with an international atmosphere.

During the course of the evening in reciprocation for four years of Christian higher education. Class President Vernon Kolstrom presented the 1946 class gift—a four-face electric clock to be installed in the new Floyd Memorial library.

Macedonian Call

The evening, from decorations program, stressed the cosmopolitan character of needs in SDA mission fields.

As L. R. Rasmussen, president of the Assembly, and H. R. Haun acted as secretary, each one of the "delegates" was received and present in the case of his country.

Delegates

From India, Elder O. O. Mattison, president of the Northwest division, presented India's need. Joyce Kang of Korea depicted the importance of her missions situation in her country.

Representing Inter-America Noel Haye of Jamaica, outlined the necessity of more workers in the sprawling islands of the Caribbean. "Missionaries" from the Philippine islands likewise presented the need in her territory. Elder J. M. Heston, president-missionary-secretary of the South African division, through illustrative stories, pointed out the willingness of the natives to accept mission responsibility.

The concluding appeal came from Europe, William Ledington, returned paratrooper and eye witness to the scenes of postwar horror in European lands, appealed for humanitarian assistance in his own country.

Kelstrom Replies

In reply to the appeals given, Veronica Kolstrom, president of LSC's senior class, stated the collective willingness of the class to respond to the calls to missions and presented the class gift.

With Mrs. W. T. Cranfield, Margaret Ambi, Mrs. Mary Champion, Mrs. W. J. Arey, and Mrs. Anna Van Ausdell cooperating on menu and decorations, the "International" theme was carried out in a cosmopolitan menu and typical decorations from a variety of countries.

Combined Bands Book Program at LL Academy

The combined College and Academy bands will appear in a chapel program at the Loma Linda academy tomorrow morning, Director of Music Charles T. Tracy announces.

The program will be similar to that inaugurated in a College chapel service last week here.
29 Staff Members Take Leaves; Five Join Staff

Twenty-nine LSC faculty members are taking leaves of absence with the termination of the current school year, and beginning with the summer term at least five new staff members will arrive to begin new duties.

New Faculty Members

New faculty members arriving are: Dr. J. L. Thompson of EMC, professor of physics and mathematics; Prof. Lester H. Gibson of Montana, assistant professor of chemistry; Esther Logan of Loma Linda Food company, assistant registrar; Dean Hill of Glendale academy, instructor in music; Harold Towsey of PUC, chief cook and baker. Other additions are not confirmed.

Departures

Heading the list of departures, President L. R. Rasmussen, Dr. K. I. Reynolds, dean, Mr. K. F. Arnes, business manager, will attend the General Conference as delegates from La Sierra College. Elder Varner Johns will attend the Conference as a delegate of the Southern California conference. During the absence of other administrative officers, Prof. N. L. Parker will be acting head of the College. President Rasmussen has stated his company will return before the beginning of the summer session, however.

Other leaves of absence include: Dr. J. C. Hanauer, SDA Seminary, six weeks; L. H. Cashman, working in Africa.

Cupid Has Field Day as LCSites Say Vows

Summer and early fall are the nuptial dates for more than ten LSC students and alumni. Nina Barwell, 1943-1944 and L. L. Frederick Brown exchanged marriage vows on the fifth of May at the Riverside Seventh-day Adventist church on September 16. Elaine Bartlett and Herbert L. 11. Cushman, Loma Linda academy, and since 1944-1946, will say “I do.”

Traditional June weddings are set for Sylvia Wooley and Glenn Greyt, June 9; Helen Edwards and Harvey Miller, June 11; Nancy Kyrill and Diane Bradsher, May 27; and Hugh Jordan and Hazel Howard, June 16. These weddings are being held in the Riverside Seventh-day Adventist church, Porterville, Calif. Hazel Howard and Andrea Peters, 1944-1946, will say “I do”.

Ministerial Men Plan Community Improvements; To Organize Boys for Various Summer Activities

During the open forum discussion at the May 8 meeting of the Associated Ministerial Men (an association of the men of La Sierra Community), two projects were suggested to be undertaken immediately. The first of these projects is the organizing of the La Sierra community boys between the ages of 10 and 16 into groups. The second project is designed to “foster community spirit.” Dr. Wilfred J. Arey, president, stated that the organization will endeavor to promote some concrete improvements in the community conditions of La Sierra.

ASB LEADERS ELECT

Ansel Bristol to Head ‘46-’47 ASB; Short, Coon Take Meteor and Criterion

Ansel Bristol, 1946 Meteor editor, awards to next year’s presidency of the Associated Student Body, according to election returns at last Friday’s ASB business session. Bristol is a former student of Loma Linda academy, and since coming to LSC, has been active in student events. Prominent among such activities was his leadership of last year’s Meteor campaign and his election as editor of this year’s annual. The new ASB chief is a junior ministerial student.

Criterior Editor

Also chosen during Friday’s business meeting were other major offices of the student association. Appointed as Coon, former student of Glendale academy, and a sophomore history major; Coon assisted on the staff of the Glendale Key, and, at LSC, has been on the staffs of both the Meteor and Criterion, as well as holding office in other student organizations.

Meteor Chief

Boatrice Short, freshman liberal arts, is scheduled to produce next year’s Meteor, as editor-in-chief. Miss Short, columnist and special writer on this year’s Criterion, also chosen during Friday’s business meeting were other major offices of the student association. Appointed as Coon, former student of Glendale academy, and a sophomore history major; Coon assisted on the staff of the Glendale Key, and, at LSC, has been on the staffs of both the Meteor and Criterion, as well as holding office in other student organizations.

BULLETINS—Academy Commencement tonight, 8:15, HMA.

Summer sessions: First, June 16-26; Second, July 28-Aug 7.

Elder Edward Hipperstall will give the Commencement address at Lodi Academy.

Elder Varner Johns is scheduled for the Baccalaureate address at Pacific Union college.

1946 College Bulletins will be available tonight at Academy Commencement Saturday night.

* Photos of Degree Seniors, p. 4 *

22 Four-Year Seniors; Academics Graduate Tonight

Forty-seven professional and degree seniors graduate from La Sierra College in the second annual commencement services on Friday, May 24, and Saturday, May 25.

Of the graduating group, 22 will receive bachelor’s degrees. They constitute the second class of degree seniors since LSC became a four-year college in 1944. For the first time in LSC history, the Academic seniors will hold separate commencement services from those of the College. Sixty-five Academic students graduate tonight in HMA.

Hardinge, Conscription

Dr. M. G. Hardinge, College of Medical Evangelists, will forth the need of the world for Christian presence as he appeals for the service of Christian men and women in the Conference address oratory. He will address the service, and the Commencement service will begin at 8:00 p.m., in HMA Memorial Auditorium.

Rasmussen, Baccalaureate

In the baccalaureate ceremony in College hall at 11:00 a.m., Sabbath, President L. R. Rasmussen will address the seniors in an address: “recognize that they are chosen for such a time as this.”

Murdoch, Commencement

Elder W. C. Murdock, principal of the Newbold Missionary college, England, has been chosen as baccalaureate speaker. Elder Murdock is visiting in California prior to attending the General Conference sessions in Washington, D.C. Commencement scheduled to begin at 8:00 p.m., is being held on Saturday night rather than on the usual Sunday morning in order both to facilitate attendance and to permit necessary delegates to attend General Conference sessions.

Class Roll

Students graduating this week and are: Degree seniors—Vernon Short, Coon on page 3, col. 1

LSCites Take Honors In Signs of Times Contest

Results of the Sign of the Times talent search for 1945-46 have been received from Editor Arthur S. Maxwell, and gives La Sierra College top place in honor awards. There was on $25 prize awarded this year, but in place of it the $10 award group was increased to $25.

Those receiving awards from LSC were: Ten Dollars: Douglas Carlisle, M. M. Students; Beverly Symonds, Lilah Nahorney, Al- den Carlise, Five Dollars: Janet Arnold, Elaine Sheldon, Barbara Tower.
Editor Signs Off for Year; Credits Staff, Printers, Others Who Assisted in Work

And that’s ‘50 for this year! Although the relief that comes at the end of an editor’s work is tremendous, there is a twinge of regret in laying down the pen (typewriter, in this modern age) for the last time. It has been a very productive year, and one that has given us much help from the staff members and printers.

Mutual Admiration Society

The beginning, the end, the course of a year’s writing is inevitably rewarding. Results people. Who, at the beginning of the year, were every student and executive office of the student association of a growing senior college to consist of a somewhat feeble-hearted editor in the president’s personal file. Efficient organization can never be expected on a College paper with its offices on the “outside of civilization.” We sincerely believe that the central location provided in La Sierra hall is a major answer to this year’s old problem.

Two improvements in registration procedure: a) Photograph of each registrant—taken at time of registration—can be used by administration, A.S.B., publications; b) Compulsory alteration of the student’s directory card in the registrar’s classes after first registration. Place for switchboard operator’s signature can be provided on College classes.

Six Central register of activities—in present classes. In Washington, D. C; W. T. Woodrow Wilson, studying counseling and at LSC. If your...
PREP SENIOR CLASS OF 1946

Prep Parade Editor
Gives Valedictory
At Year's End

DEAR READERS:

The close of a school year brings many partings. So we too must part
with memories of many pleasant happenings which throughout this
year we have endeavored to faithfully record for you, our readers.

First of all, may I thank the staff members who have worked with
me through these two semesters to make the paper a success
and an interest to everyone. They have done their work well and
deserve full credit for it.

Special thanks goes to the assisting editors who have supported me
in every emergency, helped to meet those "deadlines," and taken re-
sponsibilities at a moment's notice.

And to you, students, who remain behind to carry on next year
give a significant task that you too, may be loyally aided by the stu-
dent body as we have been. To you we hand the "torch of responsi-

bility" to make the Prep Parade a continued success. Good luck to
each of you from

Your Editor,

ANN PRICE

GRADUATION—
Kolstrom, president of the class, Dorothy Sheldon, Lydia Cole, Cal-
vina Sterling, Dwight Walko, Robert Osborne, Howard Weeks, Lee Mezlinger, Daniel Guild, Carol
tani, Kenneth Juhl, Frank Busche, William Harbour, Pearl Wong, Paul McFeters, Clarence Larsen, How-
and Carter, Rhoda Youngberg, Floyd Wood, Doris Kannenberg,
Harvey Miller, Frank Wyma.

Professional seniors — Evette

Dick, president of the class, Ken-

neth McGill, Alice Bickett, Ted

Howard, Georgia Day, Hunter For-

ter, Virginia Caullifl, Rhone Lindsay, Mary Belle Seely, Marjorie Falls, Betty McDonald, Margarette Ham-

num, Dorothy Martin, Dorothy Seannin, Anne Apigian, Lois

Schaffner, Marquise Wahlers, June White, Gloria Wilson, Dorothy

Wood, Majella Lau, Joyce Kang, Jeanne Buhl, Ritbile Lumbatis,

Nora Sterling.

OFFICERS—
Cover from page 1

Continued was also on the staff of the magazine produced at
Forest hills high school, N. Y., where she was in attendance before com-
ing to L.S.C.

Other Executives
Other executive officers elected on
the same ballot are Roy Shumay, reli-
ings vice president; Cherrie

Clough, cultural vice president; Kay

Noel, social vice president; Ele-

nora Zimmerman, secretary, Alice

Bickett, assistant secretary; Art

Klein, business manager; Ellsworth

Wellman, Meteor business manager.

CUPID—
Cover from page 1

Latimer Booth, 1944, will be mar-
in May 23 at the bride's home.

And Edier Westernmeyer, secre-
tary to President Rasmussen, and
Theodore Warner plan to be mar-
ried May 26 in Hole Memorial
auditorium.

65 Prep Seniors
Graduate Tonight;
Shryock Speaks

Tonight at 8:15 o'clock in Hole
Memorial auditorium the gradua-
tion of 65 members will re-
concemerence for the completion of
their four-year course. The fol-
lowing is the program for the even-
ning.

Processional: "March in"—Marchant

Invocation. Vamer J. Johns

Vocal Solo. "How Beautiful Upon

the Mountains"—Flaxington Harker

Benediction. Elder P. C. Heubach

Recessional: "Festive March"—Hazel

H. R. Rasmussen, Organist.

Class Night
The Senior Class Night held on
the evening of May 12 honored
the parents of the graduates in a
colorful program. The procession
began at 8:15 o'clock during which
flowers were presented to the par-
tents by each senior. The platform
was decorated in red and white and
palm branches.

Other Services
Sacred services of the gradua-
tion were the Commencement and the Bac-
calaureate services held on May
17 and 18 respectively. Speakers
for these services were, in order,
Elder P. C. Heubach and Elder
Alger Johns.

Class Officers
President: Philip Dunham

Vice-President: Miriam Smith

Secretary: Mary Smith

Treasurer: Marshall Horsman

Parliamentarian: Moses Chalmers

Chaplain: Edward Oolley

Advisors
Elder A. C. Madison

Mrs. Floyd Wood

Motto: "Put on the whole Armour of God"

Flowers: Red and White

American Red Rose

IN PARTING . . .
Bob Clark, overhearing the girls in
chair worry over where to get
formals for ushering at last
Saturday night's program, suddenly
objected, "Do we have to wear formals?" He was greeted by many
chuckles after that.

Now it can be told that Bar-
hara Foote saves her ice cream
from upper to feed to Galambos,
the faithful nut-seller, during
the "wee small hours" when she
is night clerk in Gladwyn hall.

The girls of Gladwyn hall wish
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Wood God-
speed and many more. They
follows for work in the ministry at the close
of this year. Mrs. Wood, assistant dean for the last four years, has
been a real friend to each girl un-
der her care.

Hats off to the seniors of 1946—graduating in the first separate Academy commencement tonight in
Hole Memorial auditorium. The above panel of senior and associated faculty members' portraits was
designed by Paxson's Portrait studios in Riverside.
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THEY HAVE FINISHED THE COURSE—SENIORS GRADUATE SATURDAY NIGHT

VERNON KELSTROM, President
Major: Theology
Plans: Japan, Pub. Sec.

DANIEL GUILD
Major: Theology
Plans: Calif. Conf.

PAUL McFETTERS
Major: Theology
Plans: S. E. Calif. Conf.

DOROTHY SHELDON, Vice President
Major: English
Plans: S. E. Calif. Conf., Sec.

WILLIAM HARBOUR
Major: Religion
Plans: Michigan Conf.

HARVEY MILLER
Major: Religion
Plans: S. E. Calif., then Cuba

LYDIA COLE, Secretary
Major: French
Plans: Indefinite

CALVIN STERLING, Treas.
Major: Theology
Plans: S. E. Calif. Conf.

DORIS KANNENBERG
Major: Religion
Plans: (Mr. and Mrs.) Wyo.

CAROL DUNN
Major: French
Plans: Miami, Inter-Amer. Div.

LYDIA COLE, Secretary
Major: French
Plans: Indefinite

CALVIN STERLING, Treas.
Major: Theology
Plans: S. E. Calif. Conf.

DORIS KANNENBERG
Major: Religion
Plans: (Mr. and Mrs.) Wyo.

CAROL DUNN
Major: French
Plans: Miami, Inter-Amer. Div.

MAJOR BUILDING PROJECTS OF YEAR

Fifty-six veterans' homes have been constructed this year at LSC. But—over 120 applications have been filed. More plans being made. Rising rapidly throughout the year, the new Administration building and Fulton Memorial library will be occupied sometime in July.

Good news for swimming enthusiasts! Modern shower rooms for LSC's swimming pool. Super structure erected since this picture.

Over 2000 individuals may worship in the new La Sierra church, on which construction began this year. Largest SDA church in Calif.

Staff Activities Are Varied

Cont. from page 2

convention of business teachers, Washington, D. C.; Mary Wakeley, Groome, Claremont.

H. B. Hanum, teaching, chairman of music teachers' convention, Washington, D. C.; William Scott Leff, masters in education, UCLA; Marsha Jones, on leave in Wisconsin; Nellie Odell, six weeks at UC, education; L. C. Palmer, 1946-47, work on doctorate at USC; Chloe Soysky, six weeks, guest teacher at PUC; Hazel Shafter, six weeks at Claremont.

Permanent Leave

Teachers taking permanent leaves are Maxine Atteberry who, after some graduate work at Columbia university, will become assistant director of nurses at the White Memorial hospital. Mildred Ostich leaves LSC to become elementary education superintendent of the Northern California conference. Mrs. Kathryn Wood, assistant dean of women, leaves with her husband, Floyd Wood, who begins his internship in Southern California.

Jays, Academy Farm Mgr.

Departmental workers taking up other occupations are Jesse Jones, cook, who has been appointed farm manager of the newly-established academy in the Ventura area. He will take charge of the grounds immediately after school closes, although instruction at the academy will probably not begin for another year. Fonda Cordis, dietitian, will be employed at Loma Linda.